
QVN 10-FE8-75 X7 J 39 25334 
A Report trow the Fields for DFX, against HelP 

I was in the ARPA office on Tuesday the 27th, to talk with Connie 
MCLinden about printers, 25238 gives some information about that. 
But x also chatteo with her aoout DEX and Help, 

Connie strongly discourages the use of Help by people there because 
it consumes time on their five slots, "we've trained 60 people here 
and created all Kinds of interest"# declares Connie "but with five 
slots we just don't have time for people to be browsing around 
online". 

It shpuld be added that Connie HKes manuals (although she did not 
liKe the old TNLS user's guide) and if she felt help were more 
helpful she might see more time for browsing, 

Connie is also very anxious £°r DEX to work over the Net, sure 
if DEX worked as weii -or trie* as it does for Reil Canada, they wpuid 
use it as much, Besides the pressure of many users on few slots, 
fast tvpists don't like to type directly into NLS through the IIP 
input buffer because they frequently type ahead of it# and that is 
nerve wracking for them, 
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No resources for Documenting bugs 

If we do not have the resources to comment, out commands that do not 
work as stated In JRB'S 25321, we certainly do not have the resources 
to realistically hope that someone will see when such a command has 
been implemented and notify all of the appropriate people to go 
around and change all of the documentation, It is true that there 
are many such cases# not just undelete Modifications, I suggest that 
the documentation (at least the NLS-8 glossary) have a description of 
the command as it is supposed to work if the command is available to 
the user. We do not have the resources to document nor update the 
documentation of ouQs, commands that are not implemented should not 
be made available to the user. 
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14-JAN-75 15:23826^84 
Date; 14 JAN 1975 1523-PST 
From; POSTED 
Subjects test 
To: oostei 1 

m m m m m m m 

15-JAN-75 14502232,851 
Date; 15 JAN 1975 1402-PST 
From? POSTED 
Subjects R FCs 
To;' Schantz at BSW 
cc: postei 2 

Rick; 
I have now C at long last) copied the RFCs 671 & 672 to Office-*! to 
live in directory <Netinfo> with other recent RFCs, The 
pathnames for these is of the form [Office-i3<NETINF0>RFCxxx,TXT 
where xxx is the rfc number, 3 

Have you received any comment on the reconnection suggesting that 
would indicate any opposition to replacing the current telnet option 
with your' proposal j I still urge that the <1AC><S£> acknowledgement 
be replaced by <IAC><SuB><FECQ$NECTXQK><IAC><SE>, In the case that 
your proposal does replace the existing telnet option we will need a 
new document for the protocol notebook, are you prepared to create 
such e document ? I am willing to 
assist to the extent of editorial suggestions etc, ? 4 

--jon. 
m m m m m m m 

15•jAn-75 16 ? 04 s 08 » 8709 
Date; 15 J AN 1975 1&C4-P5T 
Fr0m! POSTEL 
Subject: wan protocol 
To; AV a t MIT-DMs, Burchflel at BSN, watson at 5FI-ARC, 
To; Qestreicher at igis 
cc; postei 5 

Dick has been letting me see some of the recent notes on mail system 
proposals and one note or another suggested that the current 
transmission protocol limited the number of recipients of a message 
at a host to ere, This is not the case, and for your reference i 
include the current protocol definition which clearly indicates that 
each message may be addressed to a list of users at the host it is 
transmitted to, 
Mail Protocol Jon postei 4 December 1974 6 

Mail Protocol 6a 
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Introduction 7 

This document describes the existing mail sending protocols, The 
n-aii sending Protocol is a subset of the Fi^e Transfer protocol, 
consisting of two additional commands to the set of commands 
described in the specification of the File Transfer Protocol, 7a 

Old FTP 7a* 

A. McKenzie "File Transfer protocol#" HFC 454, NIC 14333, 
,16-Feb"7 3e 7 at a 

New FTP 7a2 

N• Neigus "FILE Transfer Protocol," RFC 542, NiC 17759, 
12-JUX-73, 7a?s 

0, Post el "Revised FTP Pepiy Codes#" RFC 640, NIC 30843 , 
S-Jun-74, 7a2b 

Commands 8 

Mail File CMLFL) 8a 

The intent of this command is to enable a user site to mail 
data fin form of a file) to another user at the server site. It 
should be noted that the files to be mailed are transmitted via 
the data connection in ASCII or EBCDIC tyoe, (It is tne user's 

responsibility to ensure that the type is correct,) These files 
should be appended to the destination user's Nail by the server 
in accordance with serving HOST mail conventions. The mail may 
be marked as sent from the particular using HOST and the user 
specified by the 'USER* commandt The argument field may 
contain one or more system or ?ac idents fit is recommended 
that multiple idents be allowed so the same mail can easily oe 
sent to several users), nr it may be empty. If the argument 
field is empty or blank: (-one or more spaces), then the mail is 
destined for a printer or other designated place for site mail, 8al 

A NIC loent refers to the standard identification described i n 
the NIC directory o* Network Participants, A serving host may 
keep a table mapping NIC idents Into system idents, although 
NIC idents are not required in the implementation, A system 
ident is the user's normal identification at the serving HOST, 8a2 

Mail Protocol Jon Postei 4 December 1 974 8a2e 

The use of system idents would allow a network user to send 
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well to ether users who do net have NIC identification but 
whose system ident is known, 

Mail (MAIL) 

This command axioms a user to send mail that is NOT in a. file 
over the TELNET connection. The argument field may contain one 
or m ore system or NIC idents, or it may be empty. The idents 
are defined as above for the MLFL command, After the 'Mail' 
command is received, the server is to treat the following lines 
as text cf the mail sent oy the user. The mail text is to be 
terminated by a line containing only a single period, that is, 
the character sequence " ,CRLFfl in a new l ine, it is suggested 
that a mcdest volume of mail service should be free? i,e,, it 
may be entered before a USpft command. 

Reply Codes 

The MAIL and MLFl commands have the same reply codes as the Append 
(APPE) command# with the addition of t he reply co^e for MAIL 
stating that mail is expected over the Telnet connection. 

Old FTP 

350 - Enter mail# terminate with <CR><LF>,<CR»<LF> 

New FTP 

354 • Start mail input# end with <CRXLF>,<CR><LF> 

8a3 

8b 

syntax 

8b 1 

9 

9a 

9ai 

9a 1 a 

9a2 

9a2a 

10 

It is strongly ur^ed that for consistency in the handling of mail 
at the varicus hosts that all maii sending subsystems or programs 
use these standard syntax convention for the text of the mail, 
This will help a great deal in allowing a user or program to 
intelligently process incoming mail, 10a 

The text of the mail, whether transmitted over the FTP Telnet 
connection (via the command) or over the separate data 
connection (via the MLFL Command), is governed bY the syntax 
below? lOal 

1 10 a i a 

Mail Pr°tocCl Jon Postel 4 December 1974 iOalal 

Example? lOaib 
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FROM; White at SRI-ARC 
Dates 2 4 JUL 1973 1527-PDT 
Subjects M ui11 »51,te Journal Meeting Announcernen1 

NIC? 1799b 

At 10 AM Wednesday 25-JULY there will be a meeting to 
discuss a Muiti-Site Journal i n the context of 
Utility, Y'aU be here, 

Formai syntax? 

lOalbl 

10alb2 

iOaic 

? i= <header> <CPLF> <message> 
1sa <headeritem> i <headeritem> <heacer> 
?s= <item> <CHUF> 
:1s <authoritem> i <dateltem> 1 

<subjectitem> i <miscitem> 
<authoritem> ss= FROM! <SP> <user> <SP> AT <sp> <host> 

<mailtext> 
<header> 
<headeritem> 
<item> 

<dateitem> 
<suo ject itesr> 
<(Tiiscitep1> 
<ca t e> 
<vdate> 
<tdate> 
<cay 0 trnonth> 
<vnonth> 

DATE: <SP> <date> <SP> <time> * <zone> 
S s s SUBJECT! <SP> <iine> 
11 s <<ey* 0rd> ; <SP> <1 ine> 
«; = <vdate> i <tdate> 
nz «rdayo£month> <SP> <vmonth> <SP> <vyear> 
is® <tmonth> / <dayofmonth> / <tyear> 
lis one or two decimal digits 
ss® JAN 1 FEB I MAR i APR i MAy J JuN i JUL 

1 AUG i SEP 1 qCT I N OV I DEC <tmonth> 
two decimal digits 

;j= one or 

<wear> 
< t y e a r > 
<zone> 

;?= tour decimal digits 
0 two decimal digits 
e EST I EDT i CST I CDT 1 MST I MDT i PST 

i FDT I GMT I GDT 
<time> *•3 tour decimal digits 
<user> s!# <word> 
<hcst> iis a standard host name 
<mes$age> sis <line> <CRLF> i <line> <CRLF> <message> 
<Keyworo> t13 <word> 
<line> !!= a string containing any of the 128 
ASCII 
characters except CR and LF 
<word> * *® a string containing any of the 128 
ASCII 
characters except CRf LF, and SP <CRLE> !! = CR LF 
<SF> 1 *3 space 

Mail Protocol, Jon Postel 4 December 197 4 

10 a 1 c 1 

1 Da le la 

lOalclal 

Please note the following? ioald 
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CI) <authoritem>, <dateitem>, and <subjectitem> may each 
appear at most once in <header>? < miscitem> may occur any 
number of times, Tne order of <author 1 tem>, <dateltem>, 
and <subjectitem.> is insignificant, but they must proceed 
all occurrences of <miscitem>, 
C2) The case (upper or lower) of keywords --
specifically, 'FROM'# 'DATE", 'SUBJECT' ,'AT', <host>, 
<zcne># <vmontn> and <keyworg> -- is insignificant, 
Although 'FROM' t for example, appears in upper-case in 
tne formal syntax above, in the header of an actual 
message it may appear as 'From' (as in the example), or 
'from', or 'From#, etc, 
(3) NO attempt has been made to legislate the format of 
<user>, except to exclude spaces from it, 
C4) The time has no internal punctuation, 
(5) no provision is made for multioie authors, iOaldi 

3 
m m m m m m m 

15-JAN-75 17814803,1278 
Net mail from site SRI-ARC rcVd at 15«JAN*75 17813858 
Date; js JAN 1975 1713-PST 
Fromi PCSTEL at SRI-ARC 
subjects new NSW & PCP DOCUMENTS 
To: NSW-DiSlFlBUTIONl 11 

There are three new documents of interest to NSW and pcp workers; 12 

1) NSWSTRUC --Defines the process structure of NSW, 13 

2) NTP -- nsw Tool Package which contains N5W»specific procedures ana 
data stores required of a orocess for use as a tool within the ^SW, 14 

3) PCPV2CHANGES mm documents the divergence of the implementation 
from the version 2 documentation, This is a dynamic document, 15 

The documents are available online at SRI-ARC in the directory <NLS> 
as text flies, They may be py^ed from A RC using FTp by $uppiing the 
username ANONYMOUS and password GUEST, The pathnames ares 
CSRI-ARC]<NLs>N5WSTRUCiTXT 
CSRj-ARC 3 <NL5>NTP,TAT 
[SRI-ARC3 <NLS>FCPV2CHANGES,TXT 16 

We will be sending these out in hardcopy in the next week or two, 17 

We also would like to offer our assistance in understanding these and 
the other documents and concepts in the NSW and PCP designs, If you 
would like to discuss any of these topics please call or sndmsg jon 
Postel at (41b) 326-6200 x3718 or POSTEL at SRI-AKC, 18 
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j o n # 
m m m m m m m 

18 wJAft «75 23 t 59:29 # 780 
Net mail from site J SIB rcVd at. 1 8* JAN* 7 5 23:59:27 
Dates \B JAN i975 2359-PST 
From? COHEN at USC-X5IB 
qubiect * MVP 
To: PGSTET/at SRj-ARC, POSTED at iSj 
cc; COHEN 19 

Jon* 20 

here are some words re NVP# you might want to include under 
l(recent developments" for NVP s 21 

AN INITIAL VERSION OF NVP WAS IMPLEMENTED FIRST FOR REAL-TIME VOICE 
EXPERIMENTS BETWEEN 1ST A ND LINCOLN LABORATORY * ON AUGUST 1974, A 
MORE EXPANDED VERSION IS IN OPERATION SINCE DECEMBER 1974# FOR 
REAL-TIME VOICE COMMUNICATION (BETWEEN LINCOLN AND CKI# AT SANTA 
BARBARA)f 
NVP USES BOTH TYPE-0 AND TYPE-3 MESSAGES, AND ALLOWS INCREASED 
BANDWIDTH AND DECREASED DELAYS AT THE POSSIBLE COST OF RELIABILITY, 22 

cheers # 
Danny, 22a 

P ,S, my address is at isiB# not is i , than)cs , 
w> <•»•»•* m w *• 2 3 

20-JAK-75 07 f 3 3 «59 # 800 
Net man from site BBN-TENEXA rcvd at 
Date; 20 JAN 1575 1032-tST 
From: sCHANTZ at BBN-iENEXA 
Subject: RFC 67i 
To: Postal at SRI-ARC 
cc: schantz 

20-JAN-75 07?33:5b 

24 

joni 
I have received no objections to the reconnection proposal (other 
than your suggested acknowledgement change). On the other hand# I 
haven't heard anything from most network sites, I assume no comment 
is synonymous with acquience, I would gladly volunteer to prepare a 
new option definition document. It would probably consist of a 
revision of the existing document more than a complete rewrite, 25 

Shitting gears no*» I am beginning devote my attentions to BBN's NSW 
project commitments# and win he g0inq over your documents this wee*, 
I'm sure I'll have some questions/comments on them soon, --Rick 
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20-JAM-75 10:24:42,20602 
Net mall from site SRI- A p c  rcvd at 20-JAN-75 10:24:06 
Date: ?0 JAN 1975 1024-PST 
From: POSTEL at SFX-ASC 
Subject: Batch Job Models 
To: NSW-DISTFIBUTIQNI 26 

< POSTEL, PATCF-JQB-M0DEL,NLs:6r >, 17-JAN-75 15:24 JBP ??;: 27 

Bill: 
Here is commented version of your message on batch jobs. Following 
these comments is a description of my model for batch jobs in the 
NSWf The main differences are in the breeK down of functions to 
particular processes i wm, fe, grammar, tool, etc,), and in which 
processes touch which'fcinds of files, 
••Ion. 28 

Comments on your message: 29 

Date: 12 JAN 1975 U36-PDT 
From: CARLsCiN at OFFICE-1 
Subject: batch tools 29a 

< CAPLSON, HATCH-TOOLS,NLSf2* >, 12-JAN-75 11:26 WEC ?m 29b 

1 have a simplified model of batch t^ols whicn X use t° ̂ aKe 
decision, 29c 

%% H®W d ees this model compare with the model presented in the 
documents RUE-MODEL* and BJP by Postel and the notes by 
Warshall and Mllstein ? %% 29cl 

%% What decisions ? %% 2gc2 

%% It wcijid be very helpful t° have your comments Keyed t° the 
previously distributed documents, %% 29c3 

Plase evaluate the model and, by 16 jan 75, send a message 
indicating agreement or identify pitfalls in toe model by 
describing scenarios where it fails, and propose SIMPLE revisions 
which resolve the pitfalls 29d 

%% should this suspend progress on the implementation of NSW ? 
%% 29dl 

A batch job cannot communicate with the user during execution, 29e 

%% is this a definition or an attribute of batch jobs shared by 
other types of jobs ? *% 29el 
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%% Mlllstein defined the terms BATCH, DETACHED, AND INTERACTIVE 
in a useful way, lets use his definitions, %% 

Background j obs on Multics or other time-sharing systems qualify 
as batch lobs, 

%% Does "background" include TENEX Detatched jobs ? %% 

The following classes of batch jobs are of interests 

Predefined N SW Tools; allow a user talking to the works Manager 
to sav the logical equivalent of "execute TESTDATA usinO 
CRITERIA as input and producing MONTHLY as output," CRITERIA 
and MQMTHLY are NSW files. Optionally, the user might specify a 
host, ie "execute TESTDATA at UCLA91". 

%% "predefined" is a new term to me perhaps a further 
explanation would he helpful, I take it to mean that it is 
a program that has been made known to the Works Manager as 
a tool and has a grammar, %% 

%% Which 36o sh0uld we be getting up to speed on N5W/PCP --
RAND or UCLA 1 %% 

The W will know whether the TBH requires all files to pe 
resident foet0re a batch job is submitted, 0r if it supp0rts 
delayed staging of files, if files must be prestaged, the WM 
will move or create the files and remember the local names, 

%% Perhaps the works manager dosent need to know this but 
the batch job package cap take care of fetching the 
required files, %% 

29e2 

291 

29 f 1 

29q 

29gl 

29gia 

2 9 g 1 b 

29glc 

29q1C1 

%% The idea of prestading vs delayed staging of files is 
what distingishes BATCH anc DETACHED tools in MiUstein's 
document, lets use one set of definitions, %% 29glc2 

The wM will know the local name of the tool. It will send a 
message to the TBH ©f the form "run L©cal-Tool-Name on 

Locel-File-l, Local-File-2* NSW-File-3 producing 
Local-File-4 and, NSW-File-S usimg TEXl-ARG-1, TEXT-ARG-2 , " 29gld 

%% This assumes that it is easy to distinguish local (to 
what) filenames from NSW filenames -- i for one don't buy 
that assumption. Although i do agree that the probability 
of confusion can pe greatly reduced by a satiable prefix 
name tor an file narrtes, %% 29gidi 

%% By now everyone should think in terms of Procedure 
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Call Protocol, The Procedure call your "message" maps 
Into is defined in the Batch job Package (BJP) and is 
named CRTJOB, 2 9 g 1 d 2 

CRTJOB C infixes, outfiles "> jobid ) 29gld2a 

The files in the lists infiles end outfiles are filenames 
that can oe bandied oy file packages* the batch job 
package calls on a file pagkage either in the same T8H or 
another TBH to get the files tor input or store the 
result files, % % 29gld3 

If the T&H do«s not support delayed staging* then of course 
there will be no NSW files in the list, Note that since this 
message is in an NSW format, we should easily be able to 
mark local file names, NSW file names, and textual 

%% By "in NSW format" do you mean it is a PCP Call ? %% 29glei 

One implementation (not only one) would have the local tool 
name be a text tile or catalogued procedure* The Foreman 
component in the TBH would ask the WqPJ<S MANAGER for a 
correct local name corresponding to each NSw Filename (it 
there is decayed staging of flies). The local filenames and 
the textual arguments would be substituted into the control 
file, which would be oiven to the standard scheduler to be 
executed at its convenience. The only uses I have thought 
of for textual arguments thus far are run time parameters 
like cere size, time limit, priority, etc, 29gif 

%% What is the "Foreman component" ? Perhaps this is the 
roie of the Batch Job package ? %% 299i£i 

%% The textual arguments you suggest are already handled 
in every case we know of by parameters in the control 
file required by the patch processing facility, why 
should this aspect of host specific job control be 
replicated in the general purpose batch job package ? %% 29glf2 

%% lpeSe "textual arguments" could oe accepted ^rom the 
user hy the grammar driven front end, whicn calls on a 
simple procedure to edit the control card file by 
substituting the arguments for place holders, %% 29glf3 

arguments 299ie 

The TEH must provide the WM with a job ID, The WM must be 
able to get job status information for a given JOBID* 29glq 
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%% See the CRTJOB and STSJOB procedures specified in tne 
Batch job Package, %% 

The TBH must signal the WM whenever a lob terinates, 

%% An interesting point, To do ths the works Manager must 
nrcvioe a procedure that a batch job Package may call 
«nen a j0b terminates, %% 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

COvpAss» define language for invoking toolsCthe WM 
command languane), provide tool for defining other tools 
to the WM C CML is part of it# but x don't think ail of 
it)# Pr°vide a document telling ho# to define It 
must identify options with regard to numbers ana 
attributes of input & output files, checking of textual 
arguments, optional files# warranties, etc, 

TBH Installer- provide a mechanism for accepting WM 
messages and invoking tools, 

%% Shouldn't "a mechanism for accepting messages" 
be a "mechanism for accepting and making POP Calls", 
%% 

Create ident/jobid/accoUnt card with info sent by W M >  

%% This card is generally the first card in the 
control card file which is required by the batch 
processing facility. This info should tee sent in the 
control file which is one of the infixes in the CRTJPB 
call to the batch job package, %% 

Provide f0r status Probin^# SIGNAL WM when tools 
complete, 

%% See the batch job package %% 

Provide a reasonable way to send output reports onto the 
ARFANET# 

%% I think this is a call for a reformatting program 
to make line printer oriented output presentable on 
display and teletype terminals, %% 

29glgl 

29glh 

29oihl 

29gii 

29qii1 

29c?ii2 

290112a 

29gli3 

Prcvidg a document tilling now to install 
fools on that machine, 

additional 

29gl13a 

29qli4 

29gli4a 

29gli5 

29al15a 

29gl16 
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General issue; Hew does the WM Know how much space to 
allocate for output files? CrjMPASS to taxe responsibility 
--- formulating"and documenting some reasonable answer, 29gli7 for 

HOw does anybody Know %% 29gii7a 

5eguences oi NSW Batch Tools; One can envision jobs consisting 
of several "standard" NSW batch tools to be run in succession 
on the same TBH# on many hosts, the scheduling algorithm will 
maKe it advantages to nave the sequence lumped into a 
multi-activity job, Yet the WW should Know when each activity 
completes* and have some options with regrard to file 
disposition and conditional tool inyoKation, passing files 
between activities may also necessitate control stream 
changes, 29g2 

%% Why should the works manager notice the jobstep 
completion for multistep one host jobs ? It may be very 
difficult to aet access to this information in any case, %% 29g2a 

Responsibilities: UCLA should take the lead in resolving 
these issues, with inputs from COMPASS and all T8H 
installers, 29g2b 

"Perfect" Batch Control Streams; contain only local file names. 
We want to discourage these in the NSW, but must provide the 
caoabiltiy so users don't have to leave the NSw just to type in 
a few simple control cards and run a batch j©b on tneir own 
machine. All the TBH must do is append the ident/jobid/account 
into to the control stream and retrieve status and output. 29gi 

%% it would be easy for a NSW user to create a file C either 
with a special tool or with any text editor) that contained 
control cards and file names specific to a particular batch 
processing facility, %% 29g3a 

Responsibilities J 29g3b 

COMPASS; Wm must accept a command liKe "run file at 
olace"# move the file, signal TBH to inVoKe it 29g3bi 

1% BY "file" are yo u now p eferind to a control file ? 
%% 29g3fc 1 a 

TBH Installer: responsible for start-up, status and 
output reporting, 29g3b2 

Batch Control streams Containing NSW Filenames; 29g4 

11 
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The user builds a job control stream ready to run, except he 
wants to refer to files DV NSW names, in general case, would 
also want to be able to defer file movement(not this year). 
Solution to delayed staging of files should use same TBH 
features as for predefined NSW Tools, 29g5 

Responsibility 29gsa 

SB I» build an interactive tool which works on typewriter 
terminals as well as displays and replaces NSW filenames 
with LQCAL names, Eventually, will instead simply 
identify sorre of the names as NSW names &ng win also be 
able to handle priority etc. After the substitutions are 
complete, the tool will invoke the WM to initiate the 
job 29gSal 

There could easily be a tool that asisted users in 
replacing NSWfixenajres by filenames local to a 
particilar batch processing facility, this would oe 
useful in preparing the control files for a program 
developed i n the NSW to be turned over for use outside 
the Nsw, %% 29g5a!a 

1% This aside on typewriter terminals and display 
terminals is out of place and snows a lack of 
conviction that toe front end will provide means to 
use a range of terminal classes to use the same tools, 
1% 

COMPASS and TBH Jn®taiiers are responsibie for providing 
the same canabliities as for "perfect" batch control 
streams and (eventually) as for NsW defined tools, 

%% The user wants a nsw-wide control file that is like the 
existing h 0st specific control files but allows each job step 
to be executed on a different host. The user can construct such 
a file with any text editor or perhaps a special control file 
construction tool, when the user wants to have this control 
file "executed" a tool is called upon to translate (by calling 
on the works manager) toe nsw filenames to file package file 
names and to call the appropriate batch job packages for each 
job step, %% 29g6 

29g5aib 

29o5a2 

29h 

Description o* mV models 30 

Here is a scenario of use of a batch tool which is an elaboration 
of the discussion contained in tne BJE-MODEL document, 30a 
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Note that there are two case for batch jobs in the NSWs one is 
the traditional batch processing facility which normally 
exoects as its primary input a control card file? the other is 
an interactive time sharing system which allows input to come 
from a file instead of interactively from a user at a terminal, 30al 

MODEL 30b 

First we discuss the entities involved in the process of 
composing a batch job, having it run, and examining the 
results, 30bl 

The principal entity is a batch procesSing facility. This is 
expected to be an existing hardware & software unit that 
will be only minimally changed to interface to the NSW, 30bla 

Examples of p atch job proocessing facilities «re the 
B47G0 and the IBM 360, 30blal 

Another type of batch jog capability is is the TENEX 
runfil or the Multies execom facility, 30bla2 

yhe NSw talks to the batch processing facility via a 
procedure package called the Batch jop Package (BjP), 30blb 

The batch jog package in a sense referees the flow of 
information between its PCP callers and the batch 
processing facility. For example the batch j ob package 
cclects all the input files that are resident on other 
hosts before turning the job over to the batch processing 
facility# and the batch job package may distribute the 
result files to other hosts when the job is completed by 
the batch processing facility, 30blbl 

The Batch Job Package interacts with File Packages CFP) to 
effect the movement of fues to and from the Batch 
Processing Facility, 30blc 

The call on the batch job package to get a job Submitted 
to a batch processing facility is; 3Qbici 

CRIj08 C infixes# outfiles «> jobid ) 30blcla 

The files referenced In infiles and outfiles are named so 
that the patch job package can get them from and put them 
into the directories owned, py NSW at various hosts and 
manipulated by file naekages, Thus these tiles are named 
by "£ile-package-tilenames", 30hlc2 
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The user sees only wsw-£1lenames so there must fee a 
language/grammar that controls the users interaction 
which results in the generation of a create job call on a 
batch job package. This processing for the user must 
induce the mediation of the NSW^filenames the user 
supplies into the file-package-filenames included i n the 
create job call. 30blc3 

The files themselves are created and examined using the te*t 
editors (e.g. NLS) available in the NsW, 30bld 

Sorre tiles that are included In a create job call may be 
standard Horary files and from the users ooint of view 
nart of the system, The user may not even be aware of 
their existence since their names could be supplied by 
the grammar internally, 30bidl 

The input files are probably in most cases joo control 
flies in a particular batch processing ^cni^es 
specific job control language, There might be 
grammars/tools to aid the user in constructing such 
control files for specific batch processing facilities 
and applications programs, 30bld2 

A scenario for a user creating, submitting, retrieving, and 
examining a batch iob follows? 30b2 

The user interacts with the front end, The front end 
contains a command language interpreter that is driven by a 
grammar, The particular grammar in use for this user at any 
time depends on which tool the qser is accessing, 30b2a 

The user interacts with an editing tool to create a source 
program and to concatenate it with a standard file of job 
control information particular to the Batch Processing 
Facility to w hich it will be submitted. The concatenation is 
accomplished using regular editing commands (not batch 
specific commands), 30b2b 

The user then interacts with the Works Manager and the batch 
joo Peerage mediated by a grammar to submit the file he has 
created, The grammar and the Batch joo package w ill require 
enough information from the user that the batch Joo Package 
can retrieve the input files from File packages, and store 
the output files. The Batch dob package will return an 
identifier for this job which can be used to reauest status 
information at a later time, 30b2c 

Some of the information needled t° fun a batch joo couia 
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be in a standard file that the user always appends his 
file to# OR this type of information could be in a 
separate file that is included by the grammar in the 
create job call automatically# and the grammar could call 
on a function to edit a standard tile to contain user and 
run specific parameters such as user-name, priority, 
rur-time-lim.lt, 30b2cl 

When the ion has been processed the user may use an editing 
tool to examine' the output file, Mote that the output fues 
have been stored as specified in File pacKages and are thus 
accessible to tools as permitted by the works manager, 3Qb2d 

It may be necessary to construct special tools to 
reformat the output of other tools for presentation on 
the users terminal, 30b2di 

in particular the t°°ls which were designed to ou^ut 
to una Printers wm produce output difficult to view 
adequately on narower display and teletype terminals, 3Qb2dla 

A discussi°n °f « batch program as a tc°l* 30h3 

An applications program which lives on a batch processing 
facility can be made into a tool in the NSW such that the 
users of it as a tool do not need to Know the control 
language of the facility where it lives, TO do this the 
tool installer must create a control card file and a grammar 
which are stored In the works Manager under the tooiname 
assigned to this program, 30b3a 

when the user accegses the tool the front end gets the 
grammar i'rom tne works manager and fonwes to conect the 
prameters from the user, once all the arguments are 
collected the front end (or the works manager) can call the 
batch job package, Note that one of the arguments is the 
name of the control card file. This argument may oe built in 
to the grammar or supplied by the works manager, 30b3b 

A discuss*01*1 multi-host batch 10bs, 30b4 

Suppose a user wanted to run a series of batch jobs steps 
where each step was to be carried out on a different host. 
It is not difficult to envision a NSW-batch-control-language 
in which one could say things like: 3Qb4a 

"If the previous lob step was successful then use its 
output file WALDO a,ppended t0 control file DQITTQIT as 
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card input to the batch ©recessing facility ABC e nd call 
the printer output file GEORGE", 30b4al 

Tbis requires a tool to "execute" files of this 
NSW-batch-control-langauge to be written, 30b4b 

m m m m m m m 

20-JAN-75 ll?25:4b,312 
Date: 20 JAN 1975 1 1 ?5-PST 
From: POSTEL 
Subject: Reconnect ton 
To: schantz at BBfo 
cc? postel 31 

FicKl 
ok, go ahead or a revised reconnection option document for the 
protocol notebook following the standard format# when you have a 
draft ready ill review it for any holes or glitches. 
--jon, 
m m m m m m m 
20-JAF-75 13113:27,2014 
wet mail from site OFFICE*! revd at 2Q-JAN-75 13:13:22 
Date; 20 ÂW 19 7 5 1313-FDT 
From: W1NGFIELD at 0FFICE-1 
subject: NSW meeting 
To: crocker et 226 , bsizer at 226, holm at 226, carlson at isl# TO: 
lloyd at jSj, baggiano at iSj, mayhen at jSj, crain at iSx, To: 
waal at SRI-ARC, postel at SRI-ARC, watson at SRI-ARC, 
To: warshall a* SRI-ARC, n>iiistein at SRI-ARC, 
To: irby at SRI-ARC, tri0lo SRI-ARC, schaffner at SRI-ARC, T0: 
schantz at BBN, burchflel at BBN, thomas at BBM, 
TO: braden at CCN, pogran at MIT-MULTICS, wingfield at OFFICE-i, 
jo: stone at CFFICE-1# lawrence at OFFICE"!# u hlig at OFFICE"1# TO: 
weeks et OFFICE -1# riddle at OFFICe-1 32 

We should be at the halfway point in the development of the basic 
hardware/software packages reauired by the NSW, in order to insure 
that the requirements of the Data systems Design center are 
implemented by 1 July, Crain and i would like to schedule a meeting 
of the steering committee ana principal investigators sometime next 
week, 
The agenda w ill essentially cove r  a n indepth review of how the 
various components of the NSW will interact to implement certain DSDC 
scenarios. For efficiency, X would like to minimize the number of 
persons present to include only one (1) person from tne following 
organizations: 
SRI - postej/white/watson 
ADR - trlolo/waal 
MCA - varshall/miHstein 
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RAPC - wingfield 
ARPA - carlson 
151 - croeker/baizer 
SAX « deuglas 
AFDSDC * era in 
AFDSC - lloyd 
BBN • burchfiel 33 

The meeting will be two days sometime next wee* [or else tne second 
wee* ln Feb], at a location on the east c0ast. Limited TDY tunds for 
government organizations make the east coast a better choice, please 
indicate who will be coming and which days are best. 
Unfortunately, the success ot such a large project as the NSW may be 
determined by the operational status on 1 July, It behooves us to 
address these snort term goals now, 
Thanks, 
Mike 
m m m m m m m 
20-JAN-75 14:06 I 37 #3499 
Net mail from site QFflCE-t r<;Vd at 20-JAN-75 14:06:34 
Dates 20 JAN 1975 14q6»PDT 
From? CFAIN at OFFICE*! 
subject: MEETING to discuss people«process-process interactions t®* 
NSW-dXSTRIBUTICN! 34 

< GRAIN, MEETING-MSG.NLSJb, ># 2G-JAN-75 13:55 LAC ??!! 35 

1 Greetings 36 

2 should be at the halfway point i n the development of the basic 
hardwar®/software packages required by the NSW, In order to insure 
that the requirements of the Data systems Design center are 
implemented py i July, Grain and i would like to schedule a meeting 
of the steering committee and principal investigators sometime next 
week Unfortunately, the success of such a large project as the NSW 
may be determined by the operational status on 1 July, It behooves 
us to address these short term goals now. The purpose of the meeting 
is 37 

2A determine exactly what will be available on 1 Jul, and make 
sure everyone is In phase on this* and 37a 

2B develop scenarios for the process-process and process-user 
interactions f0r each procedure available t0 the user op 1 Jui• *e 
mean to concentrate on content (information required to be passed) 
and stay away# as much as possible, from form (syntax/format of 
into exchanged), 37b 

3 The agenda will essentially cover an indepth review of how the 
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various components of the NSW will interact to implement certain DSDC 
scenarios. Among the Items we wish to address ares 38 

3A Login and logout sequence 38a 

3B Invoking, using, and leaving TELNET/ELF Tool 38b 

3C Creating a Batch Job 38c 

3D Calling, using, and leaving MLS 380 

3E Calling for proofs, then publication to COM/Hardcopy 38e 

3F Explicit (user directed)movement 0f files, int0, 0ut 0f, and 
within NSW, 38f 

3G Help features. 38g 

3H Invoking a T8H (TENEX, Multics, ?OS360/3?0) 38h 

3i Escaping to the wN and returning to a tool, 381 

3J passing messages in NSW (not NL5 Journal or Netmail) 383 

3K Peadinq/sendino journal and network .Mail 3 8k 

tft,(There 111 ay be others, please consider.,, 381 

4 The meeting will fee two davs sometime next week [or else the second 
week in Feb], at a location on the east coast. Limited TDY funds for 
government organizations make the east coast a better choice,, Bill 
Carlson suggested Boston as the meeting place, but I(crain) would 
orefer Princeton [at ADR), as they nave not Yet had the prlvelegec?) 
of hosting such a session, The tentative date we suggest is 28 and 29 
Jan, We hope to net everything done in a day and a half, but don't 
plan anything critical for the rest of the second day so we can run 
over if necessary, 39 

5 We are requesting, to keep the group managabie and efficient, only 
one C I) representative from each group? 40 

5A A RPA [ Carlson, Crocker, or BalzerJ 40a 

5B ADR [Tricio or WA«I) 40P 

5C SAj [Douglass or Hamrick] 40c 

5D RADC [Wingfield) 4Qd 
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SEMCACwarshallorMilsteiri] 40 e 

5F SBX-protocols C White or postell 40f 

5G SBI*NLS/FE (watson or?] 40q 

5H B6N C Burchfiel or?] 40h 

51 AFDSC [Lloyd] 40i 

5J AFDSDC t Crain] 40j 

5K #PXease rote; those are exclusive 'orfs. If *?e nave too Dig a 
group# we won't set anythin3 don*. 

6 we would like to have the date and location firm Nlt Thursday 
afternoon# so please comment ASAP ons 41 

fcA Can you attend? 41a 

66 any problems with the date or location(Princeton). (ADR has 
veto power- There's always Montgomery.,, 4lh 

6C Who will attend from each gr°uP? 41c 

7 Thanks#Mike and Larry 42 

w an m m m m 

5  fi * *  J  A  b  m  7  S  1  7 1 4 7 2 4 1 * 6 1  J 2  

Net mail from site USC-XSX rrvd at 20-JAN-75 17147835 
Date; 20 J AN ;975 1746-PST 
From; pQSTEL at USC-ISI 
gubjectl Traffic Graphs 
TO* TRAFFIC*,GpAPH«*DlsTpXBUT*Q^ • 

Here are the ARPANET Trafffic Graphs updated to include December j 9 7 4 
with the data provided by A lex McKenzie of 88N. 44 

TOTAL INTERNODE TRAFFIC 
PACKETS PER M ONTH (MILLIONS) 
Sep 71 1.5 * 
Oct 7 1 3 ,0 * 
NOV71 3.5 « 
D e c 7 i 3,3 * 
Can72 5,3 # #  
Feb? 2 6,5 #*# 
M a r 7 2 6 «7 #** 
Apr 72 10,1 
May? 2 15,2 ###*#*# 
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Jun72 24 .2 •a**#***##**# 
J U17 2 15 .0 ******* 
Aug72 21 • 0 #######*** 
Sep72 24 ,0 #***######*# 
0 C17 2 40 .0 ******************** 
No v7 2 25 ,0 ************ 
Dec72 28 .0 *##*********** 
Jan7 3 45 .0 ****** *************#** 
F e b 7 3 41 ,0 ******************** 
NaT 7 3 56 ,0 *******#*************#**#*** 
Apr73 67 .0 -a**********#********#************ 
May7 3 72 ,0 **######**#*#**########*##*#*#*###* 
Jun73 70 ,c ******** *************** *********** 
Ju 17 3 83 ***************************************** 

Aug73 99 .0 *****************************#******************* 
Sep7 3 86 ,7 ***********************#*#***************** 
Oct7 3 93 »5 ********************************************** 
Nov7 3 85 ,3 *#********#*****#*********#*************** 
Dec7 3 73 .8 ****************************#******* 
J an. 7 4 91 .9 **************************#****************** 
F©b74 79 .9 *********##*****#**#********#*#******** 
Mar 7 4 1 02 • 9 ************#**************************#*********** 
Apr 74 100 • 0 ************************************************* 
Nay74 104 ,3 *************************************************** 
Jun7 4 90 • 6 **************#****************************** 
JUL 7 4 115 .2 
***#********##****#*************#********#*******#******* AUG74 
116,4 ***#**********##***#*****##*#***#*******#*******#*#******* 
S£P74 85 , 8 ******** #***********##*#**#*************** 
OCT74 113,3 
*****##******#*#**#*******#*******#*****#*#****#******** NOV74 
105,2 ********#****#********************#******#********** DEC74 
115,7 ###*####*###*########*#*##############*#*#*#*#***##**##** 44a 

TOTAL INTERLUDE TRAfFIC 
AVERAGE PACKETS PER DAT (MILLIONS) 
Sep71 0,1 * 
Oct71 0.1 * 
Nov7 1 0,1 * 
Pec7 1 0,1 * 
Jar 7 2 0,2 ** 
Feb72 0,2 *** 
Mar72 0,2 *** 
Apr72 0,4 ***** 
Mdy7 2 0.5 ******* 
Jun7 2 0,8 ************ 
Ju 17 2 0,5 ******* 
Aug72 0,7 ********** 
Scp7 2 0,8 ******** #*#* 
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Oct 7 2 
NQV72 
Dec72 
0an7 3 
Feb73 
Har73 
Apr73 
May? 3 
Jun7 3 
JU173 
Aug73 
Sep7 3 
Oct 7 3 
Noy73 
Dec73 
Jan7 4 
F ep74 
M a r 7 4 
Apr 7 4 
May 7 4 
Jur>74 
38 *##*## 
AUG74 3 
***** ***** 
3,3 ****** 
********** 
3,8 ****** 
3,7 ****** 

3 ******************* 
2 ****************** 
1 **************** 
4 ******************* 
6 ******************* 

9 ******************* 
4 ******************* 
3 ******************* 
3 ******************* 
7 ******************* 
2 ******************* 
o ******************* 
0 ******************* 
9 ******************* 
4 ******************* 
9 ******************* 
0 ******************* 
3 ******************* 
3 ******************* 
4 ******************* 
1 ******************* 
********************* 
a 
********************* 

********************* 
********************* 
********************* 
********************* 

*# 

***** 

********* 

***************** 

*************** 
*************** 
********************* 
***************************** 
************************ 
************************** 
*********************** 
***************** 
************************ 
************************** 
****************************** 
****************************** 
******************************* 
**************************** JUL74 
****************************** 

************************ SEP74 
********************* OCT74 3,8 
************************* WQV74 
**************************** DEC 7 4 
**************************** 44b 

TOTAL INTERNQDE TRAFFIC 
AVERAGE PACKETS PER NO DE-DAY (THOUSANDS 5 
Sep 71 2 • 9 * 
Oct 71 5 ,3 ** 
Nov?1 6 ,5 *** 
pec71 5 ,7 ** 
Jar>72 9 * 1 **** 
pep72 12 ,1 **** 
Mar 7 2 11 • 6 **** 
Apr 7 2 14 ,8 **#* 
M®y 7 2 20 ,2 **** 
Jun72 28 ,3 **** 
JUTL72 17 .0 **** 
A u g 7 2 23 , o * *** 
Sep? 2 27 ,0 * * * * 
Oct 7 2 43 ,0 **** 
N 0 V 7 2 37 ,0 **** 
D e C 7 2 34 .0 #*** 
jan73 41 ,0 ** ** 
Feb? 3 45 ,0 **** 
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Mar 7 3 54,0 
Aor 73 66,0 
May? 3 64,0 
JUn7 3 64,0 
J U17 3 72,0 
Aug? 3 86,0 

*****### **###**###*## ft#*##**#*#*#**# 

ft#*#**#########**#*####***#**##***##*##***## 

#****#*##*#****#*##*#*#**#•#**#***##*#*#*#* 
###*#*#####**#*##*###*#*#*##****##*######* 

ft*#####*****#*##*###*###**####*#***#####***###*# 

«**»*****#*«*####*###»#*#***##*##*#4****************###### Sep73 
7 3 9 8 ########*#*#**#*#################*######*####*#*# OCt73 
73,8 *###*#*#####*##**####*##*######*####*####*###*### NOV73 
64,7 it#######*######*##############*####**####** 
Dee73 52,8 **#***####*###########*######*##### 
Jan74 65,8 a*******#***##**#####*####**###**#*##****#** 
Fefc74 68,3 **##**#**####################*########*###*#* 
Mar74 72 ,8 ****#**#*##*#*##•###**####*•###*•####*#*##*#•#•#**#*# 
Apr?4 72,4 **#******#*•*#****####*#*#*#**####****#**##**#### 
May74 73,2 a######*#*####*#*######*#########*####***#####*## 
Jun74 67,9 #*#*#*#**####################*##########**### 
JUL74 83,5 
#*##*#*#ft##*##*##**##*#*########**#####**####*######**#* AUG74 
79,1 a##*#*####*#**#*##*#***#**#*######**#*####*#*##**#**# 5Ep7 4 
68,5 a#*##*###*##########**##*######*##########*### 
OCT74 75,6 #***#######################**#*#######*########### 
NOV74 72,8 
DEC74 72,6 #######**#*##*##*################*#####**#*##### 44C 

21-JAN-75 06:33:09,1611 
Net mall from site USOISI rcvd at 21-JAN-75 06: 33: 05 
Dates 21 JAN 1975 0626-PST 
From} CA8LSON at USOISI 
Subject! NSW MEETING 
TO? CHOCKER a t ISLB, BALZER at X5IB, POSTED at SRI-ARC, 
To: CARLSON at ISI, LLOYD at USX, BAgqIANO at J5I, MAYhAN at ISI, 
To: CP.AIN at ISI, WATSON at SRI-ARC, WAPSHALL at SRl-ARC, 
T0! MILLSTEIN at SRl-ARC, WHITE a t SRl-ARC, IRBY at SRI-ARC, Tol 
STONE at OFFICE-1, WINGFIELD at 0FFICE-1, 
Tos RIDDLE at OFFICE-1, WEEKS at OFFICE-1, 
TOS LAWRENCE at OFFICE-1, UHLIG at OFFICE-1, JACOBS at BBN, TO? 
BURCHFIEL at BBN, THOMAS at BBN, 5CHANTZ at BBN, 
To: WAAL at SRI-ARC, TP.XOLD at SPI-APC, 5CHAFFNER at SRI-ARC, To} 
HOLG at ISIB, BRADEN at CCN, POGRAN at MII-MULTICS 45 

THANKS TO LAPPY AND MIKE POP ORGANIZING THE MEETING, 46 

I WANT TO REEMFHASIZE THE LIMITED FOCUS, THE OBJECTIVE IS TO 
GUARANTEE THAT ALL PIECES OF THE i JULY DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM 
ARE BEING BljILl AND THAT WE HAVE A COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF 
WHAT THE RESULT WILL LOOK LIKE, 47 
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X THINK NEXT WFEK IS 100 EARLY TO HAVE THE MEETING, FOR ONE THING# 1 
CANNOT AFFORD THE TIME BEFORE 1 FEB, A MORE SUBSTANTIVE 
COMMENT IS THAT T'HE SCENARIOS TO BE DISCUSSED SHOULD BE 
DISTRIBUTED IN ADVANCE LF THE MEETING AND A FIRST PASS ANALYSIS SOME 
BY TELEPHONE, TwO PAYS WILL NOT BE ENOUGH TO Dp XT ALL, AND WE CANNOT 
AFFORD TO BREAK U P WITHOUT COMPLETING THE JOB, 

IN LARRY'S NOTE ABOUT THE MEETING, THERE WAS A LIST OF AC TIVITIES TO 
BE PERFORMED IN J UT(Y, THOSE MEED TO BE FLESHED OUT IN GREATER DETAIL, 

THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN FEB ARE BOTH OK WITH ME EXCEPT FOR UF EB, 
4 

THANKS, 
BILL 

21-JAN-75 12* 29 :08,1412 
Net man from site BBN-TENEX rcvd at 21-JAN-75 12 : 29*00 
Pates 21 JAIM 1 975 152G-EST 
From* MCKENZIE at BBN-tENEX 
Subject: RFC 662 
To* Kanodls at MIT-MULTICS 
cc* Pogran at M'XT'MULTICS# PoSMn.ComPNet at MlT-MtjLTICS# 
cc: walden, mcauillan, mcKenzie# p ostel at SRl«ARC 52 

Raj # 
i Pave just gotten around to reading RFC #662, in response to your 
statements in the second paradraoh of the section labeled ''PROBLEM", 
name1y "the proto^x d0«s not specify any way to rec0ver from 
transmiss ion errors that occur while more than one RFNM is pending on 
the same connection", I would l ilce to call RFC'S 533 and 534 to your 
attention, if the "protocol" refered to in the quotation above is 
the Host/JMP protocol then your statement is incorrect, of course, if 
you refer to the ^ost/nost protocol then you are correct. However, i 
believe it would be possible .for you to program Muitics to use the 
features described in RFC 'S 533 and 534 EVEN IF NO OTHER HOST 
IMPLEMENTED THE CHANGE, I believe you could then get higher 
bandwidth sending TO any Host (provided sufficient buffer allocation 
was made available)? of course you could only CORRECT errors when 
sending to a Host which also implemented the change (you would have 
to abort the transfer and start over If errors were detected in 
sending to posts which were not Known to have implemented the 
change). 
Regards# 
Alex McKenzie 

21-JAN»75 17107148,5675 

*
Net meil from site SRX-ARC rcva a* 21-JAM-75 17 *07 143 
Date* 21 JAN 1975 l7o?*PST 
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From: POSTER at SHI-A^C 
Subject: Terminal* Tools and the NVTP in NSW 
To: NSW-DISTPIBUTIQN: 53 

Bill: 
in response to your message of 12»jAN-75 and Oyr subsequent telephone 
conversations cn the role of Telnet in the connection of user's 
terminals to old pr°or«ms being used as tools i have prepared the 
following note, --jon. 
< PQSTEL, NVTP-CQMMENTS,NLS?8# >, 21 - J A N - 7 5 16 :42 JBp t } f i 54 

This is an attempt to clarify the role of the Network Virtual 
Terminal package CNVTP) in interfacing "old Programs" to the National 
Software WOr*s (NSW), The discussion here assumes that the reader is 
familiar with the procedure call Protocol (PCP) and the Telnet, 
protocol, 55 

The NSW is composed of two principal entities and a group of 
auxiliary entities, The principals are a Works Manager (WMD a nd a 
Front END (FE), The auxiliaries are called Tool searing Hosts (TBHs}, 5fe 

The WM a nd the FE always communicate with each other and with the 
TBHs using PCP, This is a simplifying principle that allows for a 
cleaner and cuicxer implementation of the WM and the FE, 57 

(We note that at times the same machine tnat supports the FE may 
be used in a non-»NSW context to communicate with other machines# 
including those that support the WM or those that are also TBHs# 
using other protocols, This does not alter our oasic simplifying 
principle since those other communications protocols and programs 
are completely independent, of the NSW,) 57a 

The active agent in the FE that carries out the users requests as 
interpreted usind the grammar and the user profile is the Command 
Language interpreter (CLI), 56 

The TBHs support applications programs (e.g. text editors# compilers# 
r ef ormat t er s # M J caned tools. These tools are or will oe 
constructed with the Nsw in mind# and will expect to communicate via 
PCP. Other aoplications programs# here called "Old Programs"# w ere 
constructed to communicate only with a controlling teletype, The 
Telnet protocol has been designed and implemented such that a remote 
user's terminal can appear to be the controlling teletype when the 
remote user utilizes a "user Telnet" process to communicate via the 
network with a "server Telnet" process that directly controls the 
application program. 59 

T0 interface such old Pr0grams lnto the NSW a NVTP has been designed 
to act as a converter between pep and Telnet protocol, There are two 
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cases to be distinguished: first the case where the NVTP is in a 
third host* and second where the NVTP is directly controlling the eld 
Program, $ote that in either case from the point of view of the WM 
and the FE the NVTP is the tool, 60 

Case l 61 

I net 1 1 net I I I 
CLI»-«» i I "•NVTP«» i i "--Server •"•"•D Id 
i PCP 1 J Telnet i Telnet Program i -

6ia 

Notes: 61b 

CLI only does PCP calls, &lbl 

NVTP merely copies data, 6ib2 

Server <jelnet acts as controlling teletype to Old Program, 61fo3 

Case 2 62 

i 1 net I I 
I CLI** -i- -i»-MVTP--0id i 
I I PCP I Program } 
mmmmrnmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmmm*mmmmm 62& 

Notes: 62b 

CLl only does PCP calls# 62bl 

NVTP acts as controlling teletype to uid Program. 62b2 

NVTP is a S-^ALL extension of Server Telnet program, 62b3 

in the NSw environment the contol features of ^einet are generally 
unnecessary since these functions are performed by the FE, 63 

host of Telnet's control options are for controlling aspects ot 
the users interaction that can be specified by a grammar or user 
profile, The difference is that in Telnet the parameters are 
dynamically controlled and transmitted between the user and server 
for each use of a program) in the NSW case these parameters are 
incorporated in the grammar and are therefore relatively static# 
but they are not renegotiated with each use of the tool and thus 
there is less netvorx traffic, A user should be able to change 
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aspects of the interaction by commands to the FE which do not 
require network traffic, 6 a 

For example the nest powerful Telnet Option -*• Remote 
Control!6^ Transmission and Echoing C PCTE)is c0f*PieteiY 
replaced by a grammar tailored to the serving host and tool. 
And the strategy of dynamic control used in RCTE requires 
substantially more network traffic than is neccessary in the 
NSW case, 63al 

An alternative communication strategy for Old programs has been 
suggested that wou^d have the FE communicate with the Old Program 
using Telnet protocol, 6* 

The WM is the only NSW process that initiates tool processses and 
the WM always communicates usinc PCP, It would be quite awkward to 
have the tool process initiated using PCP and subsequently 
communicate using Telnet protocol, The Telnet protocol does have a 
reconnection option (there are no Known implementations of tnis 
feature), so that (in theory) control of a process created by a 
Telnet initiation by the WM could be switched to the FE, such a 
procedure requires both the WM and the FE to treat Old Programs 
differently than new tools, and requires both the WM and the FE to 
implement both PCP and Telnet protocol, fe4a 

d9»UAW-75 Otn s nn !5B „ 1281 
Net mall from site BBN»TENEXA revd at 22-JAN-75 06*00155 
Date? 22 JAN 1975 QSQQ-EST 
From? BTHOMAS at BBN««TENEXA 
Subject; NSW-DISTRIBUTION LIST 
To; POSTEL at ARC 6^ 

JON, 
X HAVE RECEIVED 2 COPIES OF YOUR LAST TWO NSW MESSAGESR 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR DISTRIBUTION LIST, NOTE THAT MESSAGES 
FOR THOMA50BBN AR E NOW FORWARDED TO BTHQMAS9BBN, 66 

ALSO, FOR YOUR INFORMATION, AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TELNET 
RFCONNECTON PROTOCOL HAS BEEN TESTED FOR TENEX 
WITHIN CONTEXT OF RSEXEC - SEE RFC # 671 BY SCRANTZ, 67 

ALSO, I JUST READ YOUR NOTE ON NVTF*COMMENTS» THE COMMENTS WERE 
ABOUT WHAT WE EXPECTED THE NSW "SOLUTION« TP IHF O LD PROGRAM PROBLEM 
TO BF, I PERSONALLY BELIEVE THAT NSW Is MAKING A SERIOUS MISTAKE BY 
NOT DIRECTLY SUPPORTING "ORDINARY" NETWORK CONNECTIONS AND "ORDINARY" 
TELNET CONNECTIONS IN ADDITION TO THE "LOGICAL" AND "PHYSICAL" 
CHANNELS DESCRIBED in JIM'S PCP DOCUMENTS, 
IN THE; OLD PROGRAM CASE XT APPEARS THAT THE pep REGIMEN 
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IS FORCING AN INEFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION BY , FOR EXAMPLE, FORCING TWO 
TERMINAL I/O WAKEUPS RATHER THAN ONE. THIS COULD BE CORRECTED BY 
ADMITTING THE NOTION OF ORDINARY CONNECTIONS AND TELNET CONNECTIONS 
TO PCF - I BELIEVE THIS COULD BE DONE IN A WAY THAT DOES NOT 
SERIOUS COMPROMISE THE PCP DESIGN PHILOSOPHY* 68 

BOB 

22"JAN*75 08:50:47,237 
Net in a IX from site USOISI r cvd at 22-JAN-75 0r;50:44 
Dete: 22 JAN T 9 7 5 0848-PST 
From: CARLSON at U5C-ISI 
Subject: TERMINALS* TOOLS #NVTP IN N5W 
To: PGSTEL at SB I"ARC 
cc? WATSON at SPI-ARC 69 

THANKS FOR xHE PAPER JON, 
m m mm m m m 70 

22-OAN-75 09 s 06 S 58,i827 
Date? 2 2 JAN 1975 OSOb-PST 
From. WHITE 
Subject: Answers to pep Questions 
To: mandei1 at IsIB 
cc: oostei 71 

DiOc»» 72 

1) My current intention is to abort (return type PERMANENT and 
subtype ABORTED) a procedure call request when all processors are in 
use, There are a couple of other possibilities, one or more of which 
may prove desireablej 73 

The process couio, as you sugcrest, queue the request until, a 
processor becomes available, Clearly there's some limit to the 
buffering capacity of the process, so queuing probably just delays 
the inevitable, 73a 

The process could abort the request and promise to notify the 
caning pro^ss (with a new type of message) when a p rocessor 
becomes available, and force him to reissue the request at that 
time, 73b 

We could adc an argument to the CALPRQ procedure which lets the 
caner decide h0w this situation is t0 be handed, 73c 

Suggest ions? Preferences? 73 d 

2) The user descriptor i s assumed by the PCP code to be addressed oy 
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the external symbol "USRDSC", The loader resolves the reference at 
load time, The system descriptor is Known to the applications code 
by a similar mechanism, 74 

3) I'm behind schedule on implementation* am now shootip9 to have 
PCP running and NLS using it by the end of FEB, 7b 

4) 6UPRSM is indeed missing from the bundle descriptor, Thanks, 
Assume that it follows BUPDSP, 7B 

Mew (even readable) hardcopy documentation went out to you in the 
mail yesterday „ Among it is a document called PcPV2cHaNGE5 whose 
on-line version will be regularly updated and will contain bug fixes# 
design changes ana. additions# clarifications# etc, once we have a 
running implementation# i will merge this file with the Version 2 
documents to generate Version 3, 77 

--Jim 77a 

Wfftff W*|Rflk 

22-JAN-75 !0sb6:25,707 
Net mall from site BBN*TFNEX rcvd at 22-JAN-75 10s56?21 
Dates 22 JAN 1975 1357-EST 
Fromi MCKENZIE at BBN-TENEX 
subject s RFC 's 
To * oostel at SKI-ARC 
cci mckenzie 78 

Jon t 
Since my inuraation with papers starting in about November# m y filing 
system hasn't been perfect# and things may have gotten lost, The last 
RFC I received was numbered 674 (Postel & 'White), Working backward, 
there are the following "missing" pFC'ss 
#673 
#670 
#668 
#665 
#664 
#648-#650 
#646 
#641 
#6 39 
po you know if any of these numbes correspond to documents which were 
actually w ritten? if any go, would you mind telling me the source 
of the document* so that 1 can try to get a copy? 
Thanks # 
Alex 

22-JAN-75 1iJ 18 S 1 0 # b57 
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Date; 22 JAN 1975 1 H8-FST 
From? PCSTEL 
Subject: NSW i nterface to old programs 
To: Thomas at BB# 
cc: Postal, White 79 

Bob: 
in principle the NvTP should sit in the same place in the processing 
ot the data as Server Telnet, (See my case 2,5 When this is true 
there should be no difference in the number of, wake-ups (or any other 
measure) between the NSW and non-NS* cases, The reason for the 
difference you correctly point out is that in TENEX the Server Telnet 
has been pushed into the monitor, It could be that the NVTp is 
eventually pushed into the monitor too Cor instead). But we do not 
advocate that approach, we believe that new tools (that know PCF) 
which are constructed for and fully Integrated into the NSW will be 
so much more attractive to users that the use of old programs will 
become insignificant, 
--j on, 
m m m m m m m 

22-JAN-75 14:16:3b,509 
Date: 22 JAN 1975 1416-PST 
From; POSTEL 
subject: RFCs 
To: MCKenzie at BSN 
cc: postei 80 

Alex; 
Y0ur list of missing FFCs is exactly right, n0ne 0f the numbers y0u 
mention is assigned to an actual document. There are some additional 
numbers assigned? 675 is Cerfs TCP Spec cask Cerf for hardcopy), 676 
is no document# 677 is assigned to Paul Johnson at BBN but i havent 
received a document yet# and 678 is by me on File Formats and is 
online at Offiee-1 as <NETINF0>RFC678.TXT 
--jon. 81 

m m m m m m m 

22"JAN-75 15:08:26,755 
Date: 22 JAN 1975 1508-P5T 
FROM: WHITE 
subject: A suggestion for Handling Processor Assignment 
To: man den at IS IB 
cc: oostei 82 

I suggest the following; 83 

1) implement (some reasonable amount of) queuing in the CF. 83a 

2) add a BOOLEAN argument to the CALPRO procedure py which the 
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caller can either take advantage of or ignore the CF's queuing 
ability, 

33 add an INTEGER priority araument to the CALPRO procedure* allow 
the applications c0de (by way 0t tne USRDSC) t0 specify USPRCT 
priorities (one for each processor), and then, assign a procedure 
call request to a processor only i f the request's priority is 
greater than or equal to that of the processor, 

What sayest thou? 

-- Jim 

22-J AN •» 7 5 17 : 36 :24, 1261 
Net nail from site ISIB r c v d at 22*JAN«75 17:36:17 
Datej 22 JAN 1975 1736-PST 
From: MANDELL at USC-ISIB 
subject: pesponse to prlorltv proposal 
TO; james K. White: 
cc: postel at ABC 

My first reactions to the use of priority numbers 
for processors and calls is that it looks like a good idea. Perhaps, 
the amount of buffering required in the call queues can he suggested 
hy the processes that create logical channels, The 
number of queue spaces could be arbitrated between the processes at 
each end of the channel, 
I think that the use of prioity numbers for processor allocation is 
cleaner than rry suggestion of allowing a user routine to handle 
queuing, 
pur application can probably benefit by the ability to reserve some 
processors for h igh priority calls, Your proposal also allocs all 
processors or most processors to have the same priority, in order to 
avoid deadlocks, it is probably necessary to select candidates tor 
assignment to processors in a priority order. This can be done by 
priority ordering of the call queue or by some other equivalent-
means, in our application it would be convenient to be able to 
change the priority of processors from time to time to adjust to load 
conditions, 

22-JAN-75 17:37:00,1264 
Net man from site ISIP rcvb at 22*JAN*75 17:36:53 
Date: 22 JAN 1975 1730-FST 
From: MANpELL at UsOISlB 
Subject: Response to processor priority 
To: james E». White: 
cc: POSTEL at A RC 
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My first reactions to the use of priority numbers 
for processors and calls is that It looks l ike a good idea, perhaps, 
the amount of buffering required in the call queues can be suggested 
by the processes that create logical channels. The 
number of queue spaces could oe arbitrated between the processes at 
each end of" the channel, 
I think that the use of prioity numbers for processor allocation is 
cleaner than rry suggestion Of allowing a user routine to handle 
queuing, 
Our application can probably benefit by the ability to reserve some 
processors for high priority calls, your proposal also allows all 
processors or most processors to have the same priority, In order to 
avoid deadlocks, it is probably necessary to select candidates for 
assignment to processors in a priority order, This can be done by 
priority ordering of the call oueue or by some other equivalent 
mears. In our application it would be convenient to be able to 
change the priority of processors from time to time to adjust to load 
conditions, 
p> *t » •» •• *» «» 1 / 

22-JAN-75 18)32:41,233 
Net mail from Site BBN-TENEX rcvd at 22-JAN-75 18:32)39 
Date: 22 JAN 1975 2123.EST 
From: WALDEN at BBN-TENEX 
Subject: book chapter 
To: postel at 8RI-ARC 
cc? walqen 88 

how is book chapter on protocols coming? 
dave 

22*JAN-75 20 : 19 :30 ,5961 
Net mail from site OFFICE"1 rcvd at 22-JAN-75 20:19122 
Date: 22 JAN 1975 LBSL-PDI 
From: CRAIN at 0FFICF-1 
subject! more on meeting 
TO: nsw-all: 89 

< GRAIN, MSGKMEETING.NLSJS# >, 22-JAN-75 18113 LAC 9q 

Hello, again? 
There seems to be considerable (and I must admit well founded) 
objections to having the meeting next week, However# it is imperitive 
that we hold it a5 soon as possible, so we get the important issues 
it will adrress resolved, Theref0re, let's n-pVe it back a week, to 
Wed-Fri, 5-7 Fee, I feel that we must make time to attend, and that 
that date is probably the latest one reasonable, It should also fit 
better into the schedules of those who have already responded, 
particularly Watson, who plans to be in Boston the 4th already, you 
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might also notice that the length has been extended to three days* at 
the request, ot Bill* who doesn't thin* we can get everything done in 
two, Judging by past Meetings* h e nay fee right, so let's plan on 2t 
days, and reserve Friday i t we need it, pete Waal says that he will 
be happy to host it* and we have no other major objections yet 
voieeo, so let's set Princeton a$ the place, Pete; we would 
appreciate directions* and the name of one good motel (for everone 
else) and one cheap one Cfor a certain poor Lt,5 when you get a 
chance, l 91 

In response t0 s0mt »C0mments on Scenari0s £0r Meeting" by Bills 
2 

1, BY CREATING BATCH JOB, I ASSUME YQUU MEAN B4700 BATCH JOB? 
2 A 

92 

92a 

I mean B^IOO batch jobs* Out I suspect AFDSc would read that to 
mean 360 or MUlties Batch jobs. This brings up an interesting 
question? do we let users of a TBH such as a 360 or Multics use 
the operating system'S facilities to create batch 1QPS 
directly* or do we require them to invoke a seperate batch 
tool? The former seems like it would be dificult to recover the 
accounting infermat ion, but the latter involves trap!no any 
commands the user might try which would create a batch JOD* as 
well as building an additional tool, 
2A1 92al 

2, ARE WE GOING TO CALL/UGE/LEAVE NL$, OR IS THERE GOING TO BE AN 
NLS EDITOR, AN nis PUBLICATION SSYTEMt AN L10 CQMpILE/DEBUG 
SYSTEM (QF COURSE WITH SLEWING AMONG TOOLS PEP IRBK'S RECENT NOTE) 
2B 

Conceptually * I prefer separate tools, but practically* I am 
woried about impi®mentInO then5, in time, i rnust have pissed the 
referenced note from iroy- Charles; could you point me at a 
cony? 2BI 3, WHAT EXPLICIT OVEMENT OF FILES WITHIN NSW DO YOU 
WANT, THE ONLY CASE I AM AW ARE OF IS FOR LOWER COST STORAGE, 
2C 92BI 

I thought that movement of files to the Batch TBH would be 
necessary in the 1 Jul system,(correct me if I'm Wrong,) I 
think that implies Explicit movement, 
2C1 92B2 

4, MIT AND UCLA AR E JUST STARTING TO GET INVOLVED IN THE NSW# AN D 
THEY HAVE NOT YET COMMITTED TO A DATE FOR TBH IMPLEMENTATIONS ON 
MULTICS OP THE 360. 
2D 9 2c 
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The Multics# and to some extent the 360* were mentioned for 
DSC, Jirt tlcvds what is your feeling on this? 
2D 1 92c1 

5, THE MESSAGE THING WORRIES ME, THE STATEMENT OF THE SCENARIO 
IMPLIES I MUST NOW LEARN NSW MAIL AS WELL AS SNDMSG AND JOURNAL, 
2E 92d 

Steve Warshail mentioned this facility at a previous meeting* 
so I'll crop it in his lap. I tend to agree that It is 
definitely uneesirable to have message systems start 
proliferating like coathangers in a dark closset, 
2E1 92dl 

6, I WISH THERE WAS ONE PROGRAM ON THE B4700 WE COULD INSTALL AS A 
PEAL NSW TCCL, IT SHOULD BE A BATCH PROGRAM, BY REAL TOOL, I MEAN 
THAT I WANT TO INVOKE IT AND RETRIEVE THE RESULTS WITHOUT EVER 
SEEING B47GC JOB CONTROL, 
2F 926 

One candidate for such a role I have been considering is a 
program cur support branch developed. Called %-E'XECUTE, it 
takes a COBOL source deck* instruments it*compiles it* then 
executes it to see if your test data has exercised all possible 
control oaths, If this sounds like a reasonable choice to all 
of you, I'll see what we can do about getting it installed as a 
batch tool on the B4700. 
2F1 92e1 

To Bin* especially# out others might take note also* I would 
appreciate y0u using the Distribution List feature whenever Possible 
ISI-KA u sers can use <nsw>all.Distribution-list, pi.P.* and steering, 
Office one users have <crain>NSw*ALL,/ NSw-Pl«' and NS^-steerin?• I 
think There are also lists available at SRI-ARC# under similiar 
names. The reason for this request is very simply that it seems about 
a quarter of my mailbox is filled with lists Of addressees, If you 
have a spare minute* please review the respective "ALL" file at your 
site* and let me know it any names are "ALL" file at your site* and 
let me know if any names should he added, This is basically a 
'shotgun* file* and anyone interested in the project should be 
Included, 3 93 

s0 much f0r the work# n0w £0r a little frivi0lity: F0r th0se 0£ y0u 
who are secret Batman Freaks, or who just like bad puns and veiled 
references* may I commend to your reading the works of one of my 
distinguished fellow inmates here at GAFS (Gunter Air Force 
something, for you troops who dont understand Military talk). See 
ClSI-ka]<NSW>Capt,APPAffi, 
4 94 
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Thanks for your attention# and I'll see you all a week from 
Wednesday, 5 95 

/Larry 
5 A 95a 

m m m m m m 96 

23-JAK-75 15?C2M9,59O 
Met mail from site U5C-ISIA rcvd at 23-JAN-75 15: 02 s 48 
Date? 23 JAN 1975 1458-PST 
Fr o r n j  CAplsON e t  u s C - I s I  
Subjects 360 ?^CP 
Tos POSTER at SRI-ARC 
CCS CARLSON 97 

NOWHERE IN THE ARPA OFFICE IS A QQPY OF THE PAPER YOU DID AT MITRE ON 
NETWORK NCR, I DESPERATELY NEED TO KNOW HOW BIG THE NCPS 
ARE AT UCLA A ND AT SANTA BARBARA, DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF YOUR 
PAPER? ALSO, DOES IT GOVE ANY INFO ABOUT THEIR TELE HANDLER AND HOW 
IT i s  INTERFACED TO TELNET? ARE FTP DONE THROUGH THE TELE HANDLER, o p  
DOES IT GO MORE DIRECTLY TO THF FILE SYSTEM, HOW ABOUT RJE? 98 

99 

THANKS, 
BILL 
m m m m m m m 

23"JAN-75 I6*i3*2&f 1302 
Net ma 11 from s*te USC-ISIA rcvd at 23«JAN-75 16813523 
Date? 23 JAN 1975 1603-PST 
From? DCRQCKER at usc-LGL 
Subjects Protocol information file 
Tos Postel at ARC 100 

Hi, Jon, HOW'S tricks? 101 

A small suggestion for the Protocol information file-
Use nuffiberinb to heip the user parse segments 0£ the 
document. Because most of the statments are only one line 
long and there is a great deal of indentation 
variation, it is sometimes difficult to scan for 
a specific section, 102 

Additions/corrections? 103 

1, YOU w ere second author of RFC 539 (Thoughts on White's Mali 
protocol), 104 

2, My RFC 577 isn't on the list# for Proposed Mail, it is 
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a very short note and way not, have said enough to oe worth 
including, but,,, 105 

3, The people and documents referring to CCN's RJS are all 
CCN pe0PIE, There nave Keen several implementations o* User 
orocesses (e„c,, the Harslem/Fagan one that I modified). 
Might be worth listing them, Ha.rslem issued RFC 30? on 
his initial version, The document on my mods to the program 
is a NUTS note (J), *06 

4, Cestreicher C at JSIB) has issued ah addendum to RFC 561, 
with some additional mail header fields, It was a smaii-distribution 
document, but he may be interested in making it an RFC, 107 

Any exciting happening? 108 

Hello to Joanne, Dave, 
M M M M M M M 1 0 9 

23-JAN-75 20?5O!09,I369 
Net man from site SPI-AI rcyd at 23-JAN-75 20:50807 
Date: 23 JAN 1975 2051-PST 
From: LYNCH at "SRI-AI 
Subject: NEED FCR A GIVER OF NAMES 
To? POSTED at ARC, WHITE at ARC 110 

I AM READING yOyR PECENj t0MES CAND GETT^G AN EDyCATIQN, THANKS) AND 
I KEEP SEEING A COMMON PROBLEM CROP UP -- THAT IS THE ONE QF "UNIQUE" 
NAMES FOR THINGS, IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK THAT THERE BE A UNIVERSAL 
NAME GIVER IMPLANTED IN THE SCHEME? OBVIOUSLY A SIMPLE "ADD ONE AND 
HAND IT TO HIM" PROCESS EXISTING IN 
HEAVEN OR SOMEWHERE WOIILP DO THE TRICK, SUCH A SIMPLE SOLUTION, THAT 
I SUPPOSE IT CAN'T WORK, REALLY, THOUGHT IT IS A TERRIBLE PROBLEM AS 
THINGS START TC GROW IN THE WORLD# BUT PHYSICISTS ABSOLUTELY 
REFUSE TO WORK WITHOUT CERTAIN INSTRUMENTS AND 1 THINK THAT NAME 
MANIPULATORS OUGHT TO ADOPT THF SAME STANCE, IS ALL THIS SILLY? CAN 
YOU IMAGINE A PROCESS SOMEWHERE THAT YOU SEND A "STRING OF WHATEVER 
GIBBERISH YOU DESIRE" AND IT SENDS YOU A VIRGIN "NAME" (NUMBER) THAT 
YOU CAN USE FOREVER AN D BE ASSURED THAT NO ONE ELSE WILL EVER GET TO 
CREATE THAT NAME? LAST WEEK AT ARPA LICK WAS ACTUALLY VERY CONCERNED 
ABOUT WHO GIVES OUT NAMES (FOR USER IDS) AND I THINK THAT IT WOULD BE 
A HANDY THING IF THERE COULD BE A TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE WAY TO 
ESTABLISH SUCH A GENERATOR OF NAMES FOR PROCESSES THAT HAD TO HAVE 
UNIQUENESS FOR IT S NAMES, 
OH W ELL F 
DAN 
m m m m m m m 
24-JAN-75 08?52:0b,i452 
pate? 24 JAN 1975 0852-PoT 
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From ? POSTEL 
Subject: NCP® and vSurvey 
To: Carlson at IS I 
ce: postei Hi 

Rill? 
I am sending you my last "extra" copy of the report# tor future 
reference the appropriate source 0f copies is MITBE# tne person to 
contact is Howard DUffieid (thats at NITRE Washington), 112 

As to the info you r®3uested i thin* that be "tele handler" you mean 
locai interactive terminal nan^er, and wm try to answer w^at i 
know on that assumption, 113 

NCP Size these rumber£ should be taken in perspective# they dont 
measure the sarre things in every case m particular across the 12 
systems surveyed the size reported varies by more than a decimal 
order of magnitude, The total size is composed of three factors the 
code, the tables, and the buffers, The last (buffers) is quite 
variable and m some cases dynamic so the size given may represent 
the size in use with a (at the time of the survey) average load, NOW 
the numbers? UCLA a 25K bytes# UC5B= 105K bytes, RAND *47K bytes, 114 

The UCLA a na UCSB implementations are very different in organization, 
To my understanding neither interfaces to the local interactive 
terminal handling code, 115 

The ot'ner auctions you as'< take a bit of pictur® drawing and should 
really be refered to the appropriate guys at the sites, I did not 
cover those asPec^s of the network code in my survey, N, B, the NCP is 
only a part of the network related code in a host, lib 

-•Ion, 
wt Of « *( It ft' « 

24-jAfc-75 09:07514,783 
Date: 24 JAN 1 975 0907-PDT 
From? WATSON 
Subject? critical questions still open 
To? irby, michael, maynard, po$tel# white# martin# lehtman, to? 
belleville# andrews / victor 
cc? watson 117 

The file cnls-sources,nls-guestions) contains critical unanswered 
question*# please read# will assume that CHI and EKM are responsible 
for getting them answereed by next thurs at latest, I do not see how 
we can freeze the split desing until they are answered. We need to 
decide what is importhat and must be thre by July ana what can be 

•
pushed to after July, we must aim to be integrating tne system by 
April, NLS Frontena and hopefully WM if we really hope to be up in 
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July, Gur reputation depends on this, If there is any slack 
anywhere lets pick it up, Thanks Dick -------
24-JAN-75 092 34 S 28,876 
Date? 24 JAN 1975 0934-PDT 
From? WATSON 
Subject; attendance at next NSW meeting 
To; carlson at I s l ,  crain at I s !  
cc? postel, irby 118 

Jon Postel and 1 will definitely be there. Since this meeting is 
crucial in the sense that this is basically the last chance to get 
any unaswered cuestions answereed Charles maybe should also go 
although he just recently had a fairly serious hand accident and it 
may not tee possible for him to travel extensively at this time, We 
ar e  oreparing scenarios and questions will send a suggested agenda 
from our point of view next week, Bill should I still plan to come 
down to DC to talk with Russell, If so I would like it to be on 
Monday or Fri of that week, x basically object to three day meetins. 
If they are organized properly two should be enough, I didn't like 
the last one much as it was not very produyctiye, Dick 
24-JAN-75 10?38;43,1128 
Net mail from site usOIsIA rcvd at 24-JAN-75 10?38:39 
pate! 24 jA.N 1975 1033-PST 
From? DCFOCKEP at USC-lSj 
Subject; Tei.net option sub-acknowledgement 
To; Schantz at BBNA 
cc? Postel at ARC # DCBOCKEF 119 

Pick -- if also, like the icea of a uniform handling 
of parameter acknowledgement, i wish j ; could think of an 
approach that appealed to me, 120 

<IACXSBXOPTICN»<OK><AIC><SE> is £r0ught with problems, 
since eacn option deals with the first byte after <option> is 
different wavs, I don't believe it will be possible to get 
agreement on its handling. That leads me to wonder apout putting the 
<QK> (and# b y implication* <N0T*0K>) on the other side, 
That i s (brace yourself# Jon); <IAC><ACK/NAK><SR><OPTIQN><1AC><SE>, 
This has manY problems, but may v/ork. In fact# the SB St Parts 
may not be necessary, depedning upon how self-identifying the Ack 
needs to be, (Will an option, at any point in time, be awaiting at 
most one ack?), 121 

A larger, and uglier, problem with this aporoacD is the part of the 
subneg0tiation w0uid now take place »0utside» 0t the 
SB/SE parentheses, 122 

YuCh, 123 
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Dave , 
124 

24-JAN-75 14120830,276 
Datei 74 JAN 1975 1420-PDT 
Fromj FKINLEF 
Subjects visit from Craig Fields 
To: postei 126 

Craig Fields will be at the institute next Friday for a 'general 
friendly visit', just thought I woula pass on the info, Don't Kn ow 
tine or particular occasion, 126 

jaKe 
m m m «* m m m 
24-JAN-75 16:28:47,2347 
Net mat 1 from site MIT-MULTICS rcvd at 24-JAN-75 16:28:04 
From: Kanodia.ComP^et at MIT-Multics 
Dates 0 1 / 2 4 / 7 5  1 9 2 6 -est 
Subject: RFC 662 127 

Alex: 128 

in response to your remarks on RFC 662* I would like to offer the 
following comments: 129 

1 - The complete sentence that you refer to (and tne one 
preceding it reads as follows: 130 

An old version of the !MP»to-»Host protocol requires that a host 
may not transmit another message on a. 
network connection, unless a Requ«st>for-Next-Message (RFNM) has 
been received in response to the previous message, Even though 
this restriction has now been relaxed, the protocol hoes not 
specify any w ay to 
recover from transmission errors that occur while more than one 
RFNM is pending on the same connection, 130a 

I believe that the terms "network connection" and "connection" are 
crucial in these sentences. At one time the iMP-to-HOSt 
protocol recognized the concept of a network connection in terms of 
links, in as much as the iMP-to-HOst protocol no longer 
recognizes the concept of links, it is certainly ambiguous to state 
that "the protocol coes not specify any way to recover from 
transmission errors •••••«•» on the same connect ion•" it is up to 
the Host-to-HCst protocol to specify recovery procedures: it may use 
the IM P-to-H o s t protocoi features of message-id and 
"incomplete Transmission Message", i am sorry for this 
inadvertent ambiguity/error, 131 
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2 « Your conclusion that features described in RFCs 533 and 534 could 
be used to .improve bandwidth, even if no other host 
implements these features, is partly incorrect. Consider a post A 
which uses message sequence numbers while sending messages to a host 
B which does net use message sequence numbers and can not detect the 
loss of messages. It is quite possible that B will receive a 
sequence of messages with a hole in it (undetected by B), and take 
some disasterous action (unimolied by A) even before A could abort 
the connection, 132 

3 - 1  h a v e  t r i ^ o  t o  d e a i  w i t h  s 0IT!e of these problems in my RFC 663 
and/ as pointed out in the same RFC# the proposed recovery protocol 
uses the ideas oeveloped in RFC 534. 133 

- Raj 134 

copy to; walden, mcauillan at bhn-tenex 
copy to; postal at sri-arc 
copy to; pogran, dark at mit-multics 
24-JAN-75 1 8 ; 17 J 03,894 
Met mail from site SRI-AT revd at 24-JAN-75 18:17:01 
Date; 24 JAN 1975 1716-PST 
From; LYNCH at SRI*AI 
subject; PCP 
To; white at ARC, postal at ARC 135 

Hey guys# 
I have finally absorbed the first pass at your stuff and have one 
huge worry, It appears to me that you are moving "system 
programming" considerations UP to the user programmer instead of D O W N  
from him, I cot seduced into thinking what Y°u wre sayiing was good 
stuff until I realized that it was my King of dailY c°ns^rnPtl°n V°u 

were formalizing, Maybe i am on tne wrong track, but aren't we (the 
cs world) supposed to be making the world better for non-specialists? 
I probably have missed something in the total scheme, but I do want 
to chat with ycu about this to settle my mind and to give you the 
benefit of my tears about sYstem programming,,. 
Dan 
PS As a spec for an operating system it is great, 
m m m m m m m 
25-JAN-75 18;49;37,380 
Date; 25 JAN 1975 1849-PDT 
From 5 IRBY 
Subject; nls-questions 
To; watson, MICHAEL, white, postel, MAYNARD, martin, kelley, TO; 
andrews, victor, BGLLEVILLE# LEHTMAN 136 

I h ave added comments to <nsw-sources, nls-guestionsI suggest 
you reread i t, -- Charles, p,s, . I understand we will meet about 
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this on monday, please read before the meeting to save time, 
27»JAN»75 12!08s2o,54i 
Met mail from sit® OFFICE"! rcvd at 27*JAN*75 12.08:22 
Date: 27 JAN 1975 llil-PST 
From: CHAIN at OFFICE*! 
Subject: NSW Lcn9-rande scenario 
To: N5W.DISTPIBUTI0NI 
cc: crain i^7 

Please see [r*f f ice*i > <crain>Scenar io. txt j 1 for a long range view of 
h0w I expect the NSW will fit into the w0rking envir0nment 0£ AFDSDC, 
This should allow you to better see some of the high level scenarios 
1 expect will be supported by NSW c in its 'mature' incarnation), and 
what I think should be available early in the project. 
/Larry 

130 

27-JAN-75 13:15:29,207 
Net mail from Site USOISIA rcvd at 27-JAN-75 13:15:28 
Date: 27 JAN 1975 1308-FST 
From: CARLSON at USC-IGL 
Subject: MITRE HEPOBT 
To! POSTFL at SB I"ABC i39 

CAME IN TODAYS MAIL 
THANKS, 
BILL 

140 

2 7 -J A N * 7 5 14: 27 :37,424 
Date: 27 JAN 1 9 V5 1427-PDT 
From* POSTED 
Subject: Peconnectlon Protocol 
TO: Dcrocxer at isi 
cc: schant£ at B9N, postel *41 

Dave: 
My comment on your suggestions-*OGGi 142 

Rick ana I naye previously discussed the inclusion of the option 
name and an "ok" byte in the acknowledgement, I feel that it 
is a satisfactory situation, Your idea to out the ACk outside the 
SB,, ,SF. phrase is unacceptibie, 
• j on, 143 

28-JAN-75 11!38:25,7296 
Date: 2.8 JAN 1 975 U38-PST 
From: WHITE 
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Subject: Answers to PcP Questions 
To: mendell at ISIS 
cc! postel 144 

Dick-- 145 

Processor Priority 146 

I prefer at the moment# I think, to let your suggestions for 
dynamically v ariable processor priority# and call-queue depth 
assignment via ITQPRCS# sit in my post-Implementation queue, 
Although I can see the possibility of their utility# they tend to 
make processors much fancier than I intended, and I don't think 
I'm willing to commit to that yet, I'd rather wait until we have 
some experience with a running NSW system first, 146a 

Inter-Entity Synchronize ion 147 

The event and signal subroutines defined in PCPTNXINT are indeed 
tor intra-process synchronization (between CF-PF and PF-PF), 147a 

The lock prccedures defined in PMP# however, are provided for 
INTER»pr0cess as well as intre-pr0cess synchr0nization. A data 
store is locked by a particular processor within a particular 
process. Thus locking a data store for write prevents read/write 
attempts by other processors within the locker's process, and 
other processes within the tree, 147b 

We may VVANT to add A BOOLEAN argument to LCKDATA t o allo^ 
locking by an entire Process with free access by A LL 
processors# not just one, 147bl 

The lack of consistency you see between the methods by which 
SYLDCK and LCKDATA reoprt the successful setting o* the lock 
disappears if you take a larder v iew, In BOTH cases an event is 
signalled if you decide to wait. In one cage, the event is 
specified as an argument to SYLQCK? in the other# it's specified 
as an argument to the CALPpO procedure by which you Invoked 
LCKDATA, 1 47C 

It is indeed the responsibility of PKDSMN t o check the lock 
associated with the data store to be manipulated. The system code 
can't possibly do it, since it knows absolutely nothing about the 
data stores within a user package (hot even whether one of a 
particular name exists), I will state that fact explicitly in 
Version 3, 147d 

A user p ackage presumably maintains a control block that 
contains such things as the name and current value of eacn data 
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store within the package, This control block must also contain 
a lock for each data store* 147dl 

I als0 n eed to oefine a n®w USS that LCKDATA can call to 
lock/unlock a data store or at least hand me the address of the 
ECB associates with it, 147d2 

Temporary Data Stores 148 

temporary data stores, since they are contained within PSP, are 
implemented entirely by PSP, i48a 

Temporary data stores were intended for use in conjunction with 
CAtPRO's argument- ana result-list masks, Providing a place where 
a caller could temporarily saye the results of one procedure ana 
then use them as arguments to a subsequent procedure* 
Furthermore, their use was only thought practical when the 
intermediate results were fairly large, in which case efficiences 
would probahlv result from not having to ship them back to the 
caller and later to the (new) callee. None of this is meant to 
suggest that any other use ISI may see is necessarily 
unreasonable, but rather lust to orovide some background, 148b 

Consistent with the above, a temporary data store Is "known" only 
to the process CQntaining the procedure that made the call to 
CR.TTMP which created it. That fact allows, for example, two 
inferiors of some process p to each independently create a temp 
with name "TEMP" without running into a name compiict, which is 
just wpat one wants PROVIDED the intended application is as 
suggested above, 1.48c 

The w0rd "kno^n" refers t0 wh0 PCP will permit t0 reference an 
entity, whether it be a procedure, data store, process, etc,? 
rather than what portions of the user cope happen to be aware 
that the entity has been created, 148cl 

If one section of user code creates a temp whose name is chosen 
at random at run-time, then of course that temp is not "known" 
Cin a DIFFERENT sense of the word, one which I never use) to 
other sections of the code until its name is communicated to 
them. However, from PCP'S standpoint, the temp is known (i.e. 
addressable) from anywhere within the process, I48c2 

from your questions, i gather you want to use temps just like one 
uses builtin data stores, 1,e, v©u want them to be addressable by 
any process that has a. PH for the process that contains the temp. 
We could, of course, add a BOOLEAN argument to CRTTMP, which 
specifies the scope of the data, store you wish to create. Is 
there a reason that you can't simply build in the data stores you 
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need at compile time* rather than defining them as temps ©t run 
time? 

X strongly resist your desire to give user code control of temps 
by means other than PDDATA/WRDATA, I think you need to use 
standard data stores# over wnich you already have complete 
control, 

It turns out# now that I think of it, that since you DO have 
c0mplete control of the data stores in y0ur Gwn package, you CAN 
define any additional ones vou need at run-time C l»e, you can 
implement temporary data stores in packages other than PSP), Such 
data stores would, however, violate the definition given in the 
PCP document f i,e, data stores exist throughout the life of a 
Process), If you decide you want to do this, I would like to know 
about i t? it may he entirely reasonable, 

PSI System 

The details of system-code PSx usage aren't entirely worked out 
yet# but I will if possible use just one channel, I expect my 
usage of the PSI system to pe confined mainly to implementation of 
5YL0CK and SYUNfcK, 

I may need to provide some SSS's by which user code can manipulate 
the PSI system, I can't, short of using the OSYS traP mechanism, 
PREVENT their doing so directly, 

Processor Composition 

Each PF w ill in fact contain a shared copy of the same SAV file, 
and thus win contaip the sa^e packages (Procedures and data 
stores) as every other PF, Doing otherwise seems a bad idea and 
would be difficult tc implement# 

I cringe at the thought of balding an entire "system" as a single 
process, A process'is a COMPONENT of a system# and a system of 
any size will consist of SEVERAL orocesses. It seems unnecessary 
(at least at this point) to develop disciplines for solving the 
address-space-size problem within a single process# when one of 
the powerful things about PCP is tna.t it permits you to solve that 
problem bv partitioning the system into SEVERAL processes. 

New Arguments In RSMPRO 

The new arguments supplied to a previously-called procedure via 
RSMPRO bear no necessary relationship, either in number, form, or 
content# t o the original arguments supplied via CALPHO, 

148d 

H8e 

148 f 

149 

149a 

149b 

150 

150a 

150b 

151 

1 5 i a  
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The arguments supplied via CALPRQ are available to the caller 
until he makes a perma nent return, while those supplied via FSMPRQ 
are available only until he makes his next temporary return Cor of 
course a permanent one), 15lb 

29"JAp«75 12105822,3013 
Net mail from site OFFICE-i rcv3 at 29-JAN-75 12 s 05:13 
Dates 29 JAN 1975 U59-PS-T 
From? WINGFIELD at QFFICE-1 
subjects NsW meeting agenda 
To; NS'W steering committee; 152 

The following are agendas for the two NSW meetings next week, 153 

1, Boston meeting 153a 

date iSiai 

5.6 F®b , 153a la 

A o e n d a  1 5 3 8 2  

"wed morn; COMPASS, BBN, SPI, Carlson, CMjT) discuss TENEX 
TBH questions, 153a2a 

V«ttd aft; COMPASS, BBN, SRI meet to discuss SRI proposed 
issues; 153a2b 

1. userid system 153a2bl 

2, mall ident 153a2b2 

Thurs morn; COMPASS, SRI, MIT discussions to be announced, I53a2e 

2, Princeton meeting 153b 

date 153bl 

6.7 Feb. 153b 1 a 

Agenda I53b2 

Tburs morn at 0900 ; SAI, Trioio, Muntz, Crain, and Wingfield 
meet to discuss B4700 interface hardware/software, user 
interaction and scenarios , Crain will discuss the 
scenarios that are expected to be implemented by '1 July, I53b2a 
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RJE" In this scenario the user sits down at a terminal# 
wakes up tne WM C or FE?) and engages NLS to create three 
files; a JCL file# a COBOL source file# and a data tile. 
He then sp ecifies that the three flies pe sent to the 
84700 for submission as a remote job entry. Upon 
completion cf the job# the user is notified (if still 
on-line) or a message is sent to him if off-line. The 
user then peruses his output file for errors, 153b2al 

TIF- The user requests NSW to Q o  into HP mode, NSW 
orcvioes a TIP-like service for general network access, 
(the actual user interactions can follow TIP# ELF# or 
TENEX/TELNET patterns^, The user requests a connection 
to a NQN-NSW h ost# does some work at that site# then 
closes that connection# and exits from the TIP mode, 153b2a2 

File Transfer- The user specifies that an NSW tile fee 
moved to storage at the B47oo site, 153b2a3 

Tool invocation on B4700- There Is a tool which checks 
whether all logical paths are exercised by the input data 
by imbedding in the source language counters and traps at 
branch points before compilation, The user specifies 
that this tool be run against his COBOL source file to 
produce another COBOL source file which is then sent to 
FOE, 153b2a4 

Thurs aftj Discussion of the B4700 NSw software 
requirements, the PDP-11 DEC IMP-iia interface driver 
software, A discussion of the responsibilities of ADP i n 
regards to implementation of the TBH software will also 
occur. 153b2b 

Fri morn; SRI and Carlson WILL loin us in discussions of how 
the Front-end software interacts with the TBH Software, Any 
problems brought up the previous day in regards to the ADR 
software will oe discussed, 153b2c 

154 

29-JAN-75 12550547,286 
Net mail £rom site OFFICE*! rcvd at 29-JAN-75 12;50;44 
Date; 29 JAN 1975 1231-P3T 
From; WINGFIELC at OFFICE-1 
Subject; changes 
To; NSW steering committee;# N SW Pi's and others; 

Let me know If there are any changes to the NSW meeting agendas X 
lust sent out, 

155 
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Mike 
at m m <m m m m 15 6 

29-JAN-7 5 1 8 8 33 : 3 1 ,698 
Net meii trom site SH I-ARC rcvd at 29-JAN-75 18:33:29 
Datei 29 JAN 1975 1833-PST 
From? p OSTEL at sRl*ApC 
Subject: NSW protocols 
To: NSW»DISTPXBUTI0N« 157 

There is now available a document that describes changes to the NsW 
Protocols set of documents. This is a dynamic document 
that will evolve as the implementations emerG® and it will be the 
basis for an eventual v ersion 3 of the documents, The new document is 
available on line at SRI*ABC in three forms: 158 

for NL5 Viewing <PQSTEL»NSWV2CHANGES,NLS 159 

for printing at A RC <NSW-SQURC£S>NSWV2CHANGES,PRT 160 

for copying over the net <NLS>NSWV2CHANGES,TXT 1&1 

note that this is a companion t° the PCPV2CHANGES document. 
« - j o n 
W W W WW 

30-JAN-75 08i06?2S,1822 
Net mail from site MIT-MULTICS rcvd at 3Q-JAN-75 08:06:15 
Fr0m: Podran.ComPhet at MIT-Multics 
Date? 0 1 / 3 0 / 7 5  1020-est 
subject: suggestions for improving NsW protocol document format 162 

To: Jon Postal 
Cony tol Jim White, Raj Kanedia, Bin Carbon# Steve Warshan, 
Dick Watson 163 

Jon, 164 

As you know, we have been looking at various NSW documents here, our 
secretary has lamented the lack of organization or cataloging of 
these documents. And so have we, For example, consider that each of 
the version 2 crotocoi documents contains, on its cover page, a 
reference to the "procedure Call Protocol (PCP -- 24459)", 
nr none of these documents is the document's OWN NIC # to be 
found on the cover paQei (This is true even of the PCP document 
wnich is referenced py NIC # on the cover page of every other NSW 
Protocol document,) Furthermore, it would be nice if the page 
headers inside the document, instead of giving the NLS user's name 
and date (the first of which is useless for external distribution), 
gave the package abbreviation and the document's NIC # also, 165 
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Thus* I would l ike to see in the upper right-hand corner of the cover 
cage of each of the documents two lines: one with the 
package abbreviation and one with the NIC On the header line of 
each inside pace 1 would like to see the same two pieces of 
information, 166 

There is a further problem w ith the cataloging of "documents" 
distributed solelV as Netw0rk paii, There is no to reference 
these except by the sender's name and the date (unfortunately), 
Perhaps as NSw w ork begins to shape up# people could spend a little 
more time in document preparation before distributing them via 
Network mail, and take a moment to get a NIC # to put on the 
document. 167 

Hope these comments are helpful# 
See you next week?! 168 

Ken 
28-JAN-75 14:48:04,832 
Date: 28 JAN 1975 1448-PST 
From: POSTED 
Subject: NSW Meeting 
TO: watson 
cc: lrby# postei 

J had a can from Carison this mofn^nS, He is contem,Piat ing re
organizing the meeting, and after i talked with him about our 
concerns on mail, idents, file names , he was even more sure 
that a restructuring of the mtg would he helpful. 
The plan at the end of cur p hone conversation <*as: 
wed am? srI & MCA & HIT people meet at MCA to discuss NSW in general 
bring MIT up to speed 

WED pm• SRI s, MCA & BBN & Carlson meet at MCA to discuss Tenex as 
TBH (MIT people may stay to observe) 

THURS: SRI & MCA & BBN(?) & Carlson meet in Boston CMCA?) to 
discuss MAIL# I DENTS# Filenames, 

THURS ADR & Grain meet at Princeton to discuss 84700 interface, 
(shouid SRI person ne there ?) 

169 

FRi: ? 7 ? 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

••j on, 
m m m w m m m 

31-JAN-75 09:38:47*1744 
Dote: 31 JAN 1975 0938-PST 
From? W HITE 
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Subjecti Document Identification 
Tos pogran at MULTICs 
cci postel# watson, warshail, earlson at ISI» kanodia at MULTICS 

Ken*- *7^ 

Thanks tor your comments re documentation identification, each 
document in both the Original and the more recent bOynd PCP and NSW 
document collections# as well as the three individual documents sent 
by mail a week ado have the author's ident# the date, and >11C catalog 
number on every p age, including the title page. This information is 
"stamped" on each page automatically ny our Journal as a byproduct of 
recording the document, 177 

As Ypu point 0ut, h0wever, the ON-LINE versions o£ s0me of these same 
documents do NCI have that stamp, The lack of header information 
there resulted from our efforts t° make the documentation suitable 
for Printing on remote line printers, in addition to stamping eacn 
pane, the Journal stamps each statement's number in the right margin. 
The resulting increase in line length norm*,ally causes each line to be 
folded by remote systems, We have since learned how to a alter the 
margins before journalization so that documents can nave both stamps 
and still be presentable to remote users. For the several documents 
you mention, however, we chose to forgo the header information rather 
than modify, re journalize, and have new catalog numbers assigned to 
them all, 17fe 

We've been trying fairly hard to provide reasonable documentation, 
but we still have s0me thin3s t0 learn. we'll try harder with 
Version 3# Ad di tio n of the document name to the header information on 
each page is a good idea that we'll incorporate in future material. 179 

Thanks for tpe suggestions, --Jim 179a 

m m m m m 9* m 
31-JAN-75 09 I 48 ! 1 3,601 
Date! 31 JAN 1975 0948-PST 
From! WATSON 
Subject! scenario documetatien 
To? irhy# m ichael* postel 180 

There are a number of scenarios in preparation that need to be 
assembled together ana shipped out to the NSW world as background for 
next weeKs meetings, They should go out l ate today or monday by 
noon, Jon's are basically noops but should go out# Charl«s is 
reworking his from meeting# Elizabeth is reworking a couple rom 
meeting and others 1 have not yet seen j think, would appreciate it 
if Elizabeth would take on lob of getting them all togehther and 
shipped out. Thanks Dick 
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31-JAN.75 10848832,758 
Net mall from site HIi-HULTICS rcvd at 31-JAN-75 10848:24 
From: pogran.CcmpNet at MIT-'Multlcs 
Dates 01/31/75 1349-est 
Subjects NSW Document Collections 181 

To: jim White 
Copy tos Jon Postel# Die* Watson# Bill Carlson# Steve Warshall# 
Ral Kanodia 182 

Jim, 183 

Say# are we supposed to be getting documentation by U.S. mail? If so, 
is*anyone here on that distrioution list? 1 personally don't recall 
ever having seen NSW documentation here which was distributed via 
U,s, mall| 184 

And what is this mention of "pound PCP and NSW document collections"? 
Again# all we have Is loose stuff pulled over the Net* 
Are we missing something? 185 

Is anyone maintaining a running catalog/index o f  N SW documentation? 
Our secretary has been clamoring for same. 186 

Ken 
31-JAN »7 3 1 3:52145,557 
Net mail from site MIT-MULTlCS rcvd at 31-JAN-75 13152:37 
From: pogran.CcmpNet at MIT-wuitieg 
Date: 01/31/75 1653-est 
Subject: Bound volumes of protocol documents 187 

To: Jim White 
Copy to: jon Postel, DicK Watson# Bill Carlson# Steve Marshall# 
Raj Kanodia 188 

Jim# 189 

Raj Kanodia lust lnformed me that he did receive the bo^nd yol^es of 
protocol (jOcuments but squirreled them away &ecaijse theV *ete totally 
unreadable, And indeed they were, so that clears up the mystery of 
the bound volumes »- but is there a mailing list we should be on? 190 

Ken 
3-FEB-75 07 : 02 ? 43 # 450 
Net mail from site CCA-TENEX rpVd at 3-FE8-75 07302:40 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 1002-EST 
From: JF at CC.A 
Subject: DFxP AVAILABLE AT SRl-Ap.C & Isl 
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To: PGSTFL at APC 
c c i  DALE 191 

AS YOU MAY KNOW, DF1P HAS BKFN INSTALLED XN <SUBSYS> AT ARC, 
IT ALSO EXISTS, WITH I^O OTHER PROGRAMS THAT TALK TO THE. 
DATACOMPUTER, POC & SMART, I# THE: <CCA> DIRECTORY AT ISI, M^MQS 
ACCOMPANY 
DFTP & PDC IN <CCA>\ ALL OF THIS SHOULD BE GENERALLY ACCESSIBLE, 
pi m m m m <m m 

3-FEB"75 07331:55,543 
Net mail from site MIT-MULTICS rcvd at 3-FE8-75 07:31:48 
Fr0m: Podran,c0mpNet at MIT-Multics 
Date: 02/03/75 1032-est 
Subject: Bound NsW Documents 192 

To: jon Postel 
COPY to: dim white, Dave CIAR*, Raj Kanodia 193 

jcn, 194 

The bound documents popped out of Dave Clark's in-basket 
Friday, Apparently there was no cover letter with them, and 
Dave Dad no idea that HE bad seen sent THE: copy for our group, In 
fact, he had no Idea why he should have been so blessed, 
but ,,, 195 

Well# it looks like we now have good-quality documentation, 196 

Ken 
3-FEB-75 08:36:20,405 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 0836-PsT 
From: WHITE 
Subject: PCP Documentation for VLDB Committee 
To: baxzer at ISIB 
ccs watson, postal, carison at isi, fields at ISI, 
ccs crocker a t  ISIB 197 

BOD-- I put hardcopy IN the mail today to Gains, Skinner, and 
Srinivasan, Benoit and Goldfeerb were already on the distribution 
list and the most recent documents have already oeen sent to them, 
--Jim 

3-FEB-75 11:14:20,586 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 1114-PS! 
From: WHITE 
Subject: PCP User-system Interface 
To: mandeii at 15IB 
cc: Postel 198 
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Dick- 199 

1) The parameter list do*s indeed Contain the address of the result 
list in (PCPTNXJNT,6a3b3)• sorry. 200 

2) The parameter list lifetime you suggest is exactly 
mind, dust one of the rrvrlad details missin9 from the 
I appreciate all the feedback? V ersion 3 may even turn 
self-consistent• 

what I had in 
documentation. 
out to be 

201 

3) CSRI-ARC3<NLS>PCPV2CHANGES,TXT has been updated, You may want to 
SUCK over a fresh copy. 202 

"-dim 202a 

3-FfcB-75 11:52:15,1909 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 1 152-P5T 
Fr0m? 1RBY 
Subject: taik wjth mjustein 
To: vat son, postal 203 

•p just had a phone conversasion with oob millstein: 
1) he does not want to write up the "white box" descriptions at all 
except to tell us about the ones we say we need, He says writing is 
physically difficult for him, i asked why not use a secretary, he 
mumbled something, i agreed to write a memo describing what we need 
to know as a guide to what he must povide, This should pe raised as 
an issue at meeting, 1 think it can work by just haying them provide 
what we need but there may be some differences in our world models 
that we cant see because they have never written down their model of 
what wm would do for fe and tools, 204 

2) he wanteg to know if he should call a fixed routine in fe when 
handed a file name that was ambiguous, T told him i could imagine 
cases where the tool created the file name and going straight to the 
user w0uld pot allow the tool to react to the problem, I, thought a 
help return was better way to handle the problem, 205 

3) he had a different model of tool interaction that required thatt 
the grammars fcr the tocis be chanoed to ®llow th e^ to interact, 
this would clearly work but forces changes in grammars each time youu 
want two tools to interact that didnt previously, 206 

4) the matter of use-types and file conversions came up, he seemed 
quite fuzzv on the subject apd talked about usetypes as though they 
were inconsequential, I suggested they were attributes of the file 
and foormed the bases for invoking conversuion routines when needed, 
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we assume they are providing the facility to do the conversion and 
that we will provide conversion routines for his files, 207 

In general I felt discoursed by the call. They teol like they are 
way behind to ire an® i fear they will not be able to provide what we 
need to make the nsw work by july, 

*»- Charles# 

2 0 8 

3-FEB-75 23 : 41 s 46 # 67007 
Net mail from site SHI-ARC revd at 3-FLB-75 23:40:59 
Date; 3 FEB 1975 225Q-PST 
From; MICHAEL at SRl-ARC 
subject: scenarios, help, problems: NsH Meeting 
To; NSW-DISTRIBLTIQN; 209 

SCENARIOS 210 

The following scenarios are in response to Darry Coin's memo 
announcing the Feb NSW review meeting. We gave numbered the 
points we ar® addressino according' to the numbers in Larry's 
original memo, 210a 

3A) LOGIN A ND LOGOUT 210b 

This hasn't changed enough from CHI's earlier scenario (JOURNAL 
# 24534) to wsrrent much discussion# When a User types some 
character on an unused terminal, the FE collects project, 
username and Password and calls login procedure in WM [We would 
write actual call here but d0nt have WM d0cumeptationJ • The 
WM returns user-id, user profile for FE-interaction, and list 
of tools available to this user, user is then talking to 
NSW-EXFC grammar with commands to manipulate whole files, 
perform terminal-specitic operations, get acounting 
information, logout, etc, in addittion the user always has 
available (while running any Integrated tool) the universal 
commands to run tools, terminate tools, get semantic help with 
tools or the nsw as a whole. The number of commands in the 
universal set should be kept small to avoid undue restrictions 
on other tool command languages# 2i0bl 

t Since FE has i x s t  o f .  allowed tools# must it get permission 
from the WM before allowing user to run a tool? 1 21Qbla 

38) INVOKING# U SING, AND LEAVING THE TELNET-ELF TQQL 210C 

a) using ELF outside NSW 2iQci 

There will Probably n® a command in the NSW-EXEC that allows 
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the user to leave the Ngw FE and use the normal ELF exec, 
once this is done, the user is on his own until he returns 
to the NSW FE, 210cla 

The user will not he able to reference NsW files hy their 
NSW names, He will not be able to talK to the WM or NSW 
tools, 2l0clai 

b) using a non-integrated tool 210C2 

The KSW will allow users to use tools that are not fully 
integrated into the JJSW, These tools will tee accessed 
either a) through a common tool grammar that Knows nothing 
of the behavior or intended function of the tool or b) 
through a tool grammar that has been tailored somewhat for 
that tool, 210c2a 

I n  case (a) the user will type char«cters °r s t r i n g s  to the 
tool and ft wm respond, With t^e FE doing an or no 
echoing, This win be much like operating a full-duplex or 
naif-duplex charecter-at-a-time or a 1ine-at-a-time 
terminal, There will be no commands given to the tool in 
the normal NSW sense of command words and parameters, The 
user will be able to get very little help from the FE for 
this type of tool since it has only one command which is 
just the collection of a literal string from the user, but 
he will have the universal commands available to him by 
typing an escape character. There will also oe a command in 
the NSW-EXEC to allow the user to change his escape 
character, Please note that while running such a 
charaeter-at-a-time tool, the normal characters for 
<bacK-space-character>, <bach-soace-word>, <help>, etc, will 
not. nave their normal NSw function but will transmit that 
character to the un-integrated tool. Note also, that for 
line-at-a-time tools, the writer of the grammar may specify 
whether or not to send a carriage-return linefeed at the end 
of each string, 210c2b 

In case (b) ah0ve, the t00l grammar will c0ntain c0mmancs 
tailored'to the function of the tool and will appear to be 
more like an integrated tool, 210c2c 

in both of these cas*s the NVT package will be used to drive 
tne actual tool tnroUqh temet, Tpe only difference js fn 
the commands that are available to the user, in both cases 
the user may reference NSW files and may slue to other tools 
from the un-integrated one (see CHI's memo on tool 
interaction, 25120), 210c2d 
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The use of file names requires that the tool's attempt to 
access the file be trapped and that the file be moved to 
the local host by the WM, 210c2dl 

JC) CREATING BATCH JOB 

This is covered in the NsWV2CHANGEs file under the rJE-MODEL 
section, 

3D) CALLING, USING, AND LEAVING NLS 

It should be understood that «LS liKe NSW represents a system, 
for accessina a number of different tools, Thus? within the 
NSW the various tools contained in NLs wi ll oe tools in the 
N5W, There will be no single $LS tool# mpere will be an 
editor, a calculator, a seng-mail, a us^r-profile tool, ang 
perhaps other tools. 

The uhivers^i command fOr rUnning a t001 is used t° specify the 
desired tool# say tpe editor. 

There is a tool naming issue here, We should not# for 
example# use up all of the obvious good names just because 
we are adding the first few tools, W® propose that theuser 
or his prolect leader supply the simple name which he will 
use and" that tnis be translated into a unique system-wide 
name for the tool, Thus the user may as* to run the 
"editor" and for him that translates into "NLS*EDITQR," For 
another user* "editor" might mean some other editor tool, 

when the user l0gs into the NSW, the FE fetches from the WM 
a list of the tools this user is allowed to access. This 
list could consist of (simple name, system name) pairs. 

W h e n  the user issues the run-tool command he may type ? to find 
put wmcn tools ge pay run, When tpe user specifies wmcn 
tool is to be run, the FE calls the WM# p assing it the (system) 
name of the tool and gets bac< the tool-id for this tool [is 
this necessary?), If the Grammar for the tool is already in 
the FE# then it is not reloaded. Otherwise# t he FE calls the 
WM w ith the toolid and gets bacK the grammar for the tool. 

21 Od 

2l0dl 

210® 

210 e 1 

210e2 

2 i 0 e 2 a 

210e2b 

2i0©3 

we could implement this in such a way that the FE Keeps 
tracK of tools used and does not bother to call the WM if 
this user has previously in this seession run this tool, As 

mentioned above, we could not bother the WM at all if the 
tool name is in the list of legal tools for this user. The 
WM car st ill stop a user from running a tool on a particular 
file since all file references must pass through the WM, 21Qe3a 
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The FE then inspects the grammar to determine which pep 
processCes) must fee created to support this tool. For each 
such orccess the WM is called to create it and introduce it to 
the FE, The F£ opens the appropriate packages apd allocs the 
user to specify commands to tne tool, 210e4 

While the t°ol is being used, various procedures In the 
processes are cabled to carry out the semantics of the 
commands, 210e5 

If the tool needs to read or write on a file it calls the WM to 
get the file, 210e6 

While the user is usino the tool# he may give a universal 
command such as run another tool or terminate the current tool, 
It ne elects to run another tool without first terminating the 
current, tool, the FE simply switches grammars and holds any 
output from the old tool, the user may later terminate the new 
tool and resume the old tool or he may dive the resume command 
for the eld tool without terminating the new tool, This is 
what is meant by the term "slueing", When this happens# the FE 
switches back to the original grammar, 21Ge7 

When the user terminates a tool# the WM is called to delete the 
processes) that support this tool and the grammar's use count 
is decreased by one, if the use count is zero, then no user is 
using that tool and the core occupied by the grammar can oe 
reclaimed if needed, 210e8 

3E) CALLING FOR PROOFS, PUBLICATION TO COM 21 Of 

A document nas been entered into an NL5 file and edited for 
content# spelling# grammar, etc, 210£ 1 

The document is an Air Force 177 series manual in standard 
format and is to be produced# u sing COM# in poth hardcopy and 
microfiche, 21 Of2 

The user i09s in t0 NSW and starts the NLS-F0rmat t00l, The 
Format grammar asks him to specify the name of tne file to be 
formated, whether it is to be formated for COM or the line 
printer# and which of the standard formats to use, 210£3 

The Frontenci makes an out*sf-line call on the Formater backend 
and the user is free to do other work wh^ie the formater 
inserts cutPUt processor directives in the file, 210f4 

The user is notified when the process completes, 2l0f5 
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He may new examine the file containing directives# u sing the 
•MLS-editcr or immediately start the output Processor tool, 
This tool proouces two files; one is a sequential file# 
formated for a CQK device to do the actual production of the 
document, The other js a file that serves as a Page index both 
t0 the sequential CGM file and the s0urce file, In addition t0 
pointers to the beginning and end of each page# the file 
contains the state information necessary to allow the output 
processor to start processing i n the middle of a file. The 
pointers in this file are used to display formated pages on the 
graphics scope and to permit reprocessihg of single or groups 
of pages from the source file, 210 f 6 

Using the NLs-editor tool# the user may display his source file 
on the alphanumeric dismay and request the editor to display 
the 00^ formated version on the graphics display, 210f7 

viewing the COM formated document one page at a time# ne may 
edit both text and directives in the source FIIE, Hard COPY 
proofs cf all# or selected pages of the formated file may be 
made on the copy printer at the workstation, 21018 

When editing is finished# the user then processes those pages 
that h ave chanoed creating new sequential, an^ pointer fixes, 

wnen the output processor produces a satisfactory set of 
proofs* the works manager is used to transfer the sequential 
file to a tape at whatever host maintains contact win the 
facility, (Notes this might not be an NSW host,) 

3P) EXPLICIT (USER DIRECTED) FILE MOVEMENT WO, OUT OF# A ND 
WITHIN NSW 

210*9 

210f10 

210a 

This is accomplished via the NSW»EXEC's rename/coPy/delete file 
commands, tor copying files into and out of tpe NSW# the user 
must supply the necessary information to allow the file to be 
properly transferee! and use-typed, 210gl 

The FF will Provide gome abreviations for the local card 
reader* printer, and tape drive for use in these commands, 
If the file to be inserted into the Nsw file system is 
online somewhere the user must supply the pathname to the 
file, 210gla 

We expect that the oath names will IOOK just like those 
used no* in FTP, We also expect, that MCA win provide 
procedures (in the wy or in a separate process) that are 
capable of talking old FTP and NSW file names (this could 
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be done using the monitor call trapping mechanism for 
un-Integrated tools), 210glal 

•It should be pointed out that we expect the WM to Provide a 
file-name and £ile-name-field completion facility to the FE 
so that the user need only supply part of a file name and 
request the system to supply the rest for him (ala ESC and 
•F in IEftEX), 210dib 

In addition# we should state that slhce all tools must he 
able to refer tile references to the WM# we see no Value in 
the FK doinQ se also, Thus# we are not planning to rep0rt 
file references to the WM except# of course, as arguments to 
calls on WM procedures to support NSW-EXEC file commands, 
etc, 210glc 

we would also hope that the WM file system will Provide the 
user with o tacmtv like the MULTICS working directory or 
the TENEX connected directory, If so, there will be a 
command in the NSW»EXEC to specify this, 210gld 

3G) HELP FEATURES 210h 

This is accomplished via a universal command and keys on the 
user's terminal, 210hl 

Keys i 210hla 

?s The user may type ? whenever specifying a command 
(except in the middle of literal text# of course), The 
FE responds with a list of current alternatives! 210hlal 

CWe must decide what is meant by ? typed as the first 
character of a literal, is the user asking what is 
wanted next or is the ? part of the literal text he is 
expected to type? debated this for a long time for 
NLS-8 and finally decided to interpret it as a request 
for help, This occasslonally causes a problem but it 
is easily understood by the user and happens rarely, 
If we use the other choice# the user will be unable to 
get help at times, This may be difficult to justify 
to the user# especially when he has several 
alternatives# only one of which is a literal,) 210hlaia 

SYNTAXj The user may type this key to learn the full 
syntax of a command# part of a command# or all commands 
in a tool, 210hla2 

HELP! The user may type this at any point in specifylng a 
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command to obtain semantic# f unctional help with the 
command# t he tool containing the command# or with basic 
concepts in the NSW as a whole, 210 h 1 a 3 

This is simply another way of accessing the semantic 
hex® facilities as described beiqw, 21 Ohla 3a 

Command s 21 Oh lb 

The "HELP" command is in the universal commands and is 
thus available while using any integrated tool, It 
allows the user to specify a concept or command or a 
tool# etc, and attempts to provide the user with useful 
explanations thereof. The data base for this semantic 
help facility will be structured nis-editor files for 
first-year NSW, There will be one or more such files 
associated (by the WM or a declaration in the CMl 
grammar) with each tool plus one Qr more containing 
overall NSW concepts# lists Of available tools, and 
guidelines tor installing tools ana tool help data bases* 
We are publishing guidelines for building such data 
bases* 210 h1b 1 

Ewe sh0uld Point © ut that it is not In 0ur charter t0 
supply the part of the data base describing the NSW as 
a whole, tools available within the NSW# and so forth, 
We strongly recommend that these exist but it is up to 
NSW management to charter and fund someone to supply 
the$e valuable aids to new users,] 210hibia 

The process that interprets the structured data base and 
presents geip to tpe user be an instance of tpe 
nl.s-eciitor process# created at login time by the WM at 
the Fb's request. When the user first requests semantic 
help this process is called with the name of tne data 
base for the current tool, it obtains this file(s) plus 
the NSw-heip file(s) from the WM and attempts to help the 
user, on subsequent invocations of the help facility, no 
new files will have to fee obtained from the WM unless the 
user has switched tools, 21Ghlb2 

Given Our current model of now the help facility would 
work# it would be difficult for a user to find out 
detailed things about tools other than his current 
tool, we recommend that only an overview of other 
tools would foe available to him, 210hlb2a 

3H) INVOKING A TBH (TENEX# MULTICS# ?OS36G/370) 2101 
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It is difficult for us to write a scenario about this since it 
violates our model of. the NSW. The thing we thin* is implied 
here is starting a tool, it might mean starting a tool that is 
the interactive executive, 21011 

This be no different t h & n st^rt^hg ** n y o t h e j» t p ® ̂  s® the 
scenario shOgld be the game as 3d (Calling using and leaving 
NLS), 21012 

3D ESCAPING TO THE WM AND FETUPNING TO A TOOL 2103 

Escaping to the yv amounts to running the NSW-EXEC (this is 
done via a universal command or via an escape character), This 
"tool" is always immediattely available (the grammar is always 
in the sattelite machine and the WM process is always 
available), gnce there the user may if he wishes suspend the 
current tool (in the middle of execution ala control-c in 
TEN&X), *e envision a "resume" command to be used to resume 
such a suspended tool when the user wishes this to happen, If 
the tool oeing resumed w a$ not suspended, put rather the user 
merely slued (via the escape.t0-NSW«-EXEC key, a "resume", 0r a 
"run" command) to another tool and is now sluing back, any 
output that was waiting for the user from the tool is now 
presentee to him, 21031 

Following is a first Pass at the set of universal commands and 
tpe commands xn tpe NSW-EXEC: 210j2 

universal commands 2103 2a 

run t°ol 210j2al 

( "GOTO" iL21 C <t001-naiBe>/"ELF"/"NSWEXECH) <conf irm>) 210 j 2ala 

Mote: The J L2i is CML notation to indicate that 
should the user request that frequently used 
commands be recognized based on their first letter, 
that this command will not be so recognized. It 
will require that the user type <spaee> before the 
command, This allows tools to have commands that 
begin with the same letter without causing a 
problem for such a use?, If the user types a "g" 
in this case, he will get the tools command 
starting with "g", not the GOTO command, 

terminate current tool 

(" QUIT" IL21 <confirm>) 

2l0j2aial 

210 j 2 a 2 

210j2a2a 
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logout 

("LQGQUT"lL2i < confirin>) 

resume tool 

C"RESUME" 1L2i <tool-instance"»nairie> <confirm>) 

execute command in another active tool 

("EXECUTE;» |L2 i <tool"instance-name> <command>) 

coir went 

M . M <text> <confirm>) 

semantic help 

("HELP" <optional»itern*11st> <confirm>) or 

210j2a3 

21032a3a 

2 10 j 2a4 

21032a4a 

210 3 2a5 

210 3 2 a 5 a 

210j 2a6 

210j 2a6a 

210j2a7 

210j2a7a 

Notes The "help" command w ill be recognized by its 
first letter for users who are using this type of 
recognition. This command is liKely to be used by 
new users who may not understand the <space> to get 
to other commands, The system help facilities 
should always be readily available, 

C ,,<neip>») 

snow current commands 

C" ? " ) 

shew syntax of commands 

("<syntax>") 

NSW»EXEC commands 

rename file 

copy file 

includes copying files into/out of the NSW, 

delete tile 

show 

210j2a7al 

210l2a7b 

210 3 2a6 

21032a8a 

210j2a9 

210j2a9a 

210 j 2 b 

210 j 2 b 1 

210 3 2b2 

210 j 2b2a 

210 j 2b 3 

210 j 2b4 
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set 

accounting info 

status of active 

list of files 

working directory 

escape character 

working directory 

escape character 

21032P48 

21Qj 2b4b 

210j2to4c 

2103 2b4d 

2103 2h4e 

21032P5 

210 3 2b5a 

210 3 2b5r> 

tty window position and size (display terminal only) 210j2b5c 

reset 2l0j2b6 

working directory 210j2b6a 

escape character 210j2b6b 

tty window position and size (display terminal only) 21Gj2b6c 

start/stop recording session (typescript) 2lGj2b7 

playback session 2l0i2b8 

connect/disconnect terminals 210j2b9 

simulate terminal type 210j2bl0 

scroll back 11Y wi^Ow CdisPlay only) 210j2bll 

3J) PASSING MESSAGES IN %W CN0T NLS JQ URNAL OR NETMAIL) 210K 

?riis will not happen, The onlY mechanism for user to exchange 
arbitrary text messages will be a mail tool either based on 
SNDMSG or the JOURNAL (.most likely SNDMSG) with some 
interaction witn a works Manager maintained data base like an 
"Ident file", 210K1 

3K) READING/SENDING JOURNAL METWQRK MAIL 2101 

sending a Letter Scenario 
You have a CRT and line-processor console hooked up to the NSW, 
you want to compose and send a letter v ia U,S, mail to John, 21011 
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Type os, The words "Goto (subsystem) Sendmail" appear at 
the top of your screen in what is called the "command 
feedback line", you hit the COMF1KM key and type 1 (the 
letter). 

"Letter (Dear) ij" replaces the "Goto (subsystem) sendmail" 
and you type John (the name of your recipient) and then the 
CONFIRM Key, 

"(Body) Cs" appears in the command feedback line, 

"C:M is a prompt for a command-word. 
To discover what command-words are available# you hit the 
questionmark Key, The screen contains the following 

21011a 

21011b 

21011c 

words: 21011C1 

Current Alternatives are 2l01icla 

Branch, Group# File# Flex# Statement# or Text, 2i011clal 

You type t, "Text B/Ti" is appended to the command 
feedpac^ line, Type the text of the business letter, ̂ 
The text appears on your video screen as you type it in, 
Use the Key marked BC to backspace characters and the Key 
marked BW to backspace words. You may type without 
worrying about the end of the line as new lines start 
automatically when needed. After you finish typing the 
paragraph, you hit two carriage returns. Your screen is 
cleared ready for the next paragraph, When you have 
finished typing the body of the letter# you hit the 
CONFIRM key, 21011c2 

"(SincerelY?) Y/N!" then appears in the command feedback 
line. You hit t&e CONFIRM j<ey wmcn means "Yes", You are 
sincere, Typing n would allow you to specify another 
closing, 210110 

"(Author ioent?) B / T i" • appears, You type the author's NSW 
Identifier, If you hit tne NULL key, you are assumed to be 
the author, 21 Oile 

"(To) B/T;" appears, You type in John's name and address* 
If jopn nac an ident# you could pave typed it instead. 
Multiple mixed idents and addresses are also possible here 
and in the "Copies to" field which follows, Lists of idents 
cannot contain carriage returns and addresses must contain 
at least one carriage return and each address or group of 
idents must be separated by double carriage returns as was 
done to terminate paragraphs above, 2i0llf 
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"(Copies to) B/TS" appears. Although a copy will be Kept 
for your records# you are not sending any copies to anyone 
so you hit the MILL Key, 21011 <5 

"(She* Status?) Y/N/P/Ii" appears, You type p CONFIRM for 
"Print" and your letter prints at your local printer along 
with all of your status information, The letter is formated 
containing a letter-head# heading# salutation# b ody# 
closing# and tracings, 2l011h 

"(Senb the Mail?) OK/Cj" appears, 2loUi 

You don't want to send it now because you notice a 
misspelled word in your letter. A questionmarK shows 
you yOur 2101111 

Current alternatives are? 
Delete (this letter) 
Modify c the letter) 
Sendfflail (commands) 
CK 2101111a 

You tYPe it and CONFIRM, 2101112 

"Modify C the letter) OKI" flashes by and your l etter along 
with all of it's status information in a special# clearly 
marKed form fills your screen. You are placed in an editor 
with which you can modify the status fOr^* See Modifying a 
Document in the documentation production section, when You 
are ocne modifing# type q CONFIRM S CONFIRM, 210111 

"Quit CKi" and "Send (the mail) PKj" appear, 21011K 

The letter prints at your local printer formated with the 
letter-head, heading, salutation, body, closing, and 
tracings, A separate page with jonn#s address in the middle 
of the lower half and your address just below the middle 
against the left margin accompanies the letter, This can be 
folded i n half over the letter page(S), stapled, stamped, 
and mailed, Qr it can be cut out as a lable and pasted to a 
printed stamped envelope, 210111 

If you specify that tbe letter is t° be Archived before you 
say "send man", a copy of t&e letter i s stored in the 
computer which you can retrieve by its filename which is its 
NSW' archive number, Also# a reference to the letter is 
placed in the list of Sendmail Items you have authored, 21011m 

3D GRAPHICS USER INTERFACES 210 m 
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Graphics user interface takes three forms - user command set, 
virtual graphics interface, and physical graphics interface. 
The later two forms are further split into two sets* one for 
the data structure manipulation and the other for the terminal 
itself, 

USER COMMAND SET 

The user command set is the interface level which is 
utilized directly to manually create, view, and manipulate 
the diagrams storeo with an NLs file. Generally speaKing 
this interface takes two forms - manipulative commands, and 
d r a f t ! a i d s .  

210ml 

2 1  Q m 2  

210*2* 

210m2al manipulative Commands 

The commands in this class represent those used to 
create ana modify a display, Since these commands are 
defined by the CML they can be easily tailored to user 
preference, while the exact command forms have not 
yet been formulated, this set of commands would 
include commands to i 21Gm2ala 

1) create and delete whole diagrams and to move 
them from one part of a file to another* or from 
file to file, 2l0m?alal 

2) Cfeat©* delete* and modify the atomic elements 
of a diagram* such as lines* curves# points* 
captions and text. 210m2ala2 

Qroup Collections of these atomic elements into 
structures for the creation of "templates" which 
can he stored and recalled; and for general 
modification Of the diagram, For example* 
flowchart symbols would be constructed from the 
line and text elements* r ecalled with additional 
caption material* and added to the diagram being 
created, 210m2ala3 

Drafting Aids 210m2a2 

Drafting aids include not only commands* b ut also 
environmental variables which constrain the cursor* 
provide scaling information, and aid the user in 
determining where a line or figure should be placed, 
For example, one command win set the resolution of 
the cursor* to effectively place a grid wor* over the 
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screen sc that alignment of figures within the drawing 
can te accomplished# 2i0m2a2a 

VIRTUAL GRAPHICS INTERFACE 210m3 
t 

A virtual graphics interface will be needed to insure upward 
compat ability with new graphics hardware (for example the 
moderate cost minicomputer based graphics terminal), and to 
provide the programmer with a consistant set of primative 
routines on which to base specific graphic user programs, 210m3a 

PHYSICAL GRAPHICS INTERFACE 210m4 

The virtual graphics interface will call the appropiate set 
of routines within the physical graphics interface, 
primitive calls in this group will maintain and move around 
within the NLS file system storing, modifying and retrieving 
graphics data (as do the current text handling routines)? 
and provide access to the physical graphics hardware Cthe 
routines which actually write on the display), 21Gm.4a 

The file system and the atomic elements for graphics are 
describee! in (fcellevilie,nls-f lie-structure,) * 210m4b 

The physical terminal primitives for the initial (or 
irtlniirurr) graphics configuration are: 210m4c 

gfceglnC) open the graphics port ana stop tracking the 
cursor, 210m4cl 

gercC) resume curs©r trac£in9, 210m4c2 

oclearc) clear the screen, 210m4c3 

glineCpomter to lineworX data structure,pointer to 
coordinate transformation matrix#pointer to line type 
descriptor data structure) draw a line of the type 
specified using the given transformation, 21Qm4c4 

gcap(p0inter t0 a text data structure,p0inter to a 
window,pointer to a transformation for the window,pointer 
to a text type (font etc) data structure) place the text 
within the window as given, 2i0m4c5 

giccordCcoordinate data structure) return the coordinates 
of the i&$t cursor Coordinate picked by the user at the 
terminal, (constrained by existing environment 
variables) 210m4c6 
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3M) DOCUMENT PRODUCTION SCENARIO 

You have a hand-wri11en report with sev®ral secti°ns that y°u 
wish to input on to a cassette, piece into the NSW file system, 

foriMtcappict an$it$ptpr«pliical errors, 
and rsrint. You have only a typewriter-like terminal with a 
cassette device plugged into an NSW frontend computer, Note 
that the scenario usincr a CRT and Uniprocessor instead would 
he considerably simpler tnan this, There are three major 
sections in this scenario, 1) typing onto the cassette tape 
and reading it into an NSW file, 2) viewing and editing the 
file online, 3: formatting and printing the edited file, 

1) Typing onto a cassette to read in t° *n NSW fixe 

Preliminaries 

21 On 

21 On 1 

210n2 

210n2a 

Switch on the typewriter terminal and the cassette 
device. Place a cassette in the cassette device, Be sure 
the cassette device is switched to "offline" so it is not 
talking to the computer, Type the keys on your terminal 
that cause the cassette tape to rewind and place the 
cassette device in record mode'. 21on2a 1 

Type in the r«POrt 

Type the title of the report followed by a 
Carriage-Return and two Line Feeds (<LF> or 
<CTFL*J>5, DO not bother with centering any titles. 
This can be done automat.ically later, 

210n2b 

2i0n2bl 

Type a lowercase d followed by a space and then "Section 
I", The d followed by a space indicates that section I 
is to be located "down" under the title in the outline of 
the renort, Type A <CR> and two <LF>S , 210n2p2 

Type another d space followed by the first paragraph of 
section I, 210n2b3 

End every line with a <CR> and one <LF>, 210n2b4 

End every paragraph and title with a <CR> and two <LF>sf 2lGn2fo5 

The lower case d space is not placed in front o* the ne*t 
paragraph because this and the following paragraphs in 
Section*! are at the same level in the outline of the 
report, 2i0n2b6 

After ending the final paragraph in Sectfon-I, type a 
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lowercase u followed oy a space and then "section II", 
The u space indicates that Section II is located "up" at 
the sane level as Section I in the outline of the report, 

210n2b7 
Type another a space and the first paragraph in section 
II, 210n2b8 

One d space is typed before each sup-heading and the 
first 5Ub»paragraph after a heading, AS FTany LOWER-CASE 
u's are entered as is necessary followed by a  space to 
indicate the oesired level of the next paragraph or 
heading, 210n2b9 

This process is continued until the entire report has 
been entered, <CTRL«Z> is typed to indicate the end of 
the report, 210r2bl0 

Backspacing to correct err°rs while you type 210n2c 

A cassette device usually has special keys you can hit to 
pack space any nunper of characters# w ords# ana up to the 
end of the last line. These edits are made on the 
cassette, in addition, you can type in any number or 
combination of < to backspace characters, > to backspace 
words# and * to backspace lines, These latter characters 
will be interpreted and the edits made when the 
information on the cassette is made into an NSW file of 
use-type NL5 in the next step, 210n2cl 

Creatih<3 a NSW File From a csssette Tape 210n2d 

switch the cassette machine off of record, switch it 
online so it can talk to the NSW, Login to the NSW, You 
are automaticaly placed in your "login tool" which is the 
NLS editor, 210n2dl 

Type gc. The words "Goto C| Cassette (tool) QKs" are 
echoed, KQU hit Carriage Return (<CR>) which means "OK", 
"CAS5 Ci" is typed telling you that you have indeed gone 
to the Cassette reading tool and it is ready for you to 
specify a cOftjnand'WQrd, You type rd, 210n2d2 

"Read CS Document (into file) Ts" is echoed ana you type 
the name of the report "july-report" followed by <CR>, 
This command creates an NSW file of use-type NL5, It 
locks for two carriage returns to specify the end of a 
paragraph or heading, 210n2d3 

"Rewind tape? Y/N" appears and you tYPe V tor "yes". The 
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tape then rewinds and the report is read into an NSW 
file, when It is finished reading the report, "(More?) 
y/N j" is echoed, yog answer n for "NO". 21 o n 2 d 4 

Finally the terminal will type "CAss Ci" indicating that 
the Cassette tool has finished reaping the report into an 
NSW file and is ready for the next command, Type q <CR>^ 
This returns you to the NLS editor, 210n2db 

2) viewing and editing the file online 
yoy have an NSW file named july-report. which has been freshly 
input, you wish to proof-read it, Yoy are logged into the NSW 
MS editing tool, "EDIT CS " has teeen tvned at your terminal 
indicating it is ready to receive NLS editing commands, 2l0n3 

Type ifju<LsC»<CR>, "Load C: File T; j uLY*REPQRT," is 
echoed on your terminal. The characters "JULY«REpOBT" are 
also echoed on a separate line indicating that you have been 
placed at the beginning of the report, 210^3^ 

rvpe cq<CR>, "output C; QuicKpriht QK/Cl" is echoed, A 
copy of the report is printed on the local hardcopy printer 
specited in your profile, The report has a number at the 
bottom right of each paragraph and heading uniquely 
representing it*s position in the outline. Each paragraph 
is single spaced. There is one blank line separating each 
paragraph and title. These "viewspecs" are your default 
specified in yoyr profile, 210n3b 

while proof-readiriQ the printed cePY> Y ou notice the same 
word is misspelled almost everywhere it occurs in the paper, 210n3c 

Type 5wbO<CR>, "Substitute Ci word C in) OPT/Ci Branch C at) 
A? 0" fs echoed, Then in response to prompting from the 
command, YOU type the correct spelling followed by the 
incorrect spelling, when you are done# the words "25 
substitutions m ade" are typed at your terminal, 210n3d 

Further Proofing reveals that the first paragraph in section 
XI C 2 a 3 should be moved after the last paragraph in Section 
I C1E), 2i0n3e 

You type m s 2 a <C P > t a<C P > <C R >, "Move C j statement (from) 2a 
(to fellow) Id Li 0K«" is echoed and you are ready for a 
new command, 210n3f 

Noticing the word "can" is typed twice in a tow in the 
paragraph in section III marked 3B, you type dw3b » 
can"<CR><CR>, "Delete C? word (at) A• 3b " can" OKi" is 
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echoed, When "EDIT C» " comes hac* indicating it Is ready 
for a new command# you type the bac)c*slash Key \ and 
Immediately# the paragraph you just edited is typed on your 
terminal, The word is gone, 210n3g 

when you have completed all of the edits# you are ready to 
format the paper, For further information on NLS editing, 
see the TNLS-8 primer 23911, the NLS-8 Command summary 
23912# and the NLS-P Glossary, 

3) Formatting and printing the edited file 
you have loaded an NSW file name julv-report which you wish to 
format and print en your local line-printer. 

Type g£<CR>if<CR>3<CR>. 

EDIT C! Goto C» Format 0K« 
FGpM Ci insert C? Format (in file at) Ai (using format #) 
3 

is seen at yOyr terminal followed by 
"(Titie:)" you type July peport<CR> 
"(Author) Ident(s):)" you type the NSW identifiers of the 
authors. 210n4b 

210n3h 

210n4 

210n4a 

2l0n4al 

The Format tool then adds codes to the file to make the file 
conform to format number 3 which is the devSired format for 
reports. It does such things as centering headings, 
adjusting margins, fixing type-font and si2e# and adding the 
title page, when "FORM C?" appears, you type Q<CR> for "Quit 
OK?" and "E DIT: Qt " is typed at your terminal, 2l0n4c 

you type op*CR># "output C: Printer OK/C J" is echoed on 
your terminal and a formatted copy of the report is printed 
at your local line-printer, 210n4d 

THE HELP DESCRIPTION FILE 211 

Background 211a 

MSst of the following background information is £rom 24485 
"Some NSW Frontena Issues,,," by Ch«rles Irhy 13-N0V-74 anp 
24534 "A Scenario o f .  an NSW session" by Charles Irtey 17-NOV»74, 211 a 1 

Typing the HELP button or using the Help command available for 
all tools can provide y0u# the user# with an En^l1^ 
description from the current tool's Help description file(s) 
and place you in a repeating Help command, This will be 
accomplished by providing a separate function, capable of 
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interacting with the user (Via the Help command grammar in the 
Frontend) and using structured description files provided along 
with the tool grammar* This help function will not run in the 
satellite machine but will be invoked by the satellite whenever 
the user asks for semantic help with a tool. The help function 
will be proviaed with the name of the help description file(S) 
for the tool the user was using and a representation of the 
user's command state at the time he requested help, (once a 
connection has been established to the help function for a 
user, the connection will probably be maintained until the user 
terminates the session.) 211a2 

It is expectea that the command language designers will Provide 
the description files, it is expected t^at there will be one 
description file for the NSw as a whole, describing global 
concepts, organization, purpose of the NSW, This description 
file wil:l be available at all times to the user, in addition, 
we may wish to produce a description file that is a nigh-level 
guide or "yellow pages" to all the tools accessible through 
NSW, At any time the universal description file(s) as well as 
the description fileCs) for the tool currently being used are 
available, 21ia3 

SB I has pot been funded to write and maintain the NSW 
description fil«(s) and we know of no one else who has been, 
There seems to be a hole here, 211a4 

For first-year NSW, ^his help function is simply a set of calls 
on the NIS backend, with the description files being NL5 
structured files (this approach is now b eing used within NLS), 211a5 

If the user requests semantic help with a tool the Frontend 
automat ically starts the nelp function (which is prooably 
loaded as needed rather than at Frontend startup time) and 
passes it information on the user's parse state, the name of 
the help Description file(s) for this tool, the name of the NSW 
help description file, and the user-id so it can get at the 
user-profile. The user may interact with the help command for 
a while and then resume using the original tool, if he 
requests nelp again for the same tool, he merely switches to 
the help function which receives new parsestate info but 
otherwise preserves the state from the last interaction with 
this user, 21la6 

The HelP Command 211b 

the following description of the Help command is adopted from 
the one in the NLS«B description file. 21 lb 1 
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HELP-buttcns <CTRL-Q> 
Typing the HELP button C<CTRL-Q>) at any point in a command 
provides a description about what you were doing and places you 
in the help command which allows you to ask for more 
information and the meanings of terms, 21lb2 

Help TYPE IN/OK| 
Tpe command "Heip" provides the most complete information shout 
a tool. After you type in any term and hit the command A ccept 
Rev j -CA, <CTRL«D>), you will see the description, The Help 
command will he ready for another TyPEIN, TyPEJN any term you 
wish or the number of a "menu" followed by CA« Any time after 
the first description prints# you can type < followed by y (for 
yes) to see the previous view indicated or n (for no) to choose 
a. view before that, Hit the Command Delete Key (CD# <CTRL*X>) 
to end the Help command, capitalization does not matter when 
typing werds in the Help command, 21Xb3 

menu i 
A numbered list of related subjects that may follow an 
explanation in the Help command, Typing a number followed 
by CA will show the explanation named, This list is called 
a menu, 211 fc 3 a 

geing*uP C tor advanced u$ers)i * 
If you use * instead of <# you win do "up" instead "fcact", 
Going up lets you "see your surroundings," Because of the 
"random access" nature of Help, it is sometimes the same but 
can be quite different from going back. This is just a 
convenience# it is not necessary for using the Help command. 21lb3h 

A Description 211c 

A desCriPti°n o° nsists ° f  an ^LS statement containing a short 
paragraph* Tpe first word of a paragraph can be made the 
»»nam«» of that paragraph and is the term defined by that 
paragraph, Users of the Help command can get any description 
simply by typing the term, provisions exist for using multiple 
words to specify duplicate terms within the same description 
file. 21 lei 

Henycd baraQraphs are ngmbered sub»paragraphs cl assified by the 
term in tpe paragraph under ^hi^h they located m tpe 
outline or tree-structure of the file, only the first line of 
menued items appear until they have been requested toy typing 
the corresponding "menu number", 2llc2 

A paragraph may consist of a term# some optional supporting 
words, and a, pointer or "link" to another paragraph in the 
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current description file or any NLS file, if descriptions are 
written properly# you can avoid much redundancy py linking from 
one concept to another, The description file containing links 
takes on the qualities of a network, If it is well structured, 
it becomes a hierarchical network, 211c3 

Structuring a Description File 2lld 

Depending on the tool# description file structure will vary* 
At the minimum# there past be a description of the tool in 
general terms, A list of descriptions of the commands 
available in the tool with the sa^e as each command word 
must exist in order for the HELP button to find and display 
them, These are placed under the general tool description in 
the file structure, commands with a tree structure of 
alternative command words may neea a corresponding tree 
structure in the description file describlno the alternatives, 2!ldl 

Usually* there are a few command funeti°ns which occur in many 
commanos. These may he given names and described, in only one 
place, in addition# step'bysteo scenarios of how to do 
specific t^sks that can pe accomplished with the tool may be 
providec, These are written in words the user can understand 
which interface the user to confusing or criptic commands. 
Besides pointing or "linking" to the desired commands# these 
"How to" descriptions can be structured to present any special 
terms the user needs to learn in the most effective way, 21ld2 

If »H0w t 0" descriptions are pr0vided# they are usually listed 
in an appropriate order terminated bv the branch containing all 
of the command descriptions. This "command description branch" 
starts with a statement named "commands" which appears as the 
last menu when reading the general, top-level description of 
the tool, 21ld3 

The NSW description FileCs) 211 e 

The NSW description fiie(s) will contain descriptions of all of 
the commands in the works Manager (WM)# and the Front End (FE), 
the NSW*EXEC end Universal commands, some subset of these 
commands will be "universal" commands available to all tools 
that are integrated i nt.o the NSW, 21 lei 

in addition# any high-level concepts and definitions of terms 
necessary to use the W>, the FE# and the NSW in general should 
he available here. This can include general descriptions of 
tools or, to avoid duplication, links to tool description 
files. The various tools can be placed under subject headings 
and indexes to the terms used in the description tiles of each 
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tool can be provided thus flaking up the "yellow pages" of the 
NSW, Such links to description files can be followed using the 
Help command if the access controls allow it. In the future# 
it flay be desireafele due to the simplicity of the Help command 
to actually startup a tool in this manner, 211*2 

We know of no one funded to write any of the NSW description 
fileCs). 211e 3 

Heipdl Proposed Help Description File Development xool 2111 

We recommend that in the second year of N SW a Help description 
file development tool pe built, The purpose of this tool would 
be to help create, maintain and publish a tool's dexcriotlon 
file. The tool would not only prompt a tool builder for 
commands and Help descriptions, but would also perform 
verification of the links and structure in his Help data bases, 211fl 

IMPORTANT AREAS FOR DISCUSSION 212 

FILENAME 2.12a 

The NSW filenamelng convention used by the NSW works Manager 
(WM) win differ in significant ways from both TENEX and 
current NIS fllenemeinq conventions, One of the ARC goals is 
to ensure a consistent user-interaction across tools integrated 
into the NSWa This means the same convention should be used for 
naming files in ail NSW tools, In keeping with this 
Philosophy, the Nl-s-9 filenamlng convention should match the 
convention used by the WM, As NfiW users# front-end builders# 
and tool-integrators we want the filename syntax to be the 
easiest to type and point to# the most flexible in use# the 
fastest to parse, and the least offensive to look at, 212al 

Speed ef parsin9 a filename is a ma.lor Po^n* of differen.ee 
between NSW and the current NLS, we do not want to burden the 
NSW with the current baroque NLS*8 link parser. Delimiters 
around the filename and a place for an infile-address within 
those delimiters, on the other hand, are two features 
potentially valuable to any tool and should be carried over 
from the current NLS-8 Into NLS-9, Such a delimited "address" 
or "path-name" containing a filename, inflie-address, or both 
imbedded in text is called a "link", A third field of a link, 
the viewspecs# h ave been treated in discussions about this as a 
part of the infile-address only# 2J2a2 

Delimiters abound the filename are needed for ease of pointing 
to a filename imbedded in text, in general# as the detail or 
number of selections increases# the effort necessary to select 
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Increases geometrically, The easiest way to specify something 
is to name what type it is C e#g. a link) using the appropriate 
command and then make one specification near enough to the item 
in front or in back of it to distinguish it from others of it's 
kind and have the command find it and grab it. In order to do 
this, the item must be enclosed i n "enclosing" delimiters which 
are available on all terminals. In addition, the delimiters 
must not be common characters that might be usefull in. a 
filename or outside a filename, since parentheses are 
frequently used for 
parenthetical expressions, and square* and squidy.brackets are 
not on all terminals, that leaves only anQie-brackets, we 
therefore recommend that angle-brackets be the NSW filename or 
link delimiter, It turns out that this is also an acceptable 
delimiter for current NLS links, 212a3 

The infile-address needs to be within the same delimiters as 
the ffiepape because ft is an integral Part of the entire 
path-name or address of which the filename may fee only the 
beginning. Tool builders that allow an inflie-address will 
want to use the same delimiters for links that do not happen to 
go across files, A single reserved separator character is 
necessary to distinguish a filename field proceeding an 
infile-address field so that each field may contain the maximum 
range of characters. The separater should be easy to type 
because unlike the delimiters for a link, the separater may be 
frequently typed fey the user as free text in a command. The 
only easily typed punctuation characters are period, comma, 
slash, and semi-colon with period and comma probably the 
easiest, our experience with MLS has shown that comma works 
very well. For maximum eompatabiiity and minimum conversion 
hassle we recommend that comma be the separater cha racter, 212a4 

For speed and accuracy of parsing, we do not want to allow the 
delimiters inside the delimiters and we do not want to allow 
the separating character in the filename or infile-address 
fields, 212a5 

filename = C '<3 filename t , Infiie-address J ['>] 
filename and infile-address do not include '<, '>, 212a5a 

Note? We should point out that when a user types a link or 
filename he need not type the angle brackets as the Frontend 
will provide these for him, 212a5b 

JBP * s description of Bob aillstein's syntax for nsw filenames 
25205 looks like it would fit our needs described above, One 
character substitution and the addition o f  the possibility 0f 
delimiters also containing infile-aodresses would be necessary. 
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request that comma not tee used anywhere in the filename, 
Charles points out that tnere should be no reason why fields in 
a filename can't be separated by a simple space rather than a 
somewhat more ugly punctuation character, For somthinq that is 
the least offensive to look at# this would oe desireable, 212ab 

One unanswered question is "what does the link <abc> point to 
-•> a filename or an infill-address?" It is clear that <abc#> 
always points to a filename and <#abc> always points to an 
infile-acdr^ss because filenames always preceed the 
infile-acdress, 212a? 

The current default in NLS is f0r a liNK CONTA^NIN9 no COMMA 
to be taken as an infile»address, in the initial NSW# it 
may be that a link containing only a filename will be more 
frequent than a link containing only an infile-address and 
we should therefore switch defaults, 212a7a 

in links# this would require a comma at the beginning of 
every infi^e-address but not at the end of a filename with 
no infile-address• 2l2a7b 

The TNLS user using an infile-address to specify locations 
In editing Commands will not want to Place a comma in front 
of every address, A special function would be written to 
not require it at that point so that infile-address 
sDecification would be the same as NLs-9, This would mean 
the user must always after a filename when prompted by A: 
but need not place a comma when u sing a "file" command (such 
as Load File) or in links, 212a7c 

A link to filenarre aoc may l00k like <abc> nut if viewspecs 
vspc ere specified, it must look like <abc# svspo, 212a7d 

A fancy infUe-address parser would tee necessary to allow 
commas in content searches# o therwise characters preceeding 
the cerrma would be mistaken for a filename, If ' or " are 
allowed in filenames# searches for commas may be 
unparseabxe, 212a7e 

The intile-address sh0uid all0w constructs such as 
and 'char so that content addressing may include the literal 
characters and ">"• 212a7f 

Samples of links containing only an infile address are 
<#,abc> and <##a.bc>. Those containing only viewspecs would 
look like <,ivspc>, 212a7a 
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The agestion of whether or not ARC should recommend 
deviating from Its current d efault has not been decided. 212a7h 

USER PROFILE 212b 

This section outlines the current design of "User profiles" as 
used oy both the Front End and the N&S tools within the NSW 
environment. The Wor*s Manager functions needed to support this 
design are also detailed. 21201 

Overview 2l2fc2 

An NSW user wants to hay* control ov«r sonie of the 
parameters wpicp control the interaction between himself and 
the NSW system. The FE must have access to a file, or a data 
store which defines the user's interaction parameters, 212b2a 

The first Question t° be decided i s whether * "user Erafiie" 
is bound to an individual # or to an individual,project 
pair# that is to an account, It seems more consistent with 
the overall goals of the NSW to have at. least part of the 
"user profile" bound to an individual, regardless of which 
project he is currently wording on, We envision the FE 
ma'King use of such an "individual profile" to control the 
interaction between the Command Language interpreter C CLI3 
and the individual, This includes such things as command 
recognition mode# prompting mode# and the verboseness to be 
used, 212 b 2 fo 

Elements ln a user's pr0file which describe his access 
rights# h owever must clearly be based on the account, that 
is on the user-oroject pair, We are assuming that the WM 
will proviae both a grammar and its supporting packages to 
maintain these data bases, We w0u^d like the FE to be ab^e 
to read a part of the account profile data maintained by the 
wh at login time. This allows the FE to provide some useful 
functions for the user, For example suppose that at login 
time the FE hands the WM the user name and project 
identifier and recieves in return a list of the tools that 
the user can use, This enables the FE to proviae a 
reasonable reply when the user types "RUN (tool) ?", The FE 
reponds with the list of tools that are available to the 
user. Another example might be a data element called entry 
tool, if the WK can provide the FE with this data element 
for a user«*project pair the FE can place the user directly 
into this tool after login, 212b2c 

in addition each NSW t°oi may reOuire it's own elements of 
user profile data Which are completely independent of the EE 
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and w, NLS for example contains trie address of a commands 
branch to be processed upon entry to NLS, and a link tile to 
be usee to resolve external names in a jump command, 212b2d 

It seems unreasonable to require the WM to maintain any tool 
dependent user orofiies, or to even know of tpere existence. 
It should clearly re the burden of the tool manufacturer to 
mainatin any tool dependent user profile for his tool. This 
can be done by either Including the appreciate profile 
modifing commands in his tool, or by providing a separate 
tool which maintains the user profile, Note that even though 
the WM is not directly involed in this maintainence the 
actual user profile data base has to be a Nsw f ile, that is 
known to the WM in order to provide host independence to the 
tool, 212b2e 

Recommendation 212b3 

The NSW F£ will make use of two profile data bases, One is 
called the "individual" profile and the other Is the "tool" 
profile, ABC will provide the grammar and the backend 
process to maintain a users individual profile, We request 
that the WM makes primitives available to the FE read the 
ELEMENTS ot THE tool profile from the WM'S account profile, 
The following is a list of the data elements which we think 
would be good candidates for elements in the FE tool 
profile, 212b3a 

L i s t  o f  " a p p r o v e d  t o o l s "  2 l 2 b 3 a l  

Entry tool 212fo3a2 

in this model the WM has the following resPonsiblitles 
concerning user profiles, 212b3b 

The wbfks manager will provide a grammar and supporting 
process which maintains the account profile for each 
user, oroject pair, It Is probable that use of this 
facility will be restricted to project leaders, 212b3bl 

Primitives will be made available t° the FE for reading 
agreed parts of this account profile# n^meiY the tool 
profile, 212 b 3 b 2 

In NSk the NLS t°ol will keep its own user profile 
(individual profile) for each user. The grammar win contain 
the proper commands for modification of the data elements , 
These commands will be supported oy a package in the NLS 
Back End, 212b3c 
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To imp lenient a single user profile tor an Individual it is 
necessary that the wor<s Manager provide a unique identifier 
for each NSW individual, A later section will discuss the 
need f or * and possible designs ot such a unique identifier. 
Basically whet is required is a w M primitive which will take 
as arcuments a user name and project name and return a 
unique identifier for this individual. Note that the process 
which maintains the FEfs individual profile also requires 
this primitive, 212fe3d 

Fequestec WM primitives * 212b3e 

available tools? 212b3el 

availtools(username,project -> toollist, entrytool) 2i2b3ela 

This primitive will be called bv the FE to build a 
tool profile for this user* for this session, 2l2b3elb 

Argument / result types 2i2b3elc 

username - CHARSTR 2i2bieici 

project - CHARSTR 212b3elc2 

tooliist - LIST C %toolnames% (Simpiename, 
systtmname) , , # )  2 i 2 b 3 e l c 3  

entryt00l - INTEGER/EMPTY 2l2b3eiC4 

unique user identifier! 2l2b3e2 

uniqueidCuserrame,project -> userid) 212b3e2a 

This primitive is called by the tool which maintains 
the users individual profile , and also by the EE to 
get a handle on this individual profile. Some tools 
may also use this primitive, 212b3e2b 

Argument / result types 

username - CHARSTR 

project * CHARSTR 

user id - LIST CINTEGER,CHRSTR) 

212b3e2c 

212b3e2c 1 

212b3e2c2 

21 2b3e2c 3 

IDENT SYSTEM 212C 
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The NSW reeds to be able to deliver mail for an individual to a 
single mail box and to Know tne type of delivery the individual 
would like, 1 ,e, an NLS-JQURNAL citation or a * SNDM5G* 
sequential tile, 212c! 

In addition to mail delivery we should anticipate the need for 
NSW directories and 'Phone' hooks. 212C2 

The NLS editing tool needs an identifier for an individual. We 
oresently have available 21 bits that can foe translated to a 
displays!:le, meaningful, character string to use in statement 
sionatures (simple audit trails), 212c3 

Tn the current NLS we provide the necessary information in a 
special file that contains the following information, 212c4 

individuals 21 2c4a 

Information needed for mall delivery 212c4a1 

Names two fields# l astn$me, first ana middle 
This allows us to deal with split names like van Kamp, 
Ident s a 4 character alpha numeric identifier or 
nickrame 
Organization (see below) 
Hardcopy mail address ' 
Network mail address* host name 
Delivery mode? Hardcopy / Network sequential / 
Network NLS 212c4ala 

Aociional information for Directories (Phone Books, etc.) 

Phones 
Groups? idents of all the groups the person belongs 
to Function 
Capabilities 
Secondary organization 
Comments 

212c4a2 

Subcoiiectionss Used for indexing 

Groups 

information needed for mail delivery 

Name 
Ident 
Membership* The Idents of all members 
Hardcopy mail address 
Network mail address 

2i2c4a2a 

21 2c4b 

212c4b! 
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Delivery 
Coordinator 212e4ria 

Accii°nal Informat^on tor Directories (Phone Books* etc.) 
21 2c4b2 

212c4b2a 

212c4c 

2l2c4cl 

Function 
Comments 

Organizations cPrelects) 

Information needed for mail delivery 

Name 
id«nt 
Membership 
Groups 
Cocroinator 
Hardcopy mail address 
Network mail address 
Delivery 212c4cia 

Addiional information for Directories (Phone BOOKS* etc.) 

Type of organization 
Phone 
Comments 

The 4 character ident has not been fully satisfactory as 
duplication3 occur frequently# requiring idents such as RIB2• 
However* our present file format limits us to 21 bits for the 
Identifier, We suggyst using a .21 hit permanent number that 
can be translated to a character string to use ooth in 
statement signatures and as a query argument, 

By permanent we mean that the number* sequentially assigned 
shall never he reused. 

jn additiion to the number each record should contain a 
permanent ioent (nickname), limited to* say 50 (upper case ?) 
printing characters. Each inidvldual w ould choose his own 
ident, 

Consideration should be given to other information which might 
be useful. 

It is particularly important that a super fast search across 
this file be possible, 

jn addition to providing the mail tool with its needs# t he 

212c4c2 

212c4c2a 

2 i 2c5 

212C6 

2 12c7 

2 i 2 c 6 

212c9 
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database should be aueryaole by people, Minimal query 
arguments should include ident (nicxname) and last name, 212c 10 

we can see three possible ways of dealina with this for the 
first year of NSW, These are 212c11 

pind a way to get BEN TjPSER DAtabse right for NSW needs 212clla 

include all the needed information in the Works Manager's 
data base, 212cllb 

Durihb the first year use the MLS ident system £°r mailing, 
The main probiem with this is the 4 cnaracter limit on 
nicknames, 2 X 2 c l l c  

Mo ye Questions* 212c 11 <a 

What does the works Manager know about real people? 212c11di 

How does a tool ?sk the WM for information about people? 
212cnd2 

What does the WM return in response to an inquiry, 212clld3 

Who maintains the data base? i«e, who can enter* and 
validate the information m the fne, We see th^s es a 
big* on-goino problem area, 212clid4 

213 

4-FEB-75 1 3 ! 2 7 5 2 8 # 1656 
Net mail from site CCA-TENEX rcvd at 4-FEB-75 13(27:22 
Date? 4 FEB 1975 1626-ES! 
From: DEE at CCA 
Subject! RFC 671 
jo? HOST-HQST*pROTaCQL«FEQPLE!' SCHANtZ at BBN 
cc? DEE 214 

HICK? 
THANK5 F0H yOyp pEPLy, I HAD S^EN pFC 671 AND HAVE NOW 
REREAD xT (THE TCP SPECiFjCATlON REFERENCE TO YOU HAD SOUNDED LIKE 
YOU HAD WRITTEN SOMETHING SPECIFIC TO INTERNET RECONNECT), RFC 671 
SEEMS DIKE A GCGD FLESHING OUT OF THE TELNET 
RECONNECT PROTOCOL, I CERTAINLY AGREE THAT A RECONNECT FEATURE 
SHOULD HE IN THE HQST-HCST LEVEL PROTOCOL, POSSIBLY ALONG 
SOMEWHAT SIMILAR LINES* THERE SHOULD BE AN OPTIONAL "ALTERNATE 
ROUTING" FEATURE WHERE A HOST COULD SPECIFY THAT IF A CONNECTION TO 
IT GOES DEAD, THE OTHER END SHOULD TRY TP RECONNECT (ICP?> TO ANOTHER 
HOST&SOCKET WHICH MIGHT REALLY BE THE SAME MACHINE THROUGH A 
DIFFERENT NET CONNECTION OR* M ORE LIKELY. 
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AN ENTRY TO A SIMILAR SERVICE IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE. USER WOULD GET A 
MESSAGE THAT THINGS HAD BEEN "RESET" BUT WOULD STILL BE IN THE SAME 
ENVIRONMENT, FTHIS COULD BE DONE ABOVE THE HOST-HOST LEVEL BUT/ 
PARTICULARLY IF IT IS USED TO SWITCH BETWEEN 
REDUNDANT PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS/ IT WOULD BE NICE IF IT COULD 
BE AS TRANSPARENT AS POSSIBLE,) 
YOU SAY YOU THINK XT QUESTIONABLE WHETHER MOST SYSTEMS WILL 
ALLOW A USER MULTIPLE TELNET CONNECTIONS, SINCE, IN MY LIMITED 
EXPERIENCE, I HAVE NOT ENOUNTERED A SYSTEM THAT RESTRICTS OR 
ALLOCATES NETWORK CONNECTIONS BETWEEN USERS, I WAS WONDERING WHAT 
PROMFTED YOU TC SAY THAT, 
I MUST SAY # IT IS DIPLOMATIC OF YOU TO REFER TO THE 
PECULIARITIES CF TENEX YOU HAD TO OVERCOME AS FEATURES, 
SINCERELY, DONALD EASTLAKE (DEEGCCA) 
m m !• ip Mr m» m 

4-»FEB»75 14:36:57/8785 
Date? 4 FEB 1975 1436-PST 
FRORO: IRBY 
Subject: Sorne Possible NSW tool interaction 
To:' watson, POSTEL 21b 

he following (Journal # 25120) are brief notes regarding tool 
nteraction through the FE. Although s0me readers nay find the 
mplercentation notes too technical# the examples and general 
iscussion should oe of i nterest, 216 

The NSW can provide tor significant tool interaction, driven py 
the user, by orovidinQ some fairiy si^pie facilities in the FE, 
WM, and tools which wish to allow such interaction, we feel that 
this can be done in such a way that the WM can insure system 
integrity and provide access controls and such that neither tools 
nor their grammars need change to allow new tools to interact with 
each other, 216a 

Perhaps the best way to communicate this facility is to present a 
few concrete examples, 216b 

Example 1; Editor -- mail sender interaction 216bl 

Let us assume that there exists two tools# one called EDITOR 
and one called SENDMAIL, with the obvious functions, Let us 
first consider a user sitting at a display terminal using 
the EDITOR to prepare a memo he wishes to send to some of 
his associates, He could prepare the memo, which could be 
lust part of a larger file that he is editing# and create a 
file containing only the memo and give this file a temporary 
name. He could then" run the SENDMAIL tool, supplying it the 
name ot his temporary memo file, 216fcla 
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A simpler alternative is for the user to simply slue to the 
SENDRAIL tool and as input to the SEND^AIL command ne could 
simply point to the portion of the EDITOR file he wishes to 
send, 2l6blb 

Example 2 %  mail sender Editor interaction 216b2 

This involves the same tools as just described, The user 
types a lenathy messaae to the SENDMAJL tooi and then wants 
to edit it before sending it. Again there could be a 
command in the SENPMAiL tool which causes it to create a 
file which can then be input to the EDITOR tool and Example 
J can be repeated, 216b2a 

Again, the alternative allows the user to slue to the EDITOR 
tool and insert the text of the message into his file 
somewhere, edit it# and slue fcacK to SENDMAIL and respeclfy 
the source of the message as In the second alternative in 
example 1, 216b2b 

Example 3: Editor •- compiler interaction 216P3 

in this example, the user is editing source code (the 
current edited state of the source code is Known only to the 
editor) and wishes to compile some part or all of it. 
Again, he could create a file with that code in it and pass 
that file to the compiler, However# he could also just slue 
to the desired compiler tool and point to the desired text 
in the ecitor window and have it compiled, 2!6b3a 

How to accomplish the siueing tool interaction 216c 

One tninq that must be considered i f we allow the slue 
interaction is that the wM maintain control of the situation, 
Thus, for first year Nsw I propose the following 
implementation? 216cl 

The ctl Provides a C^L rule called SOURCE which is made up 
0f the declarea source rules pf each o* the user's currently 
active tools, The command language designer would, where 
appropriate, allow the user to specify one of the dynamic 
set of currently available sources for a command, 216cla 

when the user selects something of type TYPE (which is 
n^eanirSfUj tG TOOL-A) »y Pointin9 to TQOL-A's wind0w or by 
typing its address (perhaps with TOOL-A's name appended to 
the front of the address) as an argument to a command to 
TQ0L»8, then the CLJ calls a standard function in TOOL-A 
which returns the name of a new tile which contains the 
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desired oat a ofolect. This file name is then supplied as the 
desired argument to the execution function in TQOL-B, 
TOQL-B then calls the WM to open the file and read out the 
data structure, it the use-type of the file does not match 
the file type supplied with the openfile request, then an 
appropriate conversion is invoked, 2l6clb 

In subsequent development of the NSW it would ne desireable 
for the tools t0 send PCP data structure to each other 
(perhaps using co-routines) rather than incurring the 
expense of creating and deleting files, However, for the 
interim, we can probably afford this inefficiency, 2l6clc 

For the case of users at typewriter terminals, the normal way in 
which they specify locations ©f actua^ parameters by typipd 
something (which I call an ADDRESS) could b e expanded so that the 
address could contain a syntactically unique way of specifying the 
active tool toward which it is directed, This facility is also 
available for u ser's at displays, since what they want may not be 
displayed on the screen currently, in the case of a display user, 
he might be able to point to the desired tool by use of an active 
tools status window displayed whenever the user has more than one 
active tool, 216d 

Implementation notes: 217 

Add the builtin SDyRCE to COL as the name of a rule of currently 
possible source command words, 217a 

All0w SSEL# DSEL# and LSKL t0 deduce the tardet t00i fr0m a 
selection type and be able to invoke a standard function in a tool 
to produce the desired file when necessary, 217b 

Allow incremental help if SOURCE is an alternative# sucn that 
current tool alternatives are sh0wn separately from others, 217c 

Define the standard function in tool processes to call In order to 
create the result file, 2l7d 

CRTNSwFXIECtypei designator -> filename) 217dl 

type - INTEGER 
designator - ANY 
filename - CHARSTR 217dla 

CRTNSKFILE requires the following facilities from the WM? 217dlb 

1) The procedure yNQNSwFNC number ~> filenamelist) 2l7dlbl 
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which will yield a list of NUMBER unique NSW tile 
names, 217dlbja 

2) An additional parameter in the CREATE-FILE procedure 
to specify that the fix© is to oe TEMPORARY (win be 
automatically deleted at the end of the session), 217cslb2 

It should he noted that these are the only chances required 
in the WM, Aise* the CRTNSWFILE procedure is the only 
additional requirement on tool components to allow all of 
this to work, 217dlc 

TYPE is a source type Known to the CRTNSWFILE being called, 
DESIGNATOR i s a data structure that CRTNSWFILE understands 
ang when combined with TYPE specifies the desired data 
structure, 2l7dld 

For example* DESIGNATOR mioht be an ADDRESS string or a 
(WINDOW* STRING, CHARACTER-COUNT) tripie that defines 
some image that the tool placed on the user's screen, 217d1d1 

Add a parse function NOTlNRULE which will succeed only if the 
specified c0mjr.anc w 0rd is NOT one of the alternatives in a 
specified rule (see example below), 217e 

Add a CML oeclaration for the rule that defines the universal 
s0urces f0r this grader (this will get linked to the dispatch 
record), 217 £ 

DECLARE SOURCES ,IDJ %name of a rule of command words% 217fl 

This would allow the following CML for the NLS copy command 217g 

"COPY" 21791 

stype - SOURCE 217gla 

% user will pick one of the currently available source 
command words, This is a function of his active tools % 2l7qlai 

<»froff"> source _ ssELCstype) 217 g X b 

% us*r selects a s^ur^e for the copy -• SSEL would have 
to be able to ten stype was from another tool and invoke 
the CRTNSWFILE procedure in the correct tool process if 
it is not the current tool % 217glbl 

<"t© follow"> ©type - stype ^initialize dtype% 2 i 7 g 1 c 
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t (notinruie(stype, mytypes) stype _ #"FILENAME" / 
OPTION) dtype M mytypes) 2i7glcl 

%if the source type (stype) was not one of this tool's 
source types as represented by the rule MYTYPES, or It 
the user types tne OPTION character, then the user 
will specify a destination type (dtype),% 217glcla 

dest „ DSELCdtyPe) %get the destination selection! 217gld 

CONFIRM %get a final con£lrmation% 2l7gie 

xcopy f stype, source, dtype, best)i 217 91 f 

*call the XCOPY Procedure in the tool Process to carry 
out tne command% 217gif! 

4»FEB*75 15S1 5 ! 50 * 5387 
Net mail from site SRI-ARC rcvd at 4-FEB-75 15!15:45 
Dates 4 FEB 1975 l5l5*PST 
From: IFBY at SRI-ARC 
subject: user Programs, in. the National software works 
To! NSW-DISTPIBUTION! 218 

The following memo (Journal # 25294) addresses tne issue of user 
pr09rams in the NSW envir0nment« F0r the purp0se 0£ tnis I have 
considered user programs to be in two classes* 1) those that do not 
get input from the user and 2) those that do. The first class can be 
handled entirely by the tool and have no bearing on the NSW except 
that they may live in NSW files, *ion-interactive TECq macros# NLS 
content analysis, seouence generator, sort key and other 
non-interactive user programs fit into this class, t will not 
discuss this class further unless someone raises issues with respect 
to it, 219 

Note: tools like RD* which are separate save files of TECQ 
preloaded with macros are considered separate tools and are not 
treated here* 219a 

The second class consists of slightly odd NSW tools* They are tools 
in the sense that they have grammars"and supporting pep processes, 
help data bases* anc access restrictions, The odd thing about these 
tools is that the support process is not created when the tool is 
run, but rather it already exists and all that is needed is that 
perhaps new packages should be opened in the process. Please note 
that this reauires that the set of packages in a process must oe 
allowed to change dynamically, 220 
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To make this all a hit Tore real to the reader who may toe unfamiliar 
with such user programs# 1 present a scenario of what must happen 
when a user runs such a user-program, I should point out that this 
is a facility now provided by NL5-8, It is widely used ana affords 
advanced users a means of extending the capabilities of tools 
available to them, The access controls that must be brought to bear 
upon users and developers of such user programs should be openly 
acknowledge, discussed, and decided. However# we should allow them 
since they provide a powerful facility for the user and are easily 
constructed, 221 

On to our scenario C Please note that an example using TECO and 
loading TECO macros would pave served as wen as tpe RLiS example that 
fellows except that TECO is a non-integrated tool and thus introduces 
complications that are not germain to this issue,)? 222 

The user of the NLS ediitor decides to run a user program written 
tov an ass0ciate which interacts with the user t0 determine 
formatting information that conforms to the conventions 
established for his project. He gives a command to the editor to 
load the program named proj,formats„ This is tne name of an NSW 
file containing the relocatable binary program written to execute 
within the 
user-program environment of the nis editor, The editor fetches 
the file from the WM and link-loads it into the user-program 
buffer, in adaition# a new package named Projformats is added to 
the pep disrated tables# thus making some Procedures in the 
user*proqrem callable through pep, 222a 

Please note that it is v e r Y imP0rtant that this P r o g r am r u n 
witni.n t^e environment provided by tne nis-editor since this 
provides the writer of such a program with high level editing 
primitives and other facilities, This reduces the development 
time of such new tools by several orders of magnitude without 
penalizing them in terms of execution timej 222al 

The user then gives the "run tool formats" command to the NSW, 
"formats" is the users simple n«me £or the tool* Its 
complicated system name is read from the user's tool list and 
passed to the WM# wich returns the grammar for the tool, NOW the 
FE inspects the grammar to determine which processes to create in 
support of this tool, it finds that it must be the existing 
"nisbe" process and that it is to open the package "projformats", 
which it does. 222b 

The user now gives commands tp this tool wich causes it to insert 
the prooer format controls into the file he is currently editing, 
When the user is done with the formats tool, he commands the NSW 
to terminate it for him, The FE closes the packages it opened for 
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trie tool, but oofcs not ask tne WM to delet e the proces s since it 
existed prior to the tool's invocation, The user may now resume 
the editor and ask: it to delete the program proj, formats if he 
wishes to reclaim space in his user-program buffer, 222c 

Note: It. wouXd be nujch nicer if the pSer could treat this like 
any ether tool (and not h*ve to instruct the editor to load and 
delete the proqram) with only the requirement that the editor 
must be active while running the formats tool, it may be 
possible to do this through CML initialization rules which 
would call procedures in the nlsbe process (Known through a 
process declaration) to loed the needed user-Program file ana 
open the package, similarly, a termination rule could cause 
the program to be deleted from the program buffer. This has 
the disadvantage that if the user reuses the user program, the 
program must be reloaded. The terminatin rule could ask the 
user if he wanted the program deleted before doing so, however, 222cl 

7-FEB-75 10!I3f27,1181 
Met MAIL from site BFN-IENEXA rcvd at 7-FEB-75 10I1*121 
Date; 7 FEB 1975 1245-EST 
Fromf BURCHFIEL at BBN-TENEXA 
subjects Network mail protocols 
TO! NORTON at SRl-ApC 
ccj MESSAGE^SERVICE^COMMITTEE ! f PETEPS at SRi-ARC, 
CCS HOPPER at SPI - ARC, WATSON at SRI-ARC, WHITE at. SRI-ARC, ccj 
POSTEL at SRI-ARC 223 

Jim, 
pick Watson has assured me that you will be fixing up 
NIC mail soon to conform to ARPANET standard protocols. He 
suggested that I cescribe your current violations of protocol for 
clarity: 224 

1, Messages arc citations from the MIC have no header 
at all, RFC #561 specifies that "TO!", "FROMt" and "DATE!" items are 
required, followed bv a blank l ine (CRLFCRLF) to delimit end of 
header, 225 

2, The FTP HAIL command requires that everything be sent 
as lines delimited by CRLF, The lines are interpreted by the 
receiver to fine header items, end of header, and end of 
message. The standard line buffer is 132 characters, so you 
should not send m ore than 132 characters without a CRLF delimiter, 226 

I hone these suggestions proye helpful, I would appreciate 
it if vcu would acknowledge receipt of this message, 227 
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Thanks, 
Jerry 
m m m m m m m 

10-FEB-75 10:28i50#46B 
Net mail from site BBN-TENEX rcVd at 
Date? 1 0 FEB 1975 1327-EST 
From ? MCKENZIE at BBN-TENEX 
subject; Protocols 
To; postal st SPj-APC 
cc; mckenzle 

10-FEB-75 10;2Hf42 

228 

Jon# 
The NTIS accession number for the latest version of BBN Report No, 
18 22 is; 
ADA002751 
(Note that the number is now an "ADA" number rather than an "AD" 
number) 229 

Would you ask jake if she has received the NTis number for the 
"Protocols NOteboox" yet? 
Regards # 
Alex 
m  m  m w m m  m  230 
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14-JAN-75 15|23;26,84 
Date; 14 JAM 1975 1523-FST 
From; POSTEL 
Subject! test 
To; postel 1 

15-JAN-75 14 J 02 •' 32/ 051 
Date; 15 JAN 1975 14G2-PST 
From! POSTEL 
Subject; PFCs 
TO! Scbantz at BBN 
cc; postel 2 

Rick; 
I have now (at long last) copied the RFCs 671 & 672 to office-l to 
live in directory <Netinfo> with other recent RFCs, The 
pathnames for tnese is of the form [Office-i)<NETINFO>RFCxxx#TXT 
where xxx is the rfc number, 3 

Have you received any comment on the reconnection suggestions that 
would indicate any opposition to replacing the current telnet option 
with your proposal ? I still urge that the <IACXSE> acknowledgement 
be replaced by <IAC><SuBXRECONNECT><OKxiAC><SE>. In the case that 
your proposal dees replace the existing telnet option we will need a 
new document for the protocol notebook, are you prepared to create 
such a document ? I am willing to 
assist to the extent of editorial suggestions etc, ? 4 

--3 on. 
m m m  m  m  m  m  
!5-jA$-75 16 ; 04; 00 , 8709 
Date; 15 JAN 1975 16Q4-PST 
From; POSTEL 
Subject; Man Protocol 
To;' AV at MIT-DMS, Burchfiel at BBN, Watson at SRI-ARC, 
TO; Oestreicner at islB 
ccs postel 5 

Dick has been letting me see some of the recent notes on mall system 
proposals and cne note or another suggested that the current 
transmission protocol l imited the number ot recipients ot a  message 
at a host to one, This is not the case, and for your reference i 
include the current protocol definition which clearly indicates that 
each message may oe addressed to a list of users at the host it is 
transmitted to, 
Mail protocol Jen postel 4 December 1974 6 

Mail Protocol ha 
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i n t r o d u c t i o n  7  

This document Describes the existing mail senging protocols. The 
mail sending protocol is a subset of tne Fiie Transfer protocol# 
consisting of two additional commands to the set of commands 
described in the specification of the File Transfer protocol. 7a 

Old FTP 7a 1 

A, McKenzie "File Transfer protocol#" RFC 454# MIC 14333# 
l6*,Feta",7 3# 7ala 

New FTP 7a2 

N, Neigus "File Transfer Protocol#" RFC 542# N IC 17759# 
12-JU1-73, 7 a 2 *  

J, Postal "Revised FTP Reply codes#" RFC 640# NIC 30843, 
5-JUD-74, 7a2b 

Commands 8 

Hail File C MLFL) 8a 

The intent of this command is to enable a user site to mail 
data (in form of a file) to another user at the server site. It 
should be noted that the files to be mailed are transmitted via 
the data connection in ASCII or EBCDIC type, (It is the user's 
responsibility to ensure that the type is correct,) These files 
should be appended to the destination user's mall by the server 
in accordance with serving HOST nail conventions. The mail may 
be marked as sent from the particular u sing HOST and the user 
specified by the 'USER' command. The argument field may 
contain one or more system or NIC idents (it is recommended 
that multiple idents be allowed so the same mail can easily be 
sent to severai users), or it may be empty, If the argument 
field is empty or blank c one or more spaces)# then the mail is 
destined tor a printer or other designated place for site mail, 8al 

A NIC ident refers to tne standard identification described in 
the MIC directory of Network Participants, A serving host may 
keep a table mapping NIC idents into system idents, although 
NIC Idents are not required in the implementation, A system 
ident ,1s the user's normal identification at the serving HOST, 8a2 

Mail Protocol Jon Postel 4 December 1974 8a2a 

The use of system idents would allow a network user to send 
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mail to ether users who do not have NIC identification hut 
whose system ident is known, 

Hail (HAIL) 

This command allows a user to send mail that is NOT in a file 
over the TELNET connection, The argument field may contain one 
or more system or NIC idents, or it may be empty, The idents 
are defined as above for the MIFL command, After the 'Mail' 
command i s received, the server is to treat the following lines 
as text of the mail sent by the user. The mail text is to be 
terminated by a line containing only a single period, that is, 
the character sequence ", CRLF" in a new line, it is suggested 
that a modest volume of mail service should pe free? i .e., it 
may be entered before a USER command, 

Reply Codes 

The HAIL and MLFL commands have the same reply codes as the Append 
(APPE) command, with the addition of the reply code for MAIL 
stating that mail is expected over the Telnet connection. 

Old FTP 

350 - Enter mail, terminate with <CR><LF>.<CR><LF> 

New FTP 

354 - Start mail input# end with <CR>CLP>.<CR><LF> 

8a 3 

8b 

Syntax 

8bl 

9 

9a 

9al 

9ala 

9a2 

9a2a 

10 

it is stron<3iy ur^ed that tor consispency in the handling of mail 
at the various hosts that all mall sending subsystems or programs 
use these standard syntax convention for the text of the mail. 
This will help a great deal in allowing a user or program to 
Intelligently process incoming mail, 10a 

The text °f the mail, whether transmitted oyer the FTP Telnet 
connection (via the MATL command) or over the separate data 
connecticn Cvia the MLFL c0mmtin^5# is governed by the syntax 
belowi lOal 

1 10ala 

Mali Prot.ocol Jon Po5tei 4 Decem.ber 1974 lOelal 

Example? lOalb 
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Froms w hite at SRX-ARC 
Dates 24 JUL 1973 1527-PDT 
Subject! Multi-Site Journal Meeting Announcement 
N I C s  1 7 9 9 6  

At 10 AM Wednesday 25-JULY there will he a meeting to 
discuss a Muitl-site Journal in the context 0f the 
Utility. Y'all he here, 

Formal Syntax; 

<mailtext> *: = <neader> <CRLF> <message> 
<header> !!= <headeritem> i <headeritem> <neader> 
<headerltem> sss <iterr> <CRLF> 
<item> !!= <authOritem> I <gateitem> i 
<sub}ectltem> l <miseitem> 
<authoritem> ;:= FROM; <SP> <user> <SP> AT <SP> <host> 

s 5= DATE? <SP> <date> <SP> <time> - <zone> 
!!= SUBJECT! <SP> <line> 
S!s <)ceyword> ! <SP> <Une> 
;:= <vdate> i <tdate> 
i;s <dayofroonth> <SP> <vmonth> <SP> <vyear> 
iu <tmonth> / <dayofmonth> / <tyear> 
j ss one or two decimal digits 

iOalbl 

10alb2 

lOalc 

<dateitem> 
<subjectitem> 
<irisciteiTi> 
< d a t e > 
< v d a t e > 
<tcat f> 
<deyotmonth> 
<vmcnth> J jr J Ah' I FEB 1 MAR i APR i MAy I JjN I JljL 
1 AUG « SEP I OCT I fjoV i DEC <tmonth> *!a one or 
two decimal digits 
<yyear> ? ? a f0ur decimal digits 
<tyear> ! IB two decimal diqits 

MST i MDT J PST < z o n e > ? I a EST I EDI J CST I CDT I MST i MDT J PST 
I FDT i GMT I GOT 
<time> » • 22 four decimal digits 
<  u  5  e  r  >  S i c  <word» 
<h0st> S * » a standard host n^me 
<message> I I B <1ine> <CRLF> I <line> <CRLF> <message> 
<K«yword> ! * ss <word> 

of the 128 < 1  i ne> I ! a a string containing any of the 128 
ASCII 
characters except CR and LF 

of the 128 <wcrd> * Is a string containing any of the 128 
ASCII 

!j= CR LF characters except CR, LF# and SP <CPLF> !j= CR LF 
<SP> space loaici 

2 lOalcla 

Mail Protocol Jon Postel 4 Decen*ber 1 9 7 4  lOalelal 

please note the following! lOald 
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(1) <authoritem>, <dateitem>, and <subjectitem> may each 
appear at most once in <header>? <miscitem> may occur any 
number of times, The order of <authoritem>, <dateltem># 
and <SUDjectitem> is insignificant, nut they must proceed 
all occurrences of <rriscitem>, 
C2) The case (upper or lower) of Keywords --
Specifically, 'FROM 'DATE', 'SUBJECT' ,'AT', <host>, 
<zone># <vmonth> and <keywora> -- is insignificant, 
Although 'FROM'§ t or example, appears in uppercase in 
the formal syntax above, in the header of an actual 
message it may appear as "From* (as in the example), or 
'from", or 'FrOm*, etc, 
(3) No attempt has oeen made to legislate the format of 
<user>, except to exclude spaces from it, 
(4) The time has no internal punctuation, 
(5) NO provision is made for multiple authors# lOaldl 

15-JAN-75 17il4SQJ,1278 
Net mail from site SRI-ARC rcvd at 15-JAN-75 17:13558 
Date; *5 JAN 1975 1 7 13-?ST 
From; PUSTEL at SRI-ARC 
subject; NEW & PCP DOCUMENTS 
To; NSW•Distribution; I i 

There are three new documents of interest to NSW and pep workers? 12 

1) NSWSTRUC --Defines the process structure of NSW, 13 

2) NTP -- NSw Tool Package which contains NSw-specific procedures and 
data stores recuireo of a process for use as a tool within the NSW, 14 

3) PCPV2CHANGES -- documents the divergence of the implementation 
from the version 2 documentation. This is a dynamic document, 15 

The documents ere available online at SRI-ARC in tne directory <NL5> 
as text files, Iftey m«y be nuxied from A RC usind FTP by suppling the 
username ANONYMOUS and password GUEST, The pathnames are; 
CSRI-ARC]<NLs>Ns»STRUC,TXT 
CSRI-ARC3 <NL5>NTP,TXT 
[SRI-ARC J <NLS>FCPV2CRANGES,TXT 16 

We will be sending these out in hardcopy in the next week or two, 17 

We also would like to offer our assistance in understanding these and 
the other documents and concepts in the NSW and PCP designs, If you 
would like to discuss any of these topics please call or sndmsg Jon 
Post el at (415) 326-6200 x37l8 or POSTEL at SRI-ARC, \b 
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--j on, 

18*jAN-75 23:59:29,780 
Net mail from site IS IB r c Vd at 18""JAN»75 23:59:27 
Date: 18 JAN 1975 2359-PST 
From? COHEN at USOISIB 
subject: NVP, 
To? POSTEl at SHL*ARCf POSTEL at ISI 
cc? COHEN 19 

Joru 20 

here are some words re NVP, you might want to include under 
"recent developments*' for NVp : 21 

AN INITIAL VERSION OF NVp WAS IMPLEMENTED FIRST FOR REAL-TIME VOICE 
EXPERIMENTS BETWEEN ISI AND LINCOLN LABORATORY, ON AUGUST 1974, A 
MORE EXPANDED VERSION IS IN OPERATION SINCE DECEMBER 1974, FOR 
REAL-TIME VOICE COMMUNICATION (BETWEEN LINCOLN AND CHI, AT SANTA 
BARBARA), 
MVP USES BOTH 1YPE-0 AND TYPE-3 MESSAGES, AND ALLOWS INCREASED 
BANDWIDTH AND DECREASED DELAYS AT THE POSSIBLE COST OF RELIABILITY, 22 

cheers, 
Danny, 22a 

P,S, my address is at isiB, not isi • tnanks, 
• » « « » " >  m w  w  2 3 

20-JAN-75 07 J 33!59,800 
Net mail from site BBN-TENEXA rcvd at 20-JAN-75 07:33?55 
Date? 20 JAN 1 975 1032-EST 
From? sCHAN'TZ at bBN-TENEXA 
Subject? RFC 671 
To? Postel at SRI-ARC 
cc: Schantz 

jon ? 
I have received no objections to the reconnection proposal (other 
than your suggested acknowledgement change). On the other hand, I 
haven't heard anything from most network sites, I assume no comment 
is synonymous with acquience, i would gladly volunteer tc orepare a 
new option definition document, it would probably consist of a 
revision of the existing document more than a complete rewrite, 25 

Shifting gears no** I am beginning devote my attentions to B B N' s NSW 
project commitments, and will he going over your documents this week, 
Ifm sure I'll have some questions/comments on them soon, --Rick 
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20-JAN-75 10:24242,20602 
Net mail from site SRI-ArC revd at 20-JAN*75 10:24:06 
Date: 20 JAN 1 975 1024-PSX 
From: PCSTEL at SRI-ARC 
Subject; Batch Job Models 
To; NSW-DISTRIBUTION I 26 

< POSTEL, BATCH«JOB-MGDEL,NLS16# >, 17-JAN-75 15:24 JBP sSSS 27 

Bill: 
Here is commented version of your message on batch jobs, Following 
these comments is a description of my model for batch jobs in the 
NSW. The main differences are in the breaK down of functions to 
particular processes C wir, fe, grammar, tool, etc,), and in which 
processes touch which'kinds of files, 
--j on, 26 

Comments on your message: 29 

Dates 12 JAN 1975 U36-PDT 
From: CARLSON at OFFICE-1 
Suoiect: batch tools 29a 

< CARLSON, BATCH-TQOLS,NLSJ2# ># I2-JAN-75 11:26 wEC SIS' 29b 

I have a simplified model of batch tools which I use to maKe 
decision, 29c 

%% How dees this model compare w i t h  the model presented in the 
d0cuments FJE-MODEL, a , n d  BJ P fcy P0stel and the notes by 
Warshali and hilistein ? %% 29cl 

%% What decisions ? %% 29c2 

*% It would »e very helpful to have your comments Keyed to tne 
previously distributed documents, %% 29c3 

Plase evaluate the m0dei and, by 16 Jan 75, send a message 
indicating agreement or identify pitfalls in the model by 
describing scenarios where it fails, and propose SIMPLE revisions 
which resolve the pitfalls 29d 

%% Should this suspend progress on the implementation of NSW ? 
%% 29dl 

A batch job cannot communicate with the user during execution, 29e 

%% is this a definition or an attribute of batch jobs shared by 
other types of jobs ? %% 29el 
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%% MUlstein defined the terms BATCH, DETACHED, AND INTERACTIVE 
in a useful way, lets use Ms definition^, 29e2 

Background ions on Multics or other time-sharing systems qualify 
as batch jobs, 291 

%% Does "background" include TENEX Detatched jobs ? %% 29fl 

The following classes of batch jobs are of interest! 29g 

Predefined NSW Tools? allow 3 user talking to the Works Manager 
to say the logical equivalent 0f "execute TESTDATA usin<3 
CRITERIA as input and producing MONTHLY as output," CRITERIA 
and MONTHLY are NSW files. Optionally, the user might specify a 
host t  l e  "execute TESTDATA at UCLA91"« 29ql 

%% "predefined" is a new term to me perhaps a further 
explanation would be helpful, I take it to mean that It is 
a program that has been made known to the Works Manager as 
a tool and has a grammar, %% 29gla 

%% Which 3feo should we be getting up to speed on NSW/PCP --
RAND cr UCLA ? 29glb 

The WM will know whether the T8H requires all files tc pe 
resident befcre a batch job is submitted, or if it supports 
delayed staging of files, If files must be prestaged, the WM 
will move or create the files and remember the local names, 29glc 

%% Perhans the works manager dosent need to know this but 
the batch 10b package can take care 0 t  fetching the 
reouired tiles %% 2 9 g 1 c 1 

%% The idea of Prestaging vs delayed staging of files is 
what distlnSishes BATCH and DETACHED tools In Milistein's 
document, lets us* one set of definitions, %% 29glc2 

The WM win know the local name of the tool. It Mil send a 
message t0  the TBH 0f the f0rm "run L0cal-T0ol-Name 0n 
Local»File-1, Local*Eile-2, NSW-Eile*3 producing 
Local.File-4 and NSW-FUe-5 using TEXT-ARGM fTEXT-ARG-2 ," 29gld 

%% This assumes that it is easy to distinguish local (to 
what) filenames from NSW filenames ** i for one don't ouy 
that assumption. Although 1 do agree that the probability 
of confusion can me greatly reduced by a sutiaple prefix 
name tor all NSW file names, %% 29gldl 

% %  B y  now everyone should think in terms of procedure 
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Call Protocol, The procedure call vour "message" maps 
into is defined m the Batch Job Package (BJP1 and is 
named CKTJOB, 29g1ri2 

CPTJQB C infiles# outfiles ~> jobid ) 2 9 g 1 d 2 a 

The files in the lists infiles ana outfiles are filenames 
that can be handled by file packages, the patch job 
package calls on a file pagkage either in the sane TBH or 
another TBH to get the files for input or store the 
result files, %% 2 9 g 1 d 3 

If the TBH does not support delays staging, then of course 
there will be no NSW files in the list, Note that since this 
message is in an NSW format# w e should easily fee able to 
mark local file names# NSW file names, and textual 

%% By "in NSW format" do you mean it is a PCP Call ? %% 29glei 

one implementation (not only one) would have the local tool 
name be a text file or catalogued procedure, The Foreman 
component in the TBH would ask the WQR^S MANAGER for a 
correct local name corresponding to each NSW Filename C if 
there is decayed staging of flies). The xocei filenames and 
the textual arguments would oe substituted into the control 
file# which would fee aiyen to tne standard scheduler to be 
executed at its convenience. The only uses I nave thought 
of for textual arguments thus tar are run time parameters 
like core size, time limit, priority, etc, 29glf 

%% what is the "Foreman component" ? Perhaps this is the 
rol« of the Batch dob package ? %% 29glf 1 

%% The textual arguments you suggest are already handled 
in every case we know of by parameters in the control 
file required by the batch processing facility, why 
sheula this aspect of host specific lob control oe 
replicated in the ceneral purpose batch job package ? %% 29gif2 

*% These "textual arguments" coyid be accepted from the 
user by t^e grammar driven front end, cans on « 
simple procedure to edit the control card "file by 
substituting the arguments for place holders, %% 29glf3 

The TBH must provide tne WVH with a job ID, The WM must be 
able to get joe status information for a given JOBID, 29glg 

arguments 29g l e 
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%% see the CRTJQB and STSJOB procedures specified in the 
Batch Job Package, *% 29glgi 

The TBB must signal the WM Whenever a job terinates, 29glh 

%% An interesting point. To do ths the Works Manager must 
provide a procedure that a batch job Package may call 
when a 3ok terminates, %% 29gihl 

RESPONSIBILITIES 2931 i 

COMPASS- define language for invoking toolsCthe wM 
command language)* provide tool for defining other tools 
to the WM CCML is part of it# b ut I don't think all of 
it)# Provide a document telling how to define tools. It 
must identify options with regard to numbers and 
attributes of input & output files# checking of textual 
arguments# optional files# warranties# etc, 29glil 

TBB installer- provide a mechanism for accepting WM 
messages and invokino tools# 29gii? 

%% Shouldn't "a mechanism tor accepting WM messages" 
be a "mechanism for accepting and making PCP Calls", 
%% 29gli2a 

Cre«te ident/jobid/account card with info sent by WM, 29gli3 

%% This card is generally the first card in the 
control card file which is required by the batch 
processing facility, This info should be sent in the 
control tile which is one of the infiies in the CRTJOB 
call to the batch job package, %% 29gii3a 

Prcvice for status probing# signal m when tools 
complete, 29gli4 

%% See the batch iob package *% 29cli4a 

Provide a reasonable way to send output reports onto the 
ARPANET# 2 9 g1i5 

%% I think this is a call for a reformatting program 
t o  m a l i n e  p r i n t e r  o r i e n t e d  o u t p u t  p r e s e n t a b l e  o n  
display and teletype terminals, %% 29gli5a 

Provide a document telling how to install additional 
tools on that machine, 29gii6 
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General issue: How does the WM Know how much space to 
allocate tor output files? COMPASS to ta*e responsibility 
tor formulating and documenting some reasonable answer, 29gli7 

%% HOW does anybody Know ? %% 29gli7a 

Seouences ot NSW Batch Tools; One can envision jobs consisting 
of several "standard" NSW batch tools to be run in succession 
on the same TBH, on many hosts# the scheduling algorithm will 
maKe it advantages to have the sequence lumped into a 
multi-activity joc, Yet the WM should Know when each activity 
completes# and have some options with regrard to file 
disposition and conditional tool invoKation, passing files 
between activities may also necessitate control stream 
changes, 29g2 

%% why should the wprKs manager notice the jobstep 
completion tor multistep one h0st jobs ? It may be very 
difficult to get access to this information in any case, %% 29g2a 

pesponsibilities: UCLA should taKe the lead in resolving 
these issues, with inputs from COMPASS and all TBH 
installers, 29g2b 

"Perfect" Batch Control Streams; contain only local file names, 
We want to discouraae these in the NSW# but'must provide the 
capabiltiy so users don't have to leave the NSw just to type in 
a few simple control cards and run a batch jap on their Own 
machine, All the TBH must do is append the ident./jopid/account 
into to the control stream and retrieve status and output, 29g3 

%fe It would be easy for a NSW user to create a file (either 
with a special tool or with any text editor) that contained 
control cards and file names specific to a particular oaten 
processing facilityB %% 29g3a 

Responsibilities; 29g3b 

COMPASS? WM must accept a command liKe "run file at 
place"# move the file# signal TBH to invoKe it 29o3bl 

%% BY "file" are you now refering to a control file ? 
%% 29g3ble 

TBH Installer? responsiole for start-up# status and 
output reporting, 29g3b2 

Batch Control streams Containing NSW Filenames; 29g4 
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The user builas a job control stream ready to run, except he 
wants to refer to files by pSw names. In general case# would 
also want to be able to defer tile movement(not this year)# 
solution to delayed staging of files should use same TBH ^ 
features as for predefined NSW Tools, 29g5 

Responsibility 2 9 g 5 a 
•r 

SFIi DUild an interactive tool which works on typewriter 
terminals as well as displays and replaces NSW tilenames 
with LOCAL names. Eventually, will instead simply 
identify some of the names as NSW names and will also be 
able to handle priority etc, After the substitutions are 
complete r the tool will invoice the WM to initiate the 
0 fc 29g5ai 

%% There could easily be a tool, that asisted users in 
rePiacipd NSWfiRenames by filenames i0cai to a 
p a r t i c i i a r  batch processing f a c i l i t y ,  this would be 
useful in preparing the control files for a program 
developed in the NSW to be turned over for use outside 
the NSW, %% 29g5a 1 a 

%% This aside on typewriter terminals and display 
terminals is out of place ang snows a lack of 
conviction that the front end will provide means to 
use a range of terminal classes to use the same tools, 
% % 29g5aih 

COMPASS and TBH Installer* are responsible for providing 
the samie capabilities as for "perfect11 batch control 
streams and (eventually) as for NSW defined tools, 29g5a2 

%% The user wants a nsw»wide control file that is like the 
existing hgst specific c0ntr©I files but a Hows each j0h step 
to be executed on a different host, The user can construct such 
a, file with any text editor or perhaps a special control file 
construction tool. When the user wants to have this control 
file "executes" a tool is called upon to translate (by calling 
on. the works manager) the nsw filenames to file package file 
names and to call the appropriate batch job packages for each 
job step, %% 29g6 

2 9 h  

Description of m y model; 30 

Here Is a scenario of use of a batch tool which is an elaboration 
of the discussion contained in the RJE-MODEL document, 30a 
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Note that there are two case tor batch jobs in the NSW? one is 
the traditional batch processing facility which normally 
expects as its primary input a control card file? the other is 
an interactive time sharina system which allows input to come 
from a file instead of interactively from a user at a terminal, 3Qai 

MODEL 

First we discuss the entities involved in the process of 
composing a batch job, having it run, and examining the 
results, 

The principal entity is a batch processing facility, This is 
expected to be an existing hardware & software unit that 
will be only minimally changed to interface to the NSW, 

Examples of patch job prooce$slng facilities are the 
B4700 and the IBM 360, 

Another type of batch job capability is is the TENEX 
runfil or the Multics execom facility. 

The NSW talks to the batch processing facility via a 
Procedure package called the Batch Jop Package (BJP), 

The batch job package in a sense referees the flow of 
information between its PCP callers and the batch 
processing facility, For example the batch job package 
ccleets all the input files that are resident on other 
hosts before turning the job over to the batch processing 
facility, ana the batch job package may distribute the 
result files to other hosts when the job is completed by 
the batch processing facility. 

The Batch Joo Package interacts wit1"* File Packages (Fp) to 
effect the movement of flles to and from the Batch 
processing Facility, 

The call on the batch job package to get a job submitted 
to a oatch processing facility is: 

30b 

3 Ob 1 

30bla 

30hlal 

30bla2 

30blb 

CRTJOB c infixes, outfiles -> jorid ) 

BOblfcl 

30b 1 c 

30blci 

30blcla 

The files referenced in infixes and outflles are named so 
that the batch joo packaae can get them from and put them 
into the directories owned by NSW at various hosts and 
manipulated by file packages. Thus these files are named 
by "fUe*packaqe»filenames", 30blc2 
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Trie user sees only NSW»filenames so there must be a 
language/grammar that controls the users Interaction 
which results in the generation of a create jog call on a 
batch job package# This processing for the user must 
include the mediation of the NSW*£ilenames the user 
supplies into the file-package^filenames included in the 
create job call# 

The files themselve$ are created ana examined usind the text 
editors le#q# MLS) available in the NSW, 

Some tiles that are included in a create job call may be 
standard library files and from the users point of view 
part of the system. The user may not even be aware of 
their existence since their names could be supplied by 
the grammar internally, 

The input fi1e s  are probably in most case$ job control 
^il es in a particular ba tch processing facilities 
specific job control language, There might be 
grammars/tools tc aid the user in constructing such 
control files for specific batch Processing facilities 
and applications programs, 

A scenario for a u ser creating, submitting? retrieving, and 
examining a batch job follows? 

The user interacts with the front end, The front end 
contains a command language interpreter that is driven by a 
grammar, The particular grammar in use for this user at any 
time depends on which tool the user is accessing, 

The us^r interacts with an editing tool to create a source 
prodram and to concatenate it with a standard f^e of job 
control information particular to the Batch Processing 
facility to which it will pe submitted, The concatenation is 
accomplished using regular editing commands (not batch 
specific commands). 

The us®m then interacts with the Works Manager and the Batch 
job Package mediated by a grammar to submit the file he has 
created, The grammar and the Batch job package will require 
enough information from the user that the Batch job Package 
can retrieve the input files from File packages, and store 
the outcut files. The batch job package will return an 
identifier tor this job which can he used to request status 
information at a later time. 

Some of the information needed t° run a batch job co uld 

30blcJ 

30b 1 d 

3Gbid 1 

30b1d2 

30b2 

30b2a 

3 0 b 2 b 

30b2c 
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be in a standard file that the user always appends his 
file to, OR this type of information could be in a 
separate file that is Included by the grammar in the 
create job call automatically, and the grammar could call 
on a function to edit a standard file to contain user and 
run specific parameters such as user-name, priority, 
run-time-nif.it, 3 Ob 2 c  1 

When the job nss been processed the user may use an editing 
tool to examine tne output, file, Note tnat the output files 
nave been stored as specified in File packages and are thus 
accessible to tools as permitted fey the Wor;<s manager, 30b2d 

It may be necessary to construct special tools to 
reformat the output of other tools for presentation on 
the users terminal, 30b2dl 

in particular the tools which were designed to cuPut 
to line printers will produce output difficult to view 
adequately on narower display and teletype terminals, 30b2dla 

A discussion of a batch program as a tool 30fe3 

An applications program which lives on a batch orocesslng 
facility can be made into a tool in the NSW such that the 
users of it as a tool do not need to know the control 
language of the facility where it lives. To do this the 
tool installer must create a control card tile and a grammar 
which are stored in the Works Manager under the toolname 
assigned to this program, 3Gfo3a 

When the user accesses the tool the front end gets the 
grammar from the works manager and foiiwes jt to collect the 
prameters from the user, once all the arguments are 
collected the front end (or the works manager) can call the 
batch job package. Mote that one of the arguments is"the 
name of the control card file. This argument may pe built in 
to the grammar or supplied ny the works manager, 

A discussion of multi-host batch jobs-

3Qto3b 

30P4 

Suppose a user wanted to run a series of batch jobs steps 
where each step was to be carried out on a different host, 
It is not difficult to envision a MSW-batch-control-language 
in which one could say things likes 30b4a 

"If the previous job step was successful then use its 
output file WALDO appended t0 c0ntr0l file DOITTQIT as 
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card input to the batch nrocessino facility ABC and call 
the printer output file GEORGE", 30b4al 

This requires a tool to "execute" files ot this 
NSW-batcrucontroX-langauge to be written, 30b4b 

20-JAH-75 11125146,312 
Dates 20 JAN 1975 1125-PST 
From* POSTEL 
Subject: Reconnectfon 
To: schantz at BBN 
cci postel 31 

Rick: 
or* oo ahead on a revised reconnect ion option document for the 
protocol notebook following the standard format* when you have a 
draft ready ill review it fOr any holes or glitches• 
«•«• j o n i 
m m m m m m m 

20"JAN*75 13113127*2014 
Net mail from site OFFICE"! rcvd at 2 0-JAN-7 5 13:13:22 
Date: 20 JAN 1975 1313"FPT 
From: WXNGFIELD at OFFICE*! 
subject: NsW meeting 
TO: crocKer at 226, balzer at 226* holg at 226* carlson at Isl* TO: 
lloyd at iSi, haggiano at IST* mayhen at ISI* crain at ISI* To: 
Waal at SRl*ARC* postel at SRI*APC* Watson at SR X * A RC * 
To: warshall at SRI-ARC* rrilistein at SRI-ARC* 
T0: irtey at SPI-ARC, tri0Xe at SRI-ARC, schaffner at SRL-ARC, T0: 
schant z at BEN * burchilei at BBN, thomas at BBN * 
To? hracien at CCM, pogran at MIT-MULTICS, wingfield at OFFICE-!, 
jo: stone at OFFICE"!* lawrence at OFFICE-i* uhliq at OFFICE^!* %oi 
weeks at OFFICE"1 * riddle at OFFICE"! 32 

we should be at the halfway point in the development of the basic 
hardware/sQftware packages required by the N5W# in order to insure 
that the requirements of the Data systems Design center are 
Implemented by i July* Crein and i would like t° schedule a meeting 
of the steering committee and principal investigators sometime next 
week, 
The agenda will essentially cover an indepth review of how the 
various components of the NSW will interact to implement certain DSDC 
scenarios. For efficiency* I would like to minimize tne number of 
persons present to include only one (!) person from the following 
organizations t 
SRI " postel/white/watson 
ADR - trlolo/waal 
MCA - war shall/mi lutein 
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RADC - wingfieia 
AHPA » carlson 
ISI - crocker/baizer 
SAI - douglas 
AFDSDC - era in 
AFDSC - lloyd 
BBN - burchfiel 33 

The meeting will fee two days sometime next week t or els* the second 
week m Feb]# at a location on the east coast# Limited TOY funds for 
government orcanizations make the east coast a better choice. Please 
indicate who will be coming and which days are best# 
Unfortunately, the success of such a large project as the NSW may be 
determined by the operational status on i July, It behooves us to 
address these snort term goals now. 
Thanks, 
Mike 

20-JAN-75 14106*37,3499 
Net mail from site OFFICEM rcVd at 20»JAN*75 14; 06 s 3 4 
Date; 20 JAN 1975 l4oh-FDT 
Fromt CHAIN at 0FFICE-1 
subject: MEETING to discuss pecpie-process-process interactions TO; 
NSW-DISTPIBUTIGN: 34 

< CHAIN, MEETING«»MSG,NLS|5, >, 20-JAN-75 13:55 LAC 3b 

1 Greetings 36 

2 we should fee at the halfway point in the development ot the oaslc 
hardware/software packages required by the NSWg in order to insure 
that the requirements of the Data systems Design Center are 
implemented by 1 July, Grain and | would like t° schedule a meeting 
of the steering committee ang principal investigators sometime next 
week.unfortunately, the success of such a large project as the NSW 
may be determined by the operational status on l July# It behooves 
us to address these short term goals now. The purpose of the meeting 
is: 37 

2A determine exactly what will be available on 1 Jul# and make 
sure everyone is in phase on this: and 37a 

2B develop scenarios for the process-process and process-user 
interactions for each procedure available to the user on 1 Jul, We 
mean t0 Concentrate 0n Content (inforjpation required to passed) 
and stay away, as much as possible# from form (syntax/format of 
info exchanged), 37b 

3 The agenda will essentially cover an ipdepth review ot how tne 
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various components of the NSW will interact to implement certain DSDC 
scenarios, Among the Items we wish to address are: 38 

3A Login and l ogout sequence 38a 

3B invoking, using, and leaving TELNET/ELF Tool 38b 

3C Creating a Batch Job 3BC 

3D Calling, using, and leaving NLS 38b 

3E Calling for proofs, then publication to COM/Hardcopy 38e 

3F Explicit (user directedimove^ent of fixes, into, out of, and 
within NSWi 38f 

30 Help features. 38^ 

3H invoking a TBH C TENEX' Multics, 705360/370) 38h 

31 Escaping to the WM and returning to a tool, 38i 

3J passing messages in NSW (not NLS Journal or Netmail) 38i 

3K Readme/sending Journal and Network Man 38* 

3L There may be others, please consider,,, 38i 

4 The meeting will be two days sometime next week [or else the second 
week in Feb], at a location on the east coast, Limited TDY funds for 
government organizations make the east coast a better choice,. Bill 
Carlson suggested Boston as the meeting place, but i^crainj would 
prefer Princeton (at ADR), as they have not yet had the privelegec?) 
of hosting such a session, The tentative date we suggest is 28 and 29 
Jan, We hope to get everything done in a day and a half, but don't 
Plan anything critical tor the rest of the secong day so we can run 
over if necessary. 39 

5 We are requesting, to keep the group managable and efficient# only 
one (1) representative from each group: 40 

5A A PPA (Carlson# Crocker, or BaizerJ 40a 

5B ADR t Triclo or WaaU 40b 

5C SAI [Douglass or Hamrick] 4Qc 

5D RADC CW inQfie Id3 40d 
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5£ MCA [Marshall or Milsteln] 40e 

5K SBX-protocols [White or postelj 40 f 

5G SRI-NLS/FE L watson or?] 40g 

5H BBN [Burchfiel or?] 40h 

51 AFDSC [Lloyd] 401 

5J A1DSDC [Crain] 40j 

5K *Please notes those are exclusive 'or's, If we have too big a 
group, we won't get anything done, 4QK 

6 We would like t° have the date and location firm NLT Thursday 
afternoon* so ciease comment ASAP ons 41 

6A Can you attend? 41a 

6B any problems with the date or location(Princeton), <ADR has 
veto power- There's always Montgomery#,. 4ib 

6C Who win attend from each croup? 41c 

7 ThankSiMike and Larry 42 

pp m m m m m m 

20-JAN-75 17:47:41,6132 
Net man from sj,te US C-ISI rcvd at 20-JAN-75 17; 47:35 
Date I 20 JAN 1475 1746-PST 
From: PDSTEL at USC-ISI 
Subject: Traffic Graphs 
To: TRAFFIC-GRAPH-DISTRIBUTION! 43 

Fere are the ARPANET Trafffie Graphs updated to Include December 1974 
with the data provided by Alex Mckenzie of BBN, 44 

TOTAL INTERNCDE TRAFFIC 
PACKETS PEP MONTH (MILLIONS) 
Sep71 1,5 * 
Oct71 3,0 # 
Nov? l 3,5 # 
Dec7 1 3,3 # 
J an 7 2 5,3 *# 
F e b 7 2 6,5 ##* 
Mar 7 2 6,7 ##* 
Apr 7 2 10,1 ***** 
May 7 2 15,2 ******* 
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Jun72 
J U17 2 
AUQ72 
Sep72 
0 C17 2 
N o v 7 2 
Dec72 
Jan7 3 
Feb? 3 
War? 3 
Apr73 
Kay 7 3 
Jun7 3 
Jul73 
Aua7 3 
Sep73 
Oct 7 3 
N o v 7 3 
Dec? 3 
Jan 7 4 
Feb74 
War? 4 
Apr74 
way 7 4 
J u n 7 4 
JUL 7 4 

24,2 ************ 
15,0 ******* 
21,0 ********** 
24,0 ************ 
40,0 ******************** 
25,0 ************ 
28,0 ************** 
45,0 ********************** 
41,0 ******************** 
56,0 **************************** 
67,0 ********************************* 
72,0 **#*#**«*#**#*#*«###*##*##******#** 
7O,0 ********************************** 
63.0 ***************************************** 

**** ********************************************* 

a***#**##*#*###**#*#*#*###*#####**#*#*#*##* 
********************************************** 
******************************** ********** 
#***#****************#************** 
********************************************* 

79,9 *************************************** 
102,9 *******************************************#4****** 
100,0 ************************************************* 
10 4,3 **-**##^***#**-»#************************************ 
g0,6 ********************************************* 

115,2 
**********^********************************************** AUG74 
116,4 ********************************************************** 
SgP74 85,p ************************#***************** 
OCT7 4 113,3 
******************************************************** NOV74 
105,2 **************************************************** DEC74 
115,7 ********************************************************* 

TOTAL INTERNODE TRAFFIC 
AVERAGE PACKETS PER DAY (MILLIONS) 

99,0 
86,7 
93,5 
85,3 
7 3,8 
91,9 

4 4a 

Sep? 1 0,1 * 
Oct? 1 0,1 * 
Nov? 1 0,1 * 
Dec? l 0,3 * 
Jarn7 2 0,2 *# 
Feb72 0,2 *** 
War 7 2 0,2 #*# 
Apr 7 2 0,4 ***** 
Way? 2 0,5 ******* 
Jun7 2 0,8 ************ 
J U, 17 2 0,5 ******* 
AUQ72 0,7 ********** 
Sep72 0.8 ************ 
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Oct72 1 ,3 ft#*##***##****#**## 

N ov7 2 1 ,2 **#*****##*#**#**# 
Dec72 1 .1 **************** 
Jan7 3 1 .4 ********************* 
Feb 7 3 1 .6 ****** ****************** 
Mar 7 3 1 ,9 **************************** 
Apr 7 3 2 • 4 ************************************ 
May 7 3 2 ,3 ********************************** 
Jun7i 2 «3 ********************************** 
J u 17 3 2 ,7 **************************************** 
AUQ73 3 ,2 ************************************************ 
Sep7 3 2 ,9 ******************************************* 
Oct 7 3 3 $ 0 ********************************************* 
N o v 7 3 2 ,e ****************************************** 
Dec73 2 » 4 ************************************ 
0an74 2 ,9 ******************************************* 
*eb?4 3 ,0 ********************************************* 
Mar 7 4 3 .3 ************************************************* 
Apr 7 4 3 .3 ************************************************* 
May 7 4 3 * 4 ************************************************** 
Jun74 3 ,1 *********************************************** JUL74 
3,8 ***##*##***•########**#####**###*##**###*#######*#*####*##* 
AUG74 3,8 
************************##***********#*****************# SEP 7 4 
i,3 ft**#*#*#*##**#*########****##*#**####*#*##*#***** OCT74 3,8 
a***********************#*******************************# NOV74 
3,8 #####**###**#*###*####**###############*####*##*######## DEC74 
3,7 **#*****#*******#****#********##****#******************* 44b 

TOTAL INTEPNODE TPAFFIC 
AVERAGE PACKETS PER NODE-DAY fTHOUSANDS) 
SeP71 2,9 * 
0 C171 5,3 ** 
Nov 7 1 6 5 ** * 
D6C71 5,7 ** 
jan7 2 9,1 ***** 
Feb 7 2 12,1 ******* 
Mar 7 2 11,6 ****** 
Apr72 14,8 ********* 
May 7 2 20,2 ************ 
J u n 7 2 28,3 ****************** 
JU172 17,0 ********** 
Aug72 23,0 ************** 
Sep72 27,0 ***************** 
Qct72 43,0 **************************** 
N o v 7 2 37,0 ************************ 
Dec72 34.0 ********************** 
Jars7 3 41,0 *************************** 
Feb 7 3 45,0 ***************************** 
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M a r 7 3 
Apr73 
Fay 7 3 
Jun73 
J u 17 3 
Auci7i 
***** 
7 3,8 
73,8 
64,7 
Pec7 3 
Jan74 
Feb 7 4 
Mar 7 4 
Apr 7 4 
May74 
Jun74 
JUI 7 4 
***** 
79,1 
68,5 
OCT 7 4 
N0V74 
PEC74 

5 4 , 0  
66,0 
6 4 , 0  
6 4 . 0  
7 2 , 0  
86,0 

******* 
* * * * * * * 
******* 
******* 

5 2 , 9  
65.8 
68.3 
72.8 
72.4 
7 3,2 
67.9 
8 3 . 5  

******* 
******* 
******* 

75.6 
72,8 
7 2,6 

************************************ 
******************************************** 
****************************************** 

****************************************** 
************************************************ 

********* 
********* 
********* 
********* 

******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 

******** 

*************** 
*************** 

*************** 
*************** 
*************** 
*************** 
*************** 
*************** 

*************** 
*************** 
*************** 

********************** Sep73 
****************** Qct73 
****************** Noy73 
************ 
************ 

********************* 

********************** 

************************* 

************************* 
************************** 

********************** 

******************************************** ATJG7 4 
a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # # * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  S E P 7  4  
I***#********************************** 

************************************************** 
************#*********************************** 
************************************************ 44C 

21-JAM-75 06l33i09fl611 
Met mall from site USC-ISl rcvd at 21-JAM-75 06s33s05 
Date; 21 JAN 1975 0626-PST 
From; CARLSON at USC-I5X 
elib 1 erf S N S W ft f E TI ftG 
TO! CROCKER at IsIB* BALZER at IglBr POSTED at SRI-ARC, 
TO! CARLSON at iSlf LLOYD at iSi, BA(jGiANO at I&I* MAYrAN at iSi# 
To; CRAIN at ISI> W ATSON at SRI-ARC, MARSHALL at SRl-ARC, 
To S MILLSTEIN at SRl-ARC, WHITE at SRI-ARC, IRBY at SRI-ARC, Toi 
STOR'E at OFFICE* 11 WINGFIELO at OFFlCE*l * 
ToS RIDDLE at OFFICE-1, WEEKS at QFFICE-1, 
TO S LAWRENCE at OFFlCE-lr U HLIG at OFFICE-!* JACOBS at BBN, TOS 
BURCHFIFL at BHN, THOMAS at BBN# SCHANTZ at BBn, 
Toi WAAL at SFl,-ARC, TRlOLO at SRl-ARC, SCHAFFNER at SRl-ARC, To; 
HOLG at ISIB# BRADEN at CCN, POGRAN at MIT-MULTICS 45 

THANKS TO L ARPY AND MIKE FOR ORGANIZING THE MEETING, 46 

I WANT TO pEEMpHASIZE THE LIMITED FOCUS. THE OBJECTIVE IS TO 
GUARANTEE THAT A LL PIECES OF THE \ JULY DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM 
ARE BEING BUILT AND THAT WE HAVE A COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF 
WHAT THE RESULT WILL LOOK LIKE, 47 
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I THINK NEXT WEEK IS TOO EARLY TO HAVE THE MEETING, FOR ONE THING, I 
CANNOT AFFORD THE TIME BEFORE 1 FEB, A MORE SUBSTANTIVE 
COMMENT IS THAT THE SCENARIOS TO 8E OISCUSSFJD SHOULD BE 
DISTRIBUTED IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING AND A FIRST PASS ANALYSIS SONE 
BY TELEPHONE, TWO DAYS WILL NOT BE ENOUGH TO DO IT ALL, AND WE CANNOT 
AFFORD TO BREAK UP WITHOUT COMPLETING THE JOB, 48 

IN LARRY'S NOTE ABOUT THE MEETING, THERE WAS A LIST OF ACTIVITIES TO 
BE PERFORMED IN JULX. THOSE NEED TO BE FLESHED OUT IN GREATER DETAIL, 49 

THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN FEB ARE BOTH OK WITH ME EXCEPT FOR 1 3 FEB, 50 

THANKS, 
BILL 

51 

21-JAN-75 12125508,1412 
Net mail from site BBN-TELEX rcvd at 21-JAN-75 12229*00 
Date: 21 JAN 1975 1520-EST 
From: MCKENZIE at BBN-TENEX 
Subject! RFC 662 
To: Kanodia at MIT-MULTJCS 
cc? PoQran at M 1T-MUL1TCS, poSran.CompNet at MIT-MULTICS, 
cc: walden, rrcquillan# mckenzie, postel at SRI-ARC 52 

Raj, 
j, Have just gotten around to reading RFC #662, jn response to your 
statements in the second paragraph of the section labeled "PROBLEM", 
nam^iy "the protocol d0es not specify any way to rec0ver from 
transmission errors tnat occur while more than one RRNM is pending on 
the same connection", i would like to call RFC'S 533 and 534 to your 
attention, if the "protocol" refered to in the quotation above is 
the HOst/lMP protocol then your statement is incorrect, of course, if 
you refer to the Host/H^st protocol then you are correct, H°wever, I 
believe it w ould be possible for you to program. Multics to use the 
features described in RFC'S 533 and 534 EVEN IF NO OTHER HOST 
IMPLEMENTED THE CHANGE, I believe you could then get higher 
bandwidth sending TO any post (provided sufficient buffer allocation 
was made available)! of course you could only CORRECT errors when 
sending to a Hcst wnich also implemented the change (you would have 
to abort the transfer and start over if errors were detected in 
sending to Hosts which were not. known to have implemented the 
change), 
Regards, 
Alex McKenzie 
«i an m m m m m 
21-JAM-75 37:07:48,5675 
Net mail from site SRI-ARC rcvd at 21-JAN-75 17:07:43 
Date: 21 JAN 1975 l7o7-PST 
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From? P05TEL at SHI-A^C 
Subjects Terminal * Tools and the NVTP in NSW 
Toi NSW-DISTPIBUTXON: 53 

Bills 
in response to your message ot 12-JAN-75 and our subsequent telephone 
conversations on the role of Telnet in the connection of user's 
terminals to old pr°draff,s being used as tools 1 have prepared the 
following note. ••Ion, 
< POSTEL, NVTP-COMMENXS,NLSf 8, >, 21-JAN-75 16 5 42 JBp MM 54 

This is an attempt to clarity trie role of the Network; Virtual 
Terminal package CNVTP) in interfacing "old Programs" to the National 
Software works (NSW), The discussion here assumes that the reader is 
familiar with the procedure call protocol (PCP) and the Telnet 
protocol. 

The NSW is composed of two principal entities and a grouP of 
auxiliary entities# The principals are a Wor^s Manager (WM) an6 a 
Front END (FE), The auxiliaries are called Tool Bearing Hosts (TBHs), 56 

The WM and the FE always communicate with each other and with the 
TBHs using PCP. This is a simplifying prlncipie that anows for a 
cleaner and quicker implementation of the WM and the FE. 57 

(We note that at times the same machine that supports the F£ may 
he used in a non*N$W context to Communicate with other machines# 
including those that, support the WM or those that are also TBHs , 
using other protocols. This does not alter our oasic simplifying 
principle since those other communications protocols and programs 
are completely independent of the NSW,) 57a 

The active agent in tne EE that carries out the users requests as 
interpreted using the grammar and the user profile is the Command 
Language interpreter C CLI), 58 

The TBHs support applications programs C e.g, text editors, compilers, 
refor'matters, ,,,) caned toois, These tools are or will be 
constructed with the NSW in mind, and will expect to communicate via 
PCP, Other applications programs, here called "Old Programs", were 
constructed to communicate only with a controlling teletype. The 
Telnet protocol has been designed and implemented such that a remote 
user's terminal can appear to be the controlling teletype when the 
remote user utilizes a "user Telnet" process to communicate via the 
network with & "server Telnet" process that directly controls the 
application program, 59 

To interface such Old Pr0grams int0 the NSW a NVTP has foeen designed 
to act as a converter between PCP and Telnet Protocol, There are two 
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cases to oe distinguished; first the case where the NVTP is in a 
third host* and second where the MVTP is directly controlling the old 
Program, Note that in either case from the point of view of the WM 
and the FE the NVTP is the tool, 60 

Case l 61 

i net i 1 net 1 i i 
CLI---j----------i--NVTP--i--------*-i--Server---Old i I 
i pep i i Telnet J Telnet Program J 
wwanwataaataiia*!* 6 la. 

Notes; 610 

CLI only dees PCP calls, 6ibl 

NVTP merely copies data, 6102 

Server Telnet acts as controlling teletype to Old Program, 6103 

Case 2 62 

i i net I i 
> | | »«MVfP».-oid 1 
I i PCP I Program J 

Notes! 620 

CLI only does PCP calls, 6201 

mvTP acts as controlling teletype to old Program, 6202 

NVTP is a SMALL extension of Server Telnet program, 6203 

in the NSw environment the ccntoi features of telnet are generally 
unnecessary since these functions are performed oy the FE, 63 

Most of Telnet's control options are for controlling aspects of 
the users interaction that car be specified by a grammar or user 
profile, The difference is that in Telnet the parameters are 
dynamically controlled and transmitted between the user and server 
tor each use of a programj in the NSW case these parameters are 
incorporated in the grammar and are therefore relatively static, 
but they are not renegotiated with each use of the tool and thus 
there is less network traffic, A user should be able to change 
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aspects of the interaction bY commands to the FE whicn do not 
require network traffic, 

For example the most powerful Telnet Option •• Remote 
Controlled Transmission Echoing C RC1E) -• is completely 
replaceo by a grammar tailored to the serving host and tool, 
And the strategy of dynamic control used in RCTE requires 
substantially more network traffic than is neccessary in the 
NSW case, 6 3al 

An alternative communication strategy for Old programs has been 
suggested that wqujd have the FE communicate with the Old program 
using Telnet protocol, 64 

The WM is the only NSW process that initiates tool processses and. 
the WM «iways Communicates usino PCP, It would be quite awkward to 
have the tool Process initiated using PCP and subsequently 
communicate using Telnet protocol. The Telnet protocol does have a 
reconnectior option (there are no known implementations of this 
feature), so that t in theory) control of a process created by e. 
Telnet initiation by the wM could be switched to the FE# such a 
procedure requires both the WM and the FE to treat Old Programs 
differently than new tools# and requires both the WM and the FE to 
implement both PCP and Telnet protocol, 64a 

2 2** JAN - 75 06 J0C!58#X28L 
Net mail from site BBN-TENEXA rcvd at 22-JAN-75 G6?Q0J55 
Date? 22 JAh 1975 Q9QQ«EST 
From? BTHOMAS at BBN-TENEXA 
subject? NsW"DISTRIBUTION' Lis! 
To? POSTED at ARC 

JON# 
I HAVE RECEIVED 2 COPIES OF YOUR LAST TWO NSW MESSAGES, 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR DISTRIBUTION LIST, NOTE THAT MESSAGES 
FOR THOMASFLIBBN ARE NOW FORWARDED TO BTHQMAS&BBN, 66 

ALSO# FOR YOUR INFORMATION# A N IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TELNET 
RECONNECTON PROTOCOL HAS BEEN TESTED FOR TENEX 
WITHIN CONTEXT OF R8EXEC - SEE RFC #671 BY SCHANTZ, 67 

ALSO# X JUST READ YOUR NOTE ON NVTP«CQMMENTS• THE COMMENTS WERE 
ABOUT WHAT WE EXPECTED THE NSW "SOLUTION" TO THE OLD PROGRAM PROBLEM 
TP BE, I PERSONALLY BELIEVE THAT NSW IS MAKING A SERIQUS MISTAKE BY 
NOT DIRECTLY SUPPORTING "ORDINARY" NETWORK CONNECTIONS AND "ORDINARY" 
TELNET CONNECTIONS IN ADDITION TO THE "LOGICAL" AND "PHYSICAL" 
CHANNELS DESCRIBED IN JIM'S PCP DOCUMENTS, 
IN THE OLD PROGRAM CASE XT APPEARS THAT THE PCP REGIMEN 
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I s  FORCING AN INEFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION BY, FOR EXAMPLE, FORCING TWO 
TERMINAL I/O WAKEUPS RATHER THAN ONE, THIS COULD BE CORRECTED BY 
ADMITTING THE NOTION OF ORDINARY CONNECTIONS AND TELNET CONNECTIONS 
TO PCP - I BELIEVE THIS COULD BE DONE IN A WAY THAT DOES NOT 
SERIOUS COMPROMISE THE FCP DESIGN PHILOSOPHY, 68 

BOB 
m mm m m m m m 
22-JAN-75 08:50147,237 
Net mail tTom site U5C-1SI rcvd at 22-JAN-75 08*50:44 
Date; 22 JAN 1975 0848-PST 
From: CARLSON at USC-ISI 
Subject: TERMINALS,TOOLS,NVTP IN N5W 
To: POSTEL at SRI-ARC 
CC * WATSON at SRI-ARC 69 

THANKS FOR XHE PAPER JON, 
70 

22"JAN-75 09S06858, 1827 
Date * 72 JAN 1975 0906-PST 
From, WHITE 
Subject? Answers to pep Questions 
Tos mandell at I5I1? 
cc? postel 71 

DlcK-- 72 

1) My current intention is to abort (return type PERMANENT and 
subtype ABORTED) a procedure call reauest when all processors are in 
use, There are a couple of other possibilities, one or more of which 
may prove desireabie: 73 

The process could, as you suggest, queue the request until a 
processor becomes available, Clearly there's some limit to the 
buffering capacity of the process, so queuing probably j ust delays 
the inevitable, 73a 

The process couic abort the request and promise to notify the 
callin9 process (with a new type of message) when d processor 
becomes available, and force him to reissue the request at that 
time, 73b 

We could add an argument to the CALPRO procedure -which lets the 
caller decide ho* this situation is to be han<3l*^» 73c 

Suggestions? Preferences? 73d 

2) The user descriptor is assumed by the PCP code to be addressed by 
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the external symbol "USRD5C", The loader resolves the reference at 
load time. The system descriptor is Known to the applications code 
by a similar mechanism, ;4 

33 I'm behind schedule 0p implementation# ^nd ̂  no^* shootipd t0 have 
PCP running and NTS using it by the end of FEB, 75 

4) BUPRSM is indeed m issing from the bundle descriptor, TnenKs. 
Assume that it follows BtjFDSp, 7b 

Mew (even readable) hardcopy documentation went out to you In the 
mall yesterday. Among it is a document called ?cPV2cHaNGE5 whose 
on-line version will oe regularly updated and will contain bug fixes# 
design changes ana additions# clarifications# etc. once we have a 
running implementation* \ will merge this file with the Version 2 
documents to generate Version 3* 7? 

--Jim 77a 

22-dAN»75 1 Q ? 5 6 ; 25 # 7 Q7 
Met mail from site BBN»TENEX rcVd at 22-JAN-75 10 s 56 : 21 
Date? 22 JAM 1975 i357*EsT 
Froms M CKENZIE at BBN-TENEX 
subject? RFC'S 
TCJ ocstei at SRI-A^C 
ccs mckenzie 

Jon# 
Since my inundation with PaPers starting in about November# my filing 
system hasn't been perfect# and things may have gotten lost# The last 
RFC X received was numbered 674 CPostel & White). Working backward# 
there are the following "missing" PFC'ss 
#673 
#670 
#668 
#665 
#664 
#648-#65G 
#646 
#641 
#6 39 
Do you Know if any of these numbes correspond to documents which were 
actually written? If anv do, would you mind telling me the source 
of. the document# so that 1 can try to get a copy? 
Thanks * 
Alex 
m m m m w» m 

22-JAh-75 UU8I10,857 
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Date? 22 J AIM 1975 1118-PST 
From? POSTER 
Subject: NSW interface to old programs 
To? Thomas at BBN 
cc: Postel# W hite 79 

Bob 8 
in principle the NvTP should sit in the same place in the processing 
of the data as Server Telnet, (See my case 2,3 When this is true 
there should be no difference in the number of we^e-ups (°r any other 
measure) between the NSW and non-wsw cases, The reason for the 
difference you correctly p oint out is that in TE^EX the Server Telnet 
has been pushed into the monitor, It could tee that the NVTP is 
eventually pushed into the monitor too (or instead). But we do not 
advocate that, approach, we believe that new tools (that know PCP) 
which are constructed for and fully integrated into the NSW will be 
so much more attractive to users that the use of old programs win 
become insignificant, 
--jon, 

22-dAN-75 14816838,509 
Dates 2 2 JAN 1975 141 6-PST 
From? FOSTEL 
Subject: BFCs 
To: Mckenzie at 9BN 
cc• postel 80 

Alex; 
Y 0dr list missing RFCS is exactly right, n0ne 0f the numbers y0u 
mention is assigned to an actual document, There are some additional 
numbers assigned: 675 Is Cerfs TCP Spec (ask Cerf fo r  h ardcopy), 676 
is no document# 677 is assigned to Paul Johnson at BBN but i havent 
received a document vet# a nd 678 is by me on File Formats and is 
online at Dffice-1 as <NETINF0>RFC678,TXT 

jon, 81 

22-JAN-75 15808826,755 
Date? 22 JAN 1975 15G8-PST 
From? W HITE 
Subject: A Suggestion for Handling Processor Assignment 
TO: mandell at ISI8 
cc? postel • 82 

I suggest the following? 83 

1) implement (some reasonable amount of) queuing in tne CF, 83a 

2) add a BOOLEAN argument to the CALPRQ procedure by which the 
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caller can either take advantage of or ignore tne CF's queuing 
ability, B3b 

3) add an INTEGER Priority araument to the CALPRO procedure, allow 
the applications code (by way q± the USRDSC) to specify USPRCT 
priorities (one for each processor), and then assign a procedure 
call request to a processor only if the request's priority is 
greater than or equal to that of the processor, *"3c 

What sayest thou? 

•"dim 84s 

22-JAN-75 17:36:24,1261 
Net mail from site 1SIB rcvd at 22-JAN*75 17:36:17 
Date: 22 JAN l 975 1736-PST 
From: MANDELL at USC-ISlB 
subject: Response to priority proposal 
TO: James E, White; 
ccl oostei at AFC 

My first reactions to the use of priority numbers 
for processors and calls is that it looks like a good idea, perhaps, 
the amount of buffering required in the call queues can be suggested 
by the processes that create logical channels, The 
number of queue spaces could &e arbitrated between the processes at 
each end of the channel, 
I think that tne use of prioity numbers for processor allocation is 
cleaner than my suggestion of allowing a user routine to handle 
queuing, 
Our application can orobably benefit by the ability to reserve some 
processors for high priority calls, Your proposal also allows all 
processors or most processors to nave the same priority, in order to 
avoid deadlocks, it is probably necessary to select candidates for 
assignment to processors in a priority order, This can pe done by 
priority ordering of the call queue or by some other equivalent 
means. In our application it would be convenient to be able to 
change the priority of processors from time to time to adjust to load 
conditions, 

22-JAN-75 17:37:00,1264 
Net mail from site ISXB rcvd at 22*JAN*75 17:36:53 
Dates 22 JAN 1975 1730-PST 
From? MANDELL at USC-ISIB 
Subject: Response to processor priority 
To: games E« W hite: 
cc: POSTEL at ARC 
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My first reactions to the use of priority numbers 
for processors an.Q calls is that it looks like a good idea, Perhaps# 
the amount of buffering required in tne call queues can be suggested 
tey the processes that create logical channels. The 
numoer of queue spaces could be arbitrated between the processes at 
each end of the channel, 
I think that the use of prioity numbers for processor allocation is 
cleaner than rrv suggestion of allowing a user routine to handle 
queuing, 
Our application can procaoly oeneflt by the ability to reserve some 
processors for high priority calls, your proposal also allows all 
processors or most processors to nave the same priority, in order to 
avoid deadlocks* it is probably necessary to select candidates for 
assignment to processors in a priority order. This can be done by 
priority ordering of the call oueue or by some other equivalent 
means, in our application it would be convenient to be able to 
chance the priority of processors from time to time to adjust to load 
conditions. 

87 

22-JAN-75 18532541,233 
Net m ail from site BBN-TENEX rcvd at 22-JAN-75 18 5 32 S 39 
Date; 22 JAN 1975 2123-EST 
From; WALDEN at BBN-TENEX 
Subject; nook chapter 
To; pestei at SPI*ABC 
cc' Walden 88 

hew is book chapter on protocols coming? 
da ve 

22-JAN-75 20 Si9 I 30 # 5961 
Net mall from site GFFICEM rcvd at 22-JAN-75 20819:22 
Date: 22 JAN l 975 lBSl-PDT 
From; CHAIN at GFFICE-1 
subjects more cn meeting 
T o S n s w - a l i ;  8 9  

< CHAIN, MSG.NEETlNG.NLS>r 22*JAN»75 18! 13 LAC 90 

Hello# again; 
There seems to be considerable (and i must admit well founded) 
objections to having the meeting next week., However* it is lmperitive 
that we hold it *5 soon as possible# so we get the important issues 
it will acrress resolved, Tneref0re, let's m0ve it back a week# t0 

wed-Frl# 5*7 Feb, I feel that we must make time to attend# and that 
that date is orobablv the latest one reasonable. It should also fit 
better into the schedules ot those who have already responded# 
particularly Watson# who plans to be in Boston the 4th already, you 
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might also notice that the length has been extended to three days# at 
the request of Bill# who doesn't thinK we can get everything done In 
two. Judging by past meetings* he may be right, so let's plan on 2 + 
days, and reserve Friday if we need it, Pete Waal says that he will 
he happy to host it* and we have no other major objections yet 
voiced, so let's set Princeton as the place, Pete: We would 
appreciate directions* and the name of one good motel (for everone 
else) and one cheap one (for a certain poor Lt.) when you get a 
chance, i 

In response t0 s0me "C0mroents on ScenariQs tor beeting" by Bill* 
2 

1, BY CREATING BATCH JOB, I ASSUME YQUU MEAN 84700 BATCH JOB? 
2A 

I mean B4700 batch jobs# but I suspect A FOSc would read that to 
mean 360 or Multics Batch jobs. This brings up an interesting 
question: do we let users ot a T8H such as a 360 or Multics use 
the operating system's facilities to create batch jobs 
directly* or do we require them, to inyofce a separate batch 
tool? The former seems H*e it would be dificult to recover the 
accounting information, but the latter involves trapinq any 
commands the user might try which would create a batch job# as 
well as building an additional tool, 
2A1 

2, ARE WE GOING TO CALL/USE/LEAVE NLS# OR IS THERE GOING TO BE AN 
NLS EDITOR, AN NLS PUBLICATION SSYTEM, AN Mo CQMpILE/PEBUG 
SYSTEM (OF COURSE WITH SLEWING AMONG TOOLS PER IRBY'S RECENT NOTE) 
2B 

conceptually# I prefer separate tools# b ut practically# I am 
woried about implementing them in time, I must have missed the 
referenced note from lrbyw Ch arles: could you point me at a 
copy? 2Bi 3 ,WHAT EXPLICIT QVEMENT OF FILES WITHIN NSW DO YOU 
WANT. THE ONLI CASE I AM AWARE OF IS FOR LOWER COST STORAGE, 
2C 

I thought that movement of files to the Batcn T6H would be 
necessary in the t Jul system,(correct m e if I'm Wrong,) I 
thinfc that implies Explicit movement, 
2CI 

4, MIT AND UCLA AR£ JUST STARTING TO GET INVOLVED IN THE NSW, AND 
THEY HAVE NOT YET COMMITTED 10 A DATE FOR TRB IMPLEMENTATIONS ON 
MULTICS OR THE 360. 
2D 
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Tine MultiCS* and to some extent the 360* were mentioned for 
DSC, Jim Lloyds what is your feeling on this? 
2D 1 92C1 

5, THE MESSAGE THING WORRIES ME. THE STATEMENT OF THE SCENARIO 
IMPLIES I MUST NOW LEARN NSW MAIL AS WELL AS SNDMSG AND JOURNAL, 
2E 92D 

Steve Marshall mentioned this facility at a previous meeting# 
so I'll crop it in his lap, I tend to agree that it is 
definitely undesirable to have message systems start 
proliferating like coathanaers in a dark closset, 
2E1 92d 1 

6, I WISH THERE WAS ONE PROGRAM ON THE B4700 WE COULD INSTALL AS A 
REAL NSW TCCL, IT SHOULD BE A BATCH PROGRAM, BY REAL TOOL, I MEAN 
THAT I WANT TO INVOKE IT AND RETRIEVE THE RESULTS WITHOUT EVER 
SEEING B4700 JOB CONTROL, 
2F 92e 

One candidate for such a role i have been considering is a 
program cur Support branch developed, Called %-EXECUTE, it 
takes a COBOL source deck# instruments it#compiles it# then 
executes it to see if your test data has exercised all possible 
control paths, If this sounds like a reasonable choice to all 
of you# I 'll see what we can do about getting it installed as a 
batch tool on the B4700, 
2F1 92el 

To Bin# especially# but others might take note also; I would 
appreciate y0u using the Distribution List feature whenever possible 
ISI-KA users can use <nsw>all.Distribution-list# pi,D,# and steering. 
Office one users have <crein>NSw»ALL•# N Sw-PI## and uS^-Steering, I 
think There are also lists available at SRI-ARC# u nder simiiiar 
names. The reason for this req«est is very simply that it seems about 
a quarter of my mailbox is filled with lists of addressees, if you 
have a spare minute# p lease review the respective "ALL" file at your 
site# and let rre know if any names are "ALL" file at your site# and 
let me know if any names should be added, This is basically a 
'shotgun' file# ana anyone interested in the project should be 
included, 3 93 

s0 much f0r the work, Now f0r a little frivioUty; F0r th0se 0t y0u 
who are secret Batman Freaks# or who just like bad puns and veiled 
references# m ay j commend to your reading tne works of one of my 
distinguished fellow inmates here at GAps Counter Air Force 
Something# f or you troups who dont understand Military talk), See 
CISI-ka]<NSW>Capt• ARPAi6, 
4 94 
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ThanKs for your attention* and I'll see you all a weeJt from 
Wednesday, 5 95 

/Larry * 
5 A 95a 

96 

2 3-JAN-75 15:02: 4 9,590 
Net mail from site USOISIA rcvd at 23-JAN»75 15 : 02: 48 
Date: 23 JAN 1975 1458-PS1 
From: CARLSON at USC-XsI 
Subject: 360 NCP 
To: pOSTEL at SRI-ARC 
cc: CARLSON 97 

NOWHERF IN THE ARPA OFFICE is A COP* OF T HE PAPER Y OU Dip AT MITRE ON 
NETWORK NCP, X DESPERATELY NEED TO KNOW HOW BIG THE NCPS 
APE AT UCLA AND A1 SANTA BARBARA, DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF YOUR 
PAPER? ALSO, DDES IT GOVE ANY INFO ABOUT THEIR TELE HANDLER A ND HOW 
IT IS INTERFACED TO TELNET? ARE FTP DONE THROUGH THE TELE HANDLER, OR 
DOES IT GO MOPE DIRECTLY TO THE FILE SYSTEM, HOW ABOUT P.JE? 98 

THANKS, 
BILL 

99 

23-JAN-75 16?I3:2B, 1302 
N'et mail from site USC-ISIA rcvd at 23-JAN-75 16:13:23 
Date: 23 J AN 1975 1603-FST 
From; DCROCKER at usC-IsT 
Subject: Protocol information file 
To: Postel at A RC 100 

Hi# Jon, HOW'S tricKs? 101 

A small suggestion for the Protocol information files 
Use numbering to help the user parse segments of the 
document, Because most of the statments are only one line 
long and there is a great deal of indentation 
variation, it is sometimes difficult to scan for 
a specific section, 102 

Additions/corrections? 103 

1, you were second author of RFC 539 (Thoughts on white's Mail 
protocol), iOA 

2, My R t c  577 isn't 0n the list, t 0v ProD0sed Mail, It is 
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a very short note and may not have said enough to oe worth 
including# but,,, 105 

3, The people and documents referrina to CCN'S RJS are all 
CCN people, There have been several implementations 0f User 
processes (e.g.# the HarsIem/FaQan one that I modified), 
Might tee worth listing them, Barslem issued HF'C 307 on 
his initial version. The document on my mods to the program 
is a NUTS note (!), 106 

4, Oestreicher C at ISIB) has issued an addendum 
with sorr.e ad ditional mail header fields, It was 
document# b ut he may pe interested in maKlng it 

to RFC 561# 
a small-distribution 

Any exciting happening? 

Hello to Joanne, Dave, 

108 

109 

23-JAN-75 20 S 50 S 09,1369 
man from sit€ SR I-Al rcvd at 23-JAN-75 20:50:07 

Date? 23 JAN 1975 205X-PST 
From? LYNCH at SRJ-AI 
subject? N EED FQR A GIVER OF NAMES 
TO? POSTEL at ARC# WHITE at ARC 110 

I AM READING YCJJP RECENT XOMES (AND GETTING AN EDUCATION, THANKS) AND 
I KEEP SEEING A COMMON PROBLEM CROP UP -- THAT IS THE ONE OF "UNIQUE" 
NAMES FOR THINGS. IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK THAT THERE BE A UNIVERSAL 
NAME GIVER I MPLANTED IN THE SCHEME? OBVIOUSLY A SIMPLE »ADD ONE; AND 
HAND IT TO HIM" PROCESS EXISTING IN 
HEAVEN OR SOMEWHERE WOULD DO THE TRICK, SUCH A SIMPLE SOLUTION, THAT 
I SUPPOSE IT CAN'T WORK, REALLY, THOUGHT IT Is A TERRIBLE PROBLEM AS 
THINGS START TC GROW IM THE WORLD, BUT PHYSICISTS ABSOLUTELY 
REFUSE TO WORK WITHOUT CERTAIN INSTRUMENTS AND I THINK THAT NAME 
MANIPULATORS OUGHT TO ADOPT THE SAME STANCE, IS ALL This SILLY? CAN 
YOU IMAGINE A PROCESS SOMEWHERE THAT YOU SEND A "STRING OF WHATEVER 
GIBBERISH YOU DESIRE" AND IT SENDS YOU A VIRGIN "NAME" (NUMBER) THAT 
YOU CAN USE FOREVER AND BE ASSURED THAT NO ONE ELSE WILL EVER GET TO 
CREATE THAT NAME? LAST WEEK AT ARpA LICK WAS ACTUALLY VERY CONCERNED 
ABOUT WHO GIVES OUT NAMES (FOR USER IDS) AND I THINK THAT IT WOULD BE 
A HANDY THING IF THERE COULD 8£ A TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE WAY TO 
ESTABLISH SUCH A GENERATOR OF NAMES FOR PROCESSES THAT HAD TO HAVE 
UNIQUENESS FOR ITS NAMES, 
OH WELL# 
DAN 

*
24"JAN«75 OR J 52i06#1452 
Date; 24 JAN 1975 0852-PDT 
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From: POSTED 
Subject: *,\CPs and survey 
To: Car 1 son at Isl 
cc ? pcstex 111 

Bills 
X am sending you my last "extra" copy of the report, for future 
reference the appropriate source 0f c0ples is MITRE* the pers0n to 
contact is Howard Duffield (tnats at MITRE Washington), 1*2 

As to the info you requested i think that be "tele handler" you mean 
locai i nteractive terminal pansier, and will try to answer wpat i 
know on tnat assumption, 113 

MCP Size phes© nymbers shculd oe ta^eh in oerspective* they dont 
measure the sa^e things j,n every case in particular across the 12 
systems surveyed the size reported varies by more than a decimal 
order of magnitude, The total size is composed of three factors the 
code, the tables* and the buffers. The last (buffers) is quite 
variable and in some cases dynamic so the size aiven may represent 
the size in use with a (at the time of the survey) average load. Now 
the numbers: UCLA s 25K'bytes* UCSB = 105K bytes* R ANo =47K bytes, 114 

The UCLA and UCS8 implementations ate very different in organization. 
To my understanding neither interfaces to the local interactive 
terminal handling code, US 

The other guestions you ask take a oil of picture drawing and should 
reany be refered to the appropriate guys at the sites, I did nct 
cover those aspects of the network code in my survey, N,8, the NCP is 
only a part of toe network related code in a host, lib 

--jon, 
m m m <m m m m 
24-JAN-75 09:07:14,783 
Date: 24 JAN 1975 0907-PDT 
From: WATSON 
Subject: critical questions still open 
To? irby, michael* maynard, postel, white* m artin* lthtman* TO: 
belleville* andrews* victor 
cc: wa t son 

The file (nis-sources*nis<*questions) contains critical unanswered 
questions, Please read* will assume that CHI and EKM are responsible 
for getting them answereed oy next tburs at latest, I do not see how 
we can freeze the split desing until they are answered, We need to 
decide what is importnat and must be thre oy duly and what can be 
pushed to after July, We must aim to be integrating the system by 
April* NLs Frontend and hopefully WM if we really hope to be up in 
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July, our reputation depends on this, It there is any slack 
anywhere lets pick it up, Thanks Dick -------
24-JAN-75 098 34128^876 
Date? 2 4 JAN 1975 0934-.PDT 
From: WATSON 
Subject: attendance at next NSW meeting 
To: carlson at ISI, crair at IS1 
cc: postel, irby 118 

Jon Postel and I will definitely be there, Since this meeting is 
crucial in the sense that this is basically the last chance to get 
any unaswered questions answereed Charles maybe should also go 
although he just recently had a fairly serious hand accident and it 
may not be possible for him to travel extensively at this time, we 
are preparing scenarios and questions will send a suggested agenda 
from cur point of view next wee*, Bill should I still plan to come 
down to DC to talk with Russell, If so I would like it to be on 
Monday or Fri of that week, I oasically object to three day meetins, 
It they are organized properly two should be enough, I didn't like 
the last one much as it was not very produvctive, Dick -------
24-JAN-75 10:38:43,1128 
Net mail from site UsC-IslA rcvd at 24-JAN-75 10|38:39 
Date: 24 JA^J 1 975 1 033-PST 
From: DCROCKFF at USC-ISI 
Subject: T9met Option sub-acxnowiedge^ent 
To: Schantz at 88NA 
cc: Postal at ARC, DCRQCKER 119 

Rick -- i, also, like the idea of a uniform handling 
of parameter acknowledgement, I wish I could think Of an 
approach that appealed to me, 120 

<IACXSB><QPTICNXOK><AIC><SE> IS FRAUGHT with pr0blem8, 
since eacp option deals with tpe first byte after <optj.on> is 
different ways, I don't believe it will be possible to Set 
agreement on its handling. That leads me to wonder about putting the 
<0K> (and, oy implication, <NQT*»0K>) on the other side, 
That is Cbrace yourself, Jon): <IAC><ACK/NAK><SB><QPTI0N><IAC><5E>,, 
This has many problems, but may work, In fact* tne SB and SE parts 
may net be necessary, qepedning upon how self-identifying the Ac* 
needs to be, (Will an option, at any point in time, pe awaiting at 
most one ack?), 121 

A larger, ana uglier, problem with this approach is the part of the 
subneg0tiatior, w0uid now take place "0utside» 0f the 
SB/SE parentheses, 122 

Yuch, 123 
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m m m m m m m 

24-JAN-75 14i20530#276 
Date; 24 JAN 19 7 5 142Q«PDT 
Fromg FEINLER 
subject; visit from Craig Fields 
TO; postei 

Craig Fields will be at the institute next Friday t or a 'general 
friendly visit', just thought I would pass on the info. Don't Know 
time or particular occasion. 

Jake 

24-JAN-75 16 128 ,47# 2347 
Net mail from site MIT-MULTICS rgvd at 24-JAN-75 16!28i04 
From; Kanodia•ComPNet at Mix-Multics 
Date; 01/24/75 1926-est 
SUBJECT! PF'C 662 

Alex; 

In response to your remarks on RFC £62# I would like to offer the 
following comments! 

t * The complete sentence that You refer to (and the one 
preceding it reads as follows; 

An old version of the IMP-to-Host protocol requires that a host 
may not transmit anotper message on a 
network connection unless a Request*£or-Next-Message (RFNM) has 
teen received in response to the previous wessaae, Even though 
this restriction has now been relaxed, the protocol does not 
specify any way to 
recover from transmission errors that occur while more than one 
RFNM is pending on the same connection, 

I believe that the terms "network connection" and "connection" are 
crucial in these sentences. At one time the IMP-to-Host 
protocol recognized the concept of a network connect ion in terms of 
links, in as much as the iMP-to-Host protocol no longer 
recognizes the concept of links, it is certainly ambiguous to state 
that "the protocol dees not specify any way to recover from 
transmission errors on the same connection," it is up to 
the HOst-to-HCst protocol to specify recovery procedures? it may use 
the iMP-tQ"H°st protocol features of message-id and 
"incomplete Transmission Message", j, am sorry for this 
inadvertent ambiguity/error, 
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2 - your conclusion that features described in HFCs 533 and 534 could 
be used to improve bandwidth, even if no other host 
implements these features, is oartly incorrect. Consider a Host A 
which uses message sequence numbers while sending messages to a host 
B which does net use m^ssaoe sequence numbers and can not detect the 
loss of messages, It is auite possible that B will receive a 
sequence of messages with a hole in it (undetected by 8), and take 
some disasterOus action r unimplied by A) even before A could abort 
the connection, 132 

3 - 1  h a v e  t r i e d  t o  d e a l  w i t h  s ° m e  o f  t h e s e  p r o b l e m s  i n  m y  R F C  6 6 3  
and, as pointed out in the same pFC# the proposed recovery protocol 
uses the ideas developed in RFC 534, 133 

- Raj 134 

copy to; waiden, mcqulllan at bbn-tenex 
cooy toi postel at sri-arc 
copy to: pogran, dark at mit-myltics 
24-JAN-75 18117:03*894 
Net mail from site SRI-AI revd at 24-JAN-75 18:17:01 
Date: 24 JAN 1975 1716-PST 
From: LYNCH at SRI-AI 
subject: PC? 
To: white at AFC, postel at ARC 135 

Hey guys, 
X have finally absorbed the first nass at your stuff and have one 
huge worry, It apoears to me that you are moving "system 
programming" considerations UP to the user programmer instead of DOWN 
from him, I got seduced into thinking what you wre sayiing was good 
stuff until I realized that it was my king of daily consumption you 
were formalizing, Maybe 1 am on the wrong track, but aren't we (the 
cs world) supposed to be making the world better for non-specialists? 
I probably have missed something in the total scheme, out I do want 
to chat with ycu about this to settle my mind and to give you the 
benefit of my tears about system, programming,,, 
Dan 
PS As a spec fcr an operating system it is great, 
m mi m m m m 
25-JAN-75 18*45:37,380 
Date: 25 JAN 1975 1849-PDT 
From: IRBY 
Subject: nls-questions 
To: watson# FICHAEL# white, postel, MAYNARD# martin# kelley, TO: 
andrews, victor# BELLLVILLE# LEHTMAN 136 

I have added comments to <nsw-sources, nls-auestions,>, I suggest 
you reread it, -•* Charles, p,s« I understand we will meet about 

L 
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this on mongay, please read before the meeting to save time, -------
27-JAN.75 12s0fi;2h,541 
Net mail from site GFFICF-i rcvd at 27-JAN-75 12:08522 
Date: 27 JAN 1 975 iili-PST 
From: CRAIN at OFF ICE*1 
subjects NSW Long*ranQe scenario 
ToS NSW-DISTRIBUTION: 
ccs crain 137 

Please see t office-1><crain>scenerio,txt: 1 for a long range view of 
how I expect the NSW will fit into the working environment of AFDSDC, 
This should allow you to better see some of the high level scenarios 
I expect will be supported by NSW (in its 'mature' Incarnation^, and 
what I think should be available early in the project# 
/Larry 
•» ** at *k a» m m 1 3 p 

27-JAN-75 13115529,207 
Net mail from site USC-ISIA rcvd at 27-JAN-75 13515528 
Dates 27 JAN 1975 1308-PST 
From: CApLsON at UsC-Igl 
subject? MITRE REPORT 
To? PQSTEL at SRI-ARC 139 

CAME IN TODAYS MAIL 
THANKS, 
BILL 

140 

27-JAN-7 5 1 4 : 27 : 37 , 424 
Dates 27 JAN 1975 1427-PD! 
From. PQSTEL 
Subject; Reconnection Protocol 
TO« Dcroeker at isi 
c c «  s c h a n t z  a t  BBN, p o s t e l  141 

Dave: 
My comment on your suggestiors-*OQGl 142 

Rick and 1 have previously discussed the inclusion of the option 
name and an "ok" byte in the acknowledgement. X feel that it 
is a satisfactory situationf Your idea to put the ACk outside the 
SB„, „se phrase is unacceptibleB 
--jon„ 143 

28-JAN-75 11530525,7296 

•
Datel 28 JAN 1 975 1 138»PST 
From: WHITE 
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Subject: Answers to PcP Questions 
To: mandell at ISIB 
cc: oostel 144 

Dick-- 145 

Processor Priority 146 

I prefer at th e moment# 1 think, to let your suggestions for 
dynamically v ariable processor priority# and call-queue depth 
assignment via ITQPHCS# sit in my post-implementation queue. 
Although I can see the possibility of their utility, they tend to 
make processors much fancier than 1 intended, and x don't think 
X * rr willing to commit to that yet, I'd rather wait until we have 
some experience with a running NSW system first, 146a 

Irter-Entity Synchronization 147 

Xhe event and signal subroutines defined In PCPTNXINT are indeed 
for intra-process synchronization (between CF-PF and PF-PF), 147a 

The lock procedures defined in PHPf however, are provided tor 
INTER-process as well as intra-process synchronization, A data 
store "is locked by a particular processor within a particular 
process, Thus locking a data store for write prevents read/write 
attempts by other processors within the locker's process, and 
other processes within the tree, 147b 

We may want to add a BOOLEAN argument to LCKDATA to allow 
lockino by an entire process with free access by ALL 
processors, not just one, 147bl 

The lack of consistency you see between the metnoqs by which 
5YL0CK and LCKDATA rep0rt the successful setting o£ the lock 
disappears if you take a larder view, in BOTH cases an event is 
signalled it you decide to wait, in one case, the event is 
specified as an argument to SYLOCKJ i n the other, it's specified 
as an argument, to the CALPRO procedure by which you invoked 
LCKDATA, • 147C 

It is indeed the responsibility of PKD5MN to check the lock 
associated with the data store to be manipulated, The system code 
can't possibly do it, since it. knows absolutely nothing about the 
data stores within a user package (not even whether one of a 
particular name exists), I win state that fact explicitly in 
Version 3, 147d 

A user package presumably maintains a control block that 
contains such things as the na^e and current value of each data 
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store within the package. This control block must also contain 
a lock for each data store, 

I als0 need to de£ine a pew USS that LCKDATA can call to 
lock/unlock a data store or at least hand me the address of the 
ECB associated w ith it, 

Temporary Data Stores 

Temporary data stores, since they are contained within PSP# are 
implemented entirely by P»SP, 

Temporary data stores were intended for use in conjunction with 
CALPP0*s argument- and result-list masks, providing a place where 
a caller could temporarily save the results of one procedure and 
then use them as arguments to a subsequent procedure. 
Furthermore, their use was only thought practical when the 
intermediate results were fairly larger i n which case efficiences 
would probably result from not having to ship them back to the 
caller and later to the (new5 callee, None of this is meant to 
suggest that any other use 151 may see is necessarily 
unreasonable# b ut rather just to provide some background. 

Consistent with the above# a temporary data store is "known" only 
to the process cont8*n*n<? the procedure that made the call to 
CFTTMP which created it, That f act allows# for example, two 
inferiors of some process p to each independently create a temp 
with name "TEMP" without running into a name complict, which is 
just what one wants PROVIDED the intended application is as 
suggested above, 

The w 0rd "k n ow n" refers t0 who PCP will permit t0 reference an 
entity, whether it be a procedure, data store, process, etc,? 
ratner than what portions of the user code happen to be aware 
that the entity has been created. 

If one section of user code creates a temP whose name is chosen 
at random a t run-time, then of course that temp is not "known" 
(in a DIFFERENT sense of the word# one which X never use) to 
other sections of the code until its name is communicated to 
them, However# from PCP's standpoint# t he temp is known (i,e, 
addressable) from anywhere within the process, 

From your Questions# I gather you want to use temps just like one 
uses builtin stores# i .e. VgU want them to he addressable by 
any process that has a PH for the process that contains the temp, 
We could, of course, add a BOOLEAN argument to CRTTMP, which 
specifies the scope of the data, store you wish to create. Is 
there a reason that you can't simply build in the data stores you 

25337 
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need at compile time, rather than defining them as temps at run 
time? 148d 

X strongly resist your desire to give user code control of temps 
by means other than RDDATA/WRDATA, I think you need to use 
standard data stores, oyer which you already have complete 
control, 148e 

It turns out, now that T think, of it, that since you DO have 
complete control of the data stores in your own package, you CAN 
define any additional ones you need at runtime Ci«e, you can 
implement temporary data stores in packages other than PSP), Such 
data stores would, however* violate the definition given in the 
PCP document CI .e, data stores exist throughout the life of a 
process), If you decide you want to do this, I would like to know 
about it? it may be entirely reasonable, 148f 

PSI System 149 

The aetails of system-code PSi usage aren't entirely worked out 
yet, but I will if possible use lust one channel, I expect my 
usaoe of the PSi system to be confined m ainly to implementation of 
SYLOCK and SYUNLK, 149a 

I may need to provide some SSS's by which user code can manipulate 
the PSI system, I can't, sport of using the JSY5 traP mechanism, 
PREVENT their doing so directly, 149b 

Processor Composition 150 

Each PF will in fact contain a shared copy of the same SAV file, 
and thus will contain the seme packages (procedures and data 
stores) as every other PF, Doing otherwise seems a bad idea and 
wouId be difficult to implement• 150a 

1 cringe at the thought of huilding an entire "system" as a s ingle 
process, A process is a COMPONENT of a syste^, and a system of 
any size will consist of SEVERAL processes. It seems unnecessary 
(at least at this point) to develop disciplines for solving the 
address-space-size problem within a single process, when one of 
the powerful things about PCP is that it permits you to solve that 
problem by partitioning the system into SEVERAL Processes, 150b 

Mew Arguments in RSMPRO 151 

T h e  new arguments supplied to a previously-called procedure via 
RSMPRQ bear no necessary relationship, either in number, form, or 
content, to the original arguments supplied, via CALPRO, 151a 
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The arguments supplied via CA.1PP0 are available to the caller 
until he makes a permanent return# w hile those supplied via RSMPRQ 
are available only until he makes his next temporary return Car 
course a permanent, one), 151b 

""•Jim. 
m m m m m m m 
29-JA|m -7 5 12105 8 22, 3013 
Net mail from site 0FFICE-1 rcva at 29-JAN-75 12105 s 13 
Date j ?9 JAN j 975 U59-PST 
From? W INOFIELD at OFFICE*! 
subjects N sw meeting agenda 
To; Nsw steering committee? 152 

The following are agendas for the two NSW meetings next week, 153 

1, Boston meeting 153a 

date I53ai 

5.6 Feb, 153ala 

Agepda I53a2 

Wed morn? COMPASS, BBN, SRx, Carlson, CMiT) discuss TENEX 
TBH questions, 153a2a 

^ed aft? COMPASS, BBN, SRI meet to discuss SRI proposed w^ 
issues* 153a2b 

1,userid system 153a2bl 

2, mail ident 153a2b2 

Thurs m0rn? COMPASS, SRI, MIT discussions t0 be announced, I53a2c 

2, Princeton meeting 153b 

date i 5 3bi 

6.7 Feb, 153bla 

Agenda l53b2 

Thurs morn at 0900? SAj, Triolo, Muntz, Crain, and Wingfleld 
meet to oiscuss 64700 interface hardware/software, user 
interaction and scenari0s , Crain will discuss the 
scenarios that are expected to be implemented by 1 July, 15ib2a 

( 
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PJ£- in this scenario the user sits dovn at a terminal* 
wakes UP the wm c or FE?) and engages MLS to create three 
files; a JCL file* a COBOL source file* and a data file. 
He then specifies that the three fixes fee sent to the 
84700 for submission as a remote job entry. Upon 
completion of the job* the user is notified (if still 
on-line) or a message is sent to him if off-line, The 
user then peruses his output file for err°rs, 153b2al 

TIF- The user requests NSW t0 9o into Tip m0oe, MS* 
provides a Tip-like service for general network access, 
(The actual user interactions can follow TIP, ELF, or 
TENEX/TELNET patterns), The user requests a connection 
to a NQN-NSW host, does some work at that site, then 
closes that connection, and exits from the TIP mode, 15ib2a2 

File Transfer" The gSer specifies that an NSW file be 
moved to storage at the 847Q0 site, I53b2a3 

Tool invocation on 847 0G« There is a tool which checks 
whether all logical paths are exercised by the input data 
by imbedding in the source language counters and traps at 
branch points before compilation, The user specifies 
that this tool be run against his COBOL source file to 
produce another COBOL source file which is then sent to 
RJE, 153b2a4 

!hurs aft; Discussion of the 84700 NSW software 
requirements, the PDP-11 DEC IMP-na interface driver 
software, A discussion of the responsibilities of A DR in 
regards to implementation of the TBH software will, also 
occur, 

FrI mcrns SRi and Carlson will join us in discussions of now 
the Front-end software interacts with the TBH software, Any 
problems brought up the previous day in regards to the ADR 
software will be discussed* 153b2c 

15 3b2b 

154 

29-UAN-75 )2?5O;47,2R6 
Net mail from site CF FICE-I rcvd at 29-JAN-75 12 s 50 S 44 
Date? 2 9 JAN 1975 1231-PST 
From; WINGFIELD at OFFICE-! 
Subject? changes 
Toi NSW steering committee;, NSW Pi's and others; 

Let me know if there are any changes to the NSW meeting agendas I 
just sent out, 

155 
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Mike 
156 m m m m m m m 

29-JAN-75 18:33831*698 
Net man from site SRI-ARC rcvd at 29*JAN«*75 1 8 8 3 3 8 29 
Date? 29 JAN 1975 1833-FST 
From: POSTEL at SHI*ARC 
Subjects NSW protocols 
Toi NSW»DISTFIBUTIQN8 157 

There is now available a document that describes changes to the NSW 
Protocols set ef documents. This is a dynamic document 
that will evolve as the implementations emerge and it will be the 
basis for an eventual version 3 of the documents, The new document is 
available on line at SRI-ARC in three forms: 158 

for NLS Viewing <PQSTEL>NSWV2CHANGES,NLS 159 

for printing at ARC <N5W-S0URCES>NSWV2CHANGES,PRT 160 

for ccpyind over the net <NLS>N5WV2CHANGE3tTXT Ifel 

not© that this is a companion to the PCPV2CHANGES document. 
--ion 
m w m m m w m 
30-JAN-75 08806829,1822 
Net mail from site MIT-MULTICS rcvd at 30-JAN-75 08:06:15 
From: Pogran,CCmDhet at MIT-Multics 
Date: 01/30/75 1020-est 
subject: suggestions for improving Ngw protocol document format 162 

To* Jon poste1 
Copy to: Jim W hite, Raj Kanodia, Bin Carlson* Steve warshan, 
DicK Watson 

Jon, 164 

As you Know, we have been looking at various NSW documents here, Our 
secretary has lamented the lack of organization or cataloging of 
these documents, And so have we, For example, consider that each of 
the version 2 protocol documents contains, on its cover page, a 
reference to the "procedure call protocol C pCP -- 24459)", 
On none of these documents is the document's OWN NIC # to oe 
foGn^ on the ccver page! (This is true even of the pCp document 
which Is referenced by NIC # on the cover page of every other NSW 
protocol document,) Furthermore, it would be nice if the page 
headers inside the document, instead of giving the NLS user's name 
and date (the first of which is useless for external distribution), 
gave the package abbreviation ana the document's NIC * also, 165 
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Thus, I would lllce to see in the upper right-hand corner of the cover 
rage of each of the documents two lines! one with the 
package abbreviation and one with the NIC #« on the header line of 
each inside pace 1 woulc like to see the same two pieces of 
information, 166 

There is a further problem with the cataloging ot "documents" 
distributed soielY as Network mala., There is no way t0 reference 
these except by the sender's name and the date (unfortunately), 
perhaps as NSW work begins to shape up, people could spend a little 
more time in document preparation before distributing them via 
Network mail# and take a moment to get a NIC # to put on the 
document, 167 

Hope these comments are helpful. 
See you next week?| 168 

Ken 
28-JAN-75 14148104,832 
Date j 28 JAN 1975 1 448-PsT 
From; POSTEL 
Subject i NSW Meeting 
To; wetson 
CC; irby, postel 16g 

I had a call from Carlson this morning. He is contemplating re
organizing the m®eting, and after i ta^ed with him about our 
concerns on mail, iaents, file names , he was even more sure 
that, a restructuring of the mtg would be helpful. 
The plan at the end of Our phone conversation was; 
wed am: SRI & ̂ CA & MIT people meet at MCA to discuss Nsw in general 
bring MIT up to speed 170 

WED omj SBI & MCA & BBN & Carlson meet at MCA to discuss Tenex as 
TBH (MIT people may stay to observe) 171 

THURSJ S RI & MCA & BBNm & Carlson meet in Boston (MCA?) to 
discuss MAIL, IDENTS, Filenames, 172 

THURS ADR & Crain meet at Princeton to discuss B4700 interface, 
(should SRI person pe there ?) 173 

FRIi ??? 174 

— jon, 
m m m m m m m 

3 1 - JAN-75 09 i 38i 47, 1744 
Datei 31 JAN 1975 0938-PST 
From. WHITE 
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Subject: Document Identification 
TO: pegran at MULTlCs 
cc: postel, watson, warshail, carlson at Is*. kanodla at MULXICS 175 

Ken"* I I &  

Thanks tor your comments re documentation identification, Each 
document in both the original and the more recent oound PCP and NSW 
document collections, as well as the three individual documents sent 
by mail a week aa0 have the auth0r's ident, the date, and NIC catal0g 
number on every page, including the title paget This information is 
"stamped" en each page automatically by our journal as a byproduct of 
recording the document, i77 

As you Point out, however, the ON-LINE versions of s0me of these same 
documents do NCT have that stamp, The lack of header information 
there resulted from our efforts to make the documentation suitable 
tor printing on remote line printers, in addition to stamping each 
page, the Journal stamps each statement's number in the right margin, 
The resulting increase in line length normally causes each line to be 
folded by remote systems, We have since learned how to a alter the 
margins before journalization so that documents can have both stamps 
and still he presentable to remote users. For the several documents 
you mention, however, we chose to fordo the header information rather 
than modify, re journalize, and have new catalog numbers assigned to 
them all, *78 

We've peen trying fairly hard to provide reasonable documentation, 
but we still have s0me things t0 leam. We'll try harder with 
Version 3„ Addition of the eocument name to the header information on 
each page is a good idea that we'll incorporate in future material, 179 

Thanks for tne suggestions, --Jim 179a 

31 -jAf|-75 Q9J48, 13,601 
Date; 31 JAN 1975 Q948-PST 
From; WATSON 
Subject: scenario documetation 
To; irby, michael, postel 180 

There are a number of scenarios in prepartation that need to be 
assembled together and shipped out to the NSW world as background for 
next weeks meetings. They should go out late today or m.onday by 
noon, jon's are basically noops but should go out, Charles is 
reworking his from meeting, Elizabeth is reworking a couple rom 
meeting and others I have not vet seen I thin*. Would appreciate it 
if Elizabeth would take on job of getting them all togehther and 
shipped out, Thanks Dick 
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31-JAN-75 10:48:32,758 
Met mail from site MIJ-MULTICS tcvd at 31-JAN-75 10:48:24 
From: pogran.CompNet at MlT-MUltics 
Date: 01/31/75 1349-est 
Subject; NSw Document Collections 181 

To: jim White 
Copy to: Jon Postel# Dick Watson* oill Carlson, Steve Marshall* 
Raj Kanoaia 182 

Jim, 183 

Say* are we supposed to be getting documentation by U„S. mail? If so, 
is anyone here on that distribution list? I personally don't recall 
ever having seen NSW documentation here which was distributed via 
U,S, mail I 184 

And what i$ this mention of "pound PCP and NS'W document collections"? 
AQa.in, all we have is loose stuff pulled over the Net, 
Are we missing something? 185 

Is anyone maintaining a running catalog/inaex of NSW documentation? 
Our secretary has been clamoring for same, 186 

Ken 
31-JAN-7 5 13 ; 52 S 45,557 
Net roan fr 0m site MIT-MULTIC5 rcvd at 31-JAN-75 13;52;37 
From: pogran,CompNet at MIT*Multics 
Date: 01/31/75 1653-est 
Subject: Bound volumes of protocol documents 187 

To: Jim White 
Copy to: jon Postel, DicK watson, Bill Carlson* steve Marshall, 
Raj Kanodia 188 

Jim* 189 

Raj Kancdie lust informed me that he did receive the poynd volumes of 
protocol d0ClJR,enis but squirreled them away because theV were totally 
unreadable, And inoeed they were, so that clears up the mystery of 
the bound volumes -- but is there a mailing list we should be on? 190 

Ken 
3-FEB-75 07:02:43*450 
Net mail from site CCA-TENEX rcVd at 3-FEB-75 07:02:40 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 1002-EST 
From: JF at CCA 
subject: DFxP AVAILABLE AT Spl-ApC & Isl 
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To! POSTEL at ARC 
CC: DALE: 191 

AS YOU MAY KNOW # DFTP HAS BEEN INSTALLED IN <SUBSYS> AT ARC, 
IT ALSO EXISTS, WITH TWO OTHER PROGRAMS THAT TALK TO THE 
DATACQMPUTER, RDC & SMART ? IN THE <CCA> DIRECTORY AT ISI, MEMOS 
ACCOMPANY 
DFTP & RDC IN <CCA> t ALL OF THIS SHOULD BE GENERALLY ACCESSIBLE, 

3 • E t B - 7 5 07;3t;55#548 
Net. mail from Kite MIT-MUITXCS rcvd at 3-FEB-75 07131 5 48 
From; Podran.CcmpNet at MIT*Multics 
Date; 02/03/75 1032-est 
subjects Bound N 5W Documents 192 

To; Jon Pastel 
CoPY to? Jim White? Dave Clark# Raj Kanodia ly3 

JON, 194 

The bound documents popped out of Dave Ciark's i n-basket 
Friday, Apparently there was no cover l etter with them, and 
Dave had no idea that HE had been sent THE copy tor our group. In 
fact, he had no iaea why he should have been so blessed, 
but ... 19b 

Well, it looKs lilce we now have aooci-quallty documentation, 196 

Ken 
3-FE9-75 08 !36 J 20, 405 
Date; 3 FEB 1975 0836-PsT 
From; WHITE 
Subject; PCP Documentation for V LDB Committee 
To; baizer at ISIS 
cc; watson, postei, carlson at ISI, fields at ISI# 
cc; crocker at ISIB 197 

Bob-- i nut hardcopy in the mail today to Gains, Skinner, and 
Srinlvasanf Benoit and Goldberg were already on the distribution 
list and the mo&t recent documents have already been sent to them, 
-•Jim 
<Mt m m m m m m 
3•FEB-75 i1114 S 20# 586 
Date; 3 FEB 1975 1 H4-FST 
From? W HITE 
Subject; PCP User-SYstem Interface 
To! mandell at ISIR 
cc; Postei 198 
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Dick-- 199 

1) The parameter list c0es indeed Contain the address of the result 
list in (PCPTNXIHT,6a3b3), Sorry, 200 

2) The parameter list lifetime you suggest is exactiy what I had in 
mind, Just one of the myriad details missing from the documentations 
I appreciate all the feedback: Version 3 may even turn out to pe 
self-consistent• 201 

3) CSRI-ARC]<NLS>PCPV2CHANGES,TXT has been updated, You may want to 
suck over a fresh copy, 202 

-•Jim 202® 

3-FLB-75 11:52:15,1909 
Date; 3 FEB 1975 1152-PST 
From? IBBY 
Subject: taix with irmstejn 
To: watson, postal 203 

just had a Phone conversasion with bob millsteinj 
1) he does not want to write UP the "white box" description3 AT all 
except to tell us about the ones we say we need. He says writing is 
physically difficult for him, i asked why not use a secretary, he 
mumbled something, i agreed to write a memo describing what we need 
to know as a guide to what he must poyide. This should be raised as 
an issue at meeting, i think it can work by just haying them provide 
what we need but there may be some differences in our world models 
that we cant see because they have never written gown their model of 
what wm would do for fe and tools, 204 

7) he wanted tc know if he shoyld call a fixed routine in fe when 
hanoed a fife rs^me th at was ambiguous, I tol^ him i couid imagine 
cases where the tool created the file name and going straight to the 
user would not allow the tool to react to the problem, I thought a 
help return was better way to handle the problem, 205 

3) he had a different m0del 0f tool interaction that reguiired thatt 
the grammars for the tools be chanaed to allow them, to interact, 
this would clearly work but forces changes in grammars each time youu 
want two tools to interact that didnt previously, 206 

4) the matter of use-types and file conversions came up, he seemed 
quite fuzzy on the subject and talked ab0ut usetypes as th0ugh they 
were inconsequential, I suggested they were attributes of the file 
and foormed the pases for invoking conversuion routines when needed, 
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we assume they are providing the facility to do the conversion and 
that we win prcvide conversion routines tor nis files, ^07 

In general I felt discouraged by the call. They feel like they are 
way behind to rp® dnd i fear they win not be abie to provide what w 
need to make the n$w work by july. 2 0 f? 

-- Charles. 
.a...., 

3-FEB-75 23 J 41146 # 67007 
Net mail from site SRl-ARC rCvd at 3-FE8-75 23 S 40 J 59 
Date: 3 FEB 1975 22SQ-PST 
Froml M ICHAEL at SRI-ARC 
Subjects Scenarios, help, problems; NSW Meeting 
To? NSWwDISTRlBUTIONj 209 

SCENARIOS 210 

The following scenarios are in resPonse to Larrv Grain's memo 
announcing t&e Feb NSW review meeting, we have numbered the 
points we are addressing according to the numbers in Larry's 
original memo, 2iua 

3A) LOGIN AND LOGOUT 210b 

This hasn't changed enough from CHI's earlier scenario (journal 
# 24534) to warrant much discussion, When a user types some 
character on 6n unused terminal# the F£ collects project# 
userhame and Password and calls login procedure in WM C We would 
vrite actual call here but dgnt have WM documentation]« The 
vM returns u$er-Ic, user profile for FE-interaction, and list 
of tools available to this user, User is then talking to 
NSW«EXEC grammar with commands to manipulate whole files, 
perform terminal-spedfic operations, get acounting 
information, logout# etc. In addlttion the user always has 
available (while running any integrated tool) the universal 
commands to run tools# terminate tools# g et semantic help with 
tools or the nSw as a whole. The number of commands in the 
universal set should be kept small to avoid undue restrictions 
on other t ool command languages, 210bl 

t Since FE has list of allowed tools# must it get permission 
from the WM before allowing user to run a tool? ] 210fela 

38) INVOKING# USING# A ND LEAVING THE TELNET-ELF TOOL 21QC 

a) using ELF outside Nsw 210ci 

Thepe will probably be a command in the NSWwEXEC that allows 
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the user to leave the NSW FE and use the normal elf exec. 
Once this is done, the user is on his own until he returns 
to the NSW FE, 210cla 

The user will not fee able to reference NSW files fey their 
NSW names, He will not be able to taix to the WM or NSW 
tools, 21Oc1 a 1 

b )  using a  non- i n t e g r a t e d  t o o l  2l0c2 

The NSW will allow users to use tools that are not fully 
integrated into the NSW, These tools will be accessed 
either a) through a common tool grammar that Knows nothing 
of the behavior or intended function of the tool or b) 
through a tool qrammar that has feeen tailored somewhat for 
that tool, 210c2a 

In case Ca) the user will tVPe characters Or strings to the 
tool and ft win respond* with the FE doing ail or no 
echoing, This win be much like ooerating a full-duplex or 
half-duplex character-at-a-time or a line-at-a-time 
terminal. There win fee no commands given to tne tool in 
the normal HSW sense of command words and parameters, The 
user will be able to get very little help from the FE for 
this type of tool since it has only one command wpjcn is 
just the collection of a literal string from the user, out 
he will have the universal commands available to him by 
typing an escape character. There will also be a command in 
the NSW-EXFC to allow the user to change his escape 
character. Please note that while running such a 
character-at-a-time tool, the normal characters for 
<baeK-5paee-character>' <bacn-space-word>t < he!p>, etc, will 
not have their normal NSW function but will transmit that 
character to the un-inte9rated tool. Note al$o, that, for 
line-at-a-time tools, the writer of the grammar may specify 
whether or not to send a carriage-return linefeed at the end 
of each string, 210c2b 

ln cas® C b) ab0ve, the tool grammar will contain commands 
tailored to the function of the tool and will appear to be 
more like an Integrated tool, 210c2e 

in both of these cases the NVT package will be used to drive 
tpe actual tool throuqft te met, T^e only difference is in 
the commands that are available to the user, in both cases 
the user may reference NSW files and may slue to other tools 
from the un-integrated one (see CHI*s memo on tool 
interaction, 25120), 210c2d 
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The use of file names requires that the tool's attempt to 
access the file be trapped and that the file be moved to 
the local host by the WM, 2i0c2dl 

3C) CREATING BATCH JOB 2106 

This is covered in the NgWV2CHANGES file under the RJE-MQDEL 
section, 210dl 

3D) CALLING» U SING* AND LEAVING NLS 210® 

It should be understood that NLS like NSW represents a system 
for accessing a number of different tools, Thus* within the 
MSW the various tools contained in NLS will be tools in the 
$SW, There will be no single flLS tool. There will be an 
editorr a calculator* a sena-mail* a user^profile tool* and 
perhaps other tools, 210el 

The univer$al command for running a tool is used to sPecify the 
desired tool* say tpe edftpr, 210e2 

There is a tool naming issue here. We should not* for 
example* use up all of the obvious good names just because 
we are adding the first tew tools. We propose that the user 
or his project leader supply the simple name which he will 
use and that this be translated into a unique system-wide 
name for the tool, Thus the user may ask to run the 
"editor" and for him that translates into "NLS-EDITQR," For 
another user* "editor" might mean some other editor tool, 210e2a 

when the user logs into the NSW* the EE fetches from the W 
a list of the tools this user is allowed to access. This 
list could consist of (simple name* system name) pairs, 210e2b 

When the us«r issues the ruh-tool command he may type ? to find 
out Which tools he may run, Wnen tn* user specifies Which 
tool is to be run* the FE calls the WM* passing it the (system) 
name of the tool and bets back the tool-id for this tool [is 
this necessary?), If the grammar for the tool is already in 
the FE* then it is not reloaded, otherwise* the FE calls the 
WM with the toolid and gets heck the grammar for the tool, 2i0e3 

we could implement this in such a way that the FE keeps 
track of tools used and does not bother to call the WM if 
this user has previously in this seession run this tool. As 
mentioned above, we could not bother the WM at all if the 
tool name is in the list of legal tools for this user. The 
WM can still stop a user from running a tool on a particular 
file since all tile references must pass through the WM, 210e3a 
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The FE then inspects the grammar to determine which pep 
orccess(es) must be created to support this tool, For each 
such process the WM is called to create it and introduce it to 
the FE, The FE opens the appropriate packages and allows the 
user to specify commands to the tool. 2l0e4 

While the %ool is being ysed# various procedures in the 
processes are cabled to carry out the semantics o* the 
commands, 210 e 5 

If the tcol needs to read or write on a file it calls the WM to 
get the fiie. 210 e 6 

While the user is using tne tool# he may give a universal 
command such as run another tool or terminate the current tool, 
I f  he elects to run another tool without first terminating tne 
current, tcol, the FE simply switches grammars and holds any 
output from the old tool, the user may later terminate the new 
tool and resume the old tool or he may give the resume command 
for the old tool without terminating the'new tool. This is 
what is meant by the term "slueing", When this happens# the FE 
switches back to the original grammar. 210e7 

When the user terminates a tool* the WM is called to delete the 
processes) that support this tool and the grammar's use count 
is decreased by one. if the use count is zero, then no user is 
using that tool and the core occupied by the grammar can be 
reclaimed i f needed, 210e8 

3E) CALLING FOR PROOFS# PUBLICATION TO COM 210f 

A document has been entered into an NLS file and edited for 
content# spelling, grammar, etc, 2i0fl 

The document is an Air Force 177 £eries manual in standarh 
format and is to pe produced# using COM# in ooth hardcooy and 
microfiche, 2l0f2 

The user logs in to NSW and starts the NLS-Format tool, The 
Format grammar asks him to Sbecify the name of the file to be 
formated, whether it is to be formated for COM or the line 
printer, and which of the standard formats to use, 210f3 

The FroPtend makes an out-of-line call on the Formater backend 
and the user is free to do other work while the formater 
inserts output processor directives in the file, 2 1 0 £4 

The user is noti£ied when the process completes 21 Of 5 
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He may now examine the file containing directives# u sing the 
NtS-editcr or immediately start the output Processor tool. 
This tool produces two files: one is a sequential file, 
formated f or a CQM device to do the actual production of the 
document. The other is a tile that serves as a Page index both 
t0 the sequential COW file and the s0urce file. In addition t0 
pointers to the beginning and end of each oage, the file 
contains the state information necessary to allow the output 
processor to start processing in the middle of a file, The 
pointers in this file are used to display formated pages on the 
graphics scope and to permit reprocessing of, single or groups 
of cages from the source file. 

Using the N Ls-editor tool# the user may display his source file 
on the alphanumeric display and request the editor to display 
the COM formated version on the graphics display. 

Viewing the COM formated document one page at a time# he may 
edit both text and directives in the source flie, Hard copy 
oroofs of ail# or selected pages of the formated file may be 
made on the copy printer at the workstation, 

When editing is finished, the user then processes those pages 
that have changed creating nsw seguentiaj and pointer fiies. 

When the output processor oroduces a satisfactory set of 
proofs* the works manager is used to transfer the sequential 
file to a tame at whatever nost maintains contact win the c(-]M 
facility, (Note: this might not be an NSW host,) 

3F) EXPLICIT (USER DIRECTED) FILE MOVEMENT INTO, OUT OF, AND 
WITHIN NSW 

This is accomplished via the NgW-EXEC's rename/copy/delete file 
commands. For copying files into and out of the NSW# the user 
must supply the necessary information to allow the file to be 
properly transfered and use-typed. 

The FE will provide some abreviations for the local card 
reader# p rinter, and tape drive tor use in these commands. 
If the file to be inserted into the NSW file system is 
online somewhere the user must supply the pathname to the 
file, 

We expect that the path names will look just like those 
used now m FTP, we aiso expect tpat MCA will provide 
oreeedures (in the WM or in a separate process) that are 
capable of talking old FTP and NSW file names (this could 

2 1 0 £ 6 

2 LOT 7 

2 1 0 f 8 

2 10 f 9 

210f 10 

2 1 0 g 

210 g 1 

210gla 
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be done using the monitor call trapping mechanism, tor 
un-integrated tools), 210glal 

It should be pointed out that we expect the wM to Provide a 
file-name and flle-name-fjeld completion facility to the FE 
so that the user need only supply part of a file name and 
request the system to supply the rest for him (ala ESC and 
*F in TENEX), 21091b 

In addition, we should state that since all tools must be 
able to refer file references to the WM, we see no value j,n 
the FE doinP so also. Thus, we are not plannin<3 to rep0rt 
file references to the WM except, of course, as arguments to 
cans on WM procedures to support NSW«EXEC file commands, 
etc, • 2l0gic 

We would also hope that the WM file system will Provide the 
user with a faculty uj<e th« MULTICS wording directory or 
the TENEX connected directory. If so, there will oe a 
command in the NSW-EXEC to specify this, 210gid 

3G) HELP FEATURES 210h 

This is accomplished via a universal command and Keys on the 
user's terminal, 210M 

Keys s 21 Oh la 

?: The user may type ? whenever specifying a command 
(except in the middle of literal text r of course). The 
FE responds with a list of current alternatives. 2lOhlal 

CWe must decide what is meant by ? typed as the first 
character of a literal, Is the user asJcing what is 
wanted next or is the ? part of the literal text he is 
expected to type? we debated this for a long time for 
NLS-8 and finally decided to interpret it as a request 
for help, This occassionally causes a problem but it 
is easily understood by the user and happens rarely. 
If we use the other choice, the user will be unable to 
get help at times, This may be difficult to justify 
to the user, especially when he has several 
alternatives, only one of which is a literal,] 210hlale. 

SYNTAXj The user may type this Key to learn the full 
syntax of a command, part of e command# or all commands 
in a tool, 

HELP: The user m ay type this at any Point in specifying 

21 Oh 1a2 
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command to obtain semantic? functional help with the 
command? the tool containing the command? or with basic 
concepts in the NSW as a whole, 

This is simply another way ot accessing the semantic 
beip facilities as described be^ow, 

Command i 

The "HELP" command is in the universal commands and is 
thus available while using any integrated tool? It 
allows the user to specify a concept or command or a 
tool? etr, and attempts to provide the User with useful 
explanations thereof, The data base for this semantic 
help facility will be structured nis-edltor files for 
first-year NSW. There will be one or more such files 
associated (by the WM or a declaration in the CML 
grammar) with each tool plus one or more containing 
overall NSW concepts# l ists of available tools? and 
guidelines for installing tools and tool Help data bases. 
We are publishing guidelines tor building such data 
bases, 210hlfcl 

(we should point out that it is not in our charter to 
supply the part of the data base describing the NSW as 
a whole? tools available within the NSW? ana so forth, 
We strongly recommend that these exist out it is up to 
NSW management to charter and fund someone to supply 
these valuable aids to new users,] 210hlhla 

The Process that interprets the structured data base and 
presents ndp to tne user «U1 be an instance ot tpe 
nls-editor process? created at login time by the WM at 
the FE's request, when the user first requests semantic 
help this process is called with the name of the data 
base tor the current tool, it obtains this fiie(s) plus 
the NSW-help file(S) from the WM and attempts to help the 
user, on subsequent invocations of the help facility? no 
new files will have to be obtained from the WM unless the 
user has switched tools, 2l0hlb2 

Given Oyr current model of how the help facility would 
worjc# it would be difficult for a user to find out 
detailed things about tools other than his current 
tool, we recommend that only an overview of other 
tools wpuid be available to him, 21Qhlb2a 

3H) XNV0KImG A TBH C TEfcEX, mULTIC5, ?qS360/370) 2101 

21 Ohlai 

210hia3a 

21 Oh lb 
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It Is difficult for us to write a scenario about this since it 
violates our model of tne NSW, The thing we think is implied 
here is starting a tool. It night mean starting a tool that is 
the interactive executive, 

This shoyld he no different st^rtihg any other t°ol so t^e 
scenario should pe the game as 3d (Calling using and leaving 
NLS) . 

31) ESCAPING TO THE m AND pETUpNING TO A TOOL 

Escaping to the WN! amounts t0 running the NSW-EXEC (this is 
done via a universal command or via an escape character), This 
"tool" is always immediattely available (the grammar is always 
in the satteiite machine and the WM process is always 
available), once there tne user may if he wishes suspend the 
current tool (in the middle of execution ala control-c in 
TtNEX), we envision a "resume" command to be used to resume 
such a suspended tool when the user w ishes this to happen. If 
the tool oeing resumed w^s not suspended, but ratner the user 
merely slued (via the escape-tg-NSWEXEC key, a "resume", 0r a 
"run" command) to another tool and is now sluing sack, any 
output that was waiting for 
presented to him, 

the user from the tool is now 

Following is a first Pass at the set of universal commands and 
tpe commands in tfee NSW-EXECi 

universal commands 

run t°ol 

21011 

21012 

210j 

2iCji 

210 j 2 

21052a 

2,10 j 2 a 1 

("GOTO"IL2J C< tooi-name>/»ELF"/«NSWEXEC") <confIrm>) 21052ala 

Note; fine IL 21 is CML notation to indicate that 
should the user request that frequently used 
commands be recognized based on their first letter, 
that this command win not be so recognized, it 
will require that the user type <space> before the 
command, This allows tools to have commands that 
begin with the same letter without causing a 
problem for such a user, if the user types a "g" 
in this case, he will get the tools command 
starting with "gM* not the GHTO command 210j2alal 

terminate current tool 

("QUIT" IL2 i <confirm>) 

210 j 2a2 

210j 2a2a 
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logout 

("LOGOUT" i L2 i <confirm>3 

resume tool 

("RESUME"1L21 <tool*instance-name> <confirm>) 

execute command In another active tool 

C"EXECUTE*' 1L2i <tool-instance-name> <command>) 

comment 

C"jti <text> <con£irm>) 

semantic nelp 

("HELP" <optionai-item-li,st> <confirm>) or 

210J2a3 

21032e3a 

210 j 2 a 4 

21032a4a 

2 i 0 3 2 a 5 

2103 2a5a 

210j2ab 

2103 2a6a 

210 3 2 a 7 

210j2a7a 

Note: The "help" command will be recognized by its 
first letter t or users who are using this type of 
recognition, This command is XiKely to be used by 
new users who may not understand the <space> to get 
to other commands* The system help facilities 
should always be readily available, 

C"<help>"3 

show current commands 

C" 7 ») 

sh©w syntax 0t commands 

C"<sYntax>") 

NSW-EXEC commands 

rename tile 

copy tile 

includes copying files into/out of the NSW« 

delete file 

show 

21Gj2a7al 

210.12a 7 b 

2103 2a8 

2103 2a8a 

210 3 2 a 9 

21032a9a 

210 j 2b 

210 j 2b1 

2 10 3 2b2 

210j2b2a 

210j2b3 

210 3 2 b 4 
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accounting info 

status of active tool(s) 

list of files 

working directory 

escape character 

21032b4a 

21032b4b 

210 3 2 b 4c 

210 3 2b4d 

210,12fo4e 

set 21012 b 5 

working directory 2l0j2b5a 

escape character 210j2b5b 

tty window position and size (display terminal only) 210j2b5c 

reset 210j2b6 

working directory 21012b6a 

escape character 210j2b6b 

tty window position and size (display terminal only) 21Gj2b6c 

start/stop recording session (typescript) 210j2b7 

playback session 21Qj2p8 

connect/disconnect terminals 210j2b9 

simulate terminal type 21032bl0 

scroll back ttY window (display only) 2X0J2b11 

3J) PASSING MESSAGES in NSW (NOT NLS JOURNAL Op NETHAIL) 210k 

This W,U1 not happen, The onlY mechanism for user to exchange 
arbitrary text messages will pe a mail tool either based on 
SNDM5G or the JOURNAL (most likely SNDM5G) with some 
interaction with a works Manager maintained data base like an 
"Ident file", 21 Ok 1 

3K) HEADING/SENDING JOURNAL NETWORK MAIL 2101 

Sending a Letter Scenario 
you have a CRT and line-processor console hooked up to the NSW, 
you want to compose and send a letter via U,S, mail to John, 21011 
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Type cs. The words "Goto (subsystem) Sendmall" appear at 
the top of your screen In what is called the "command 
feedback: line", you hit the CONFIRM Key and type 1 (the 
letter), 21011a 

"Letter (pear) Tl" replaces the "G0to (subsystem) sendmail" 
and ycu type John (the name of your recipient) and then the 
CONFIRM Key, 21011b 

"(Body) C t" appears in t.he command feedbacK line, 21011c 

"Cs" is a prompt for a command-word. 
To discover what command-words are available, you hit the 
questionmark Key, The screen contains the following 
words; 2i0i1cl 

Current Alternatives are 210ilcla 

Branch, Group# File# Flex# Statement, or Text, 21Qllclai 

you type t, "Text B/T;" is appended to the command 
feedback line, Type the text of the business letter. 
The text appears on your video screen as you type it in, 
Use the Key marked BC to backspace characters and the Key 
marked BW to backspace words, You may type without 
worrying about the end of the line as new lines start 
automatically when needed, After you finish typing the 
paragraph, you hit two carriage returns, Your screen Is 
cleared ready for the next paragraph. When you have 
finished typing the body of the letter, you hit the 
CONFIRM key, 2101ic2 

"CSincerely?) Y/Ns" then appears *n the command feedback 
line, Xou hit tpe CONFIRM *ey which means "Yes", You are 
sincere. Typing n would allow you to specify another 
closing, 

"(Author ioents) appears. You tVPe the author's NSW 
identifier, i t  you hit the NULL key, you are assumed to be 
the author, 

"(To) 8/T i" appears. You type in John's name and address. 
It John had an ident, you could pave typed it instead. 
Multiple mixed idents and addresses are also possible here 
and i n the "Copies to" field which follows, Lists of idents 
cannot contain carriage returns and addresses must contain 
at least one carriage return and each address or group of 
idents must be seoerated by double carriage returns as was 
done to terminate paragraphs above, 21Qll£ 

21011 d 

2l011e 
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"(Copies to) R/T:" appears, Although a copy will be Kept 
for vcur records# you are not sending any copies to anyone 
so you hit the NULL Key, 21011a 

"(Show Status?) Y/n/p/IJ" appears. You type p CONFIRM for 
"Print" and your letter prints at your local printer along 
with all of your status information, Tne letter is formated 
containing a letter-head# heading# salutation# b ody# 
closing# and tracinns# 2l011h 

"(Send the Mail?) OK/C!" appears, 

You don't want to send it now because you notice a 
misspelled word in your letter* A questioner* shows 
you your 

Current alternatives are: 
Delete (this letter) 
Modify (the letter) 
Sendmaii (commands) 
OK 

2 i 0 i i I 

2101111 

2101111a 

2101112 YOU type M AND CONFIRM. 

"Modify (the letter) OK:" flashes by and your letter along 
with all of it's status information in a special# clearly 
marKed form fills your screen. You are placed in an editor 
with which you can modify the status form, See Modifying a 
Docurr ent i n the documentation production section, when You 
are dene modiflng# type q CONFIRM s CONFIRM, 21011) 

"Quit CKJ" and "Send (the mail) OK:" appear, 21011K 

The letter prints at your local printer formated with the 
letterhead, heading, salutation, body, closing, and 
traclrgs, A separate page with jonn#s address in the middle 
of the lower half and your address just below the middle 
against the left margin accompanies the letter. This can be 
folded in half over the letter page(S), stapled, stamped, 
and mailed, Or it can be cut out as a- lable and pasted to a 
printed stamped envelope, 2101n 

If vou specify that the letter is t° he Archiyed before you 

say "send tpe mail"# a copy of tpe letter is stored jn tpe 
computer which you can retrieve by its filename which is its 
NSW archive nymper. Also# a reference to the letter is 
placed in the list of Sendmail items you have authored, 21011m 

3L) GRAPHICS USER INTERFACES 210m 
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Graphics user interface takes three forms - user command set, 
virtual graphics interface, and physical graphics interface, 
The later two forms are further split into two sets, one for 
the data structure manipulation and the other for the terminal 
itself, 

USER COMMAND SET 

The user command set is the interface level which is 
utilized directly to manually create# v iew# and manipulate 
the diagrams stored with an NLS file, Generally speaking 
this interface takes two forms - manipulative commands# and 
drafting aids. 

210ml 

21Gm2 

210m2a 

Manipulative Commands 210m2ai 

The commands in this class represent those used to 
create and modify a display. Since these commands are 
aefined pv the CML they can be easily tailored to user 
preference, while the exact command forms have not 
yet been formulated, this set of commands would 
include commands to: 210m2ala 

1) create and delete whole diagrams and to move 
them from en© part of a file t0 another# of fr0m 
file to file, 210m2alal 

2) create# delete# and modify the atomic elements 
of a diagram, such as lines# curves# points# 
captions and text# 210m2ala2 

3) group collections of these atomic elements into 
structures for the creation of "templates" which 
can foe stored ana recalled? and for general 
modification of the diagram# For example# 
flowchart symbols would he constructed from the 
line and text elements# recalled with additional 
caption material# and added t° the diagram being 
created, 210m2ala3 

Drafting Aids 210m2a2 

Drafting aids include not only commands# b ut also 
environmental variables which constrain the cursor# 
provide scaling information# and aid the user in 
determining where a line or figure should be placed, 
For example, one command will set the resolution of 
the cursor, to effectively place a grid worX over the 
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screen so that alignment of figures within the drawing 
can be accomplished, 210m2a2a 

VIRTUAL GRAPHICS INTERFACE 21Qm3 

A virtual graphics interface will be needed to insure upward 
comparability with new graphics hardware (for example the 
moderate cost minicomputer based graphics terminal), and to 
provide the proarammer with a consistent set of primative 
routines on which to tease specific graphic user programs, 210m3a 

PHYSICAL GRAPHICS INTERFACE 210m4 

The virtual graphics interface will call the approplate set 
of routines within tne physical graphics interface, 
primitive calls in this group will maintain and move around 
within the NLS file system storing, modifying and retrieving 
graphics data (as do the current text handling routines)? 
and provide access to the physical graphics hardware (the 
routines which actually write on the display), 210m4a 

The file system and the atomic elements for graphics are 
described in (belleville,nls-file-structure,), 210n?4b 

The Physical terminal Primatives for the initial (or 
minimum) graphics configuration are: 210m4c 

gceginO Open the graphics port a^d stop tracking the 
cursor, 2i0m4cl 

gend() resume cursor tracKing, 2lom4c2 

gclearC) clear the screen, 21Gm4c3 

oline(ncinter to Iin«wor* data structure,p0inter to 
coordinate transformation matrix,pointer to line type 
descriotor data structure) draw a line of the type 
specified using the given transformation, 21Qm4c4 

acaP(Pointer t° a text data struCture'p°inter t° a 
window,pointer to a transformation for the window#Pointer 
to a text type (font etc) data structure) place the text 
within the window as given, 210m4c5 

glccora(coordinate data structure) return the coordinates 
of the last cursor Coordinate picked by the user at the 
terminal, (constrained by existing environment 
variabies) 210m4c6 
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3M) DOCUMENT PRODUCTION SCENARIO 21 On 

you have a hand-written report with several sections that you 
wish to input on to a cassette, Place into the NSW file system# 
correct any typographical errors, format adding a title-page, 
and print, you nave only a typewriter-liKe terminal with a 
cassette device plugaed into an NSW trontend computer. Note 
that the scenario using a CRT and line-Processor instead would 
be considerably simpler tna.n this. There are three major 
sections in this scenario, 1) typing onto the cassette tape 
and reading it into an NSW file, ?) viewing and editing the 
file online, 3) formatting and printing the edited file, 2l0nl 

X )  Typing onto a cassette tape to read in to an NSW file 21Qn2 

Preliminaries 210n2a 

Switch on the typewriter terminal and the cassette 
device, place a cassette in the cassette device. He sure 
the cassette device is switched to "offline" so it is not 
talking to the computer. Type the keys on your terminal 
that cause the cassette tape to rewind and place the 
cassette device in record mode. 210n2al 

Type in the report 2l0n2b 

Type the title of the report followed by a 
Carriage-Return c<CR>) and two LINE Feeds (<LF> or 
<C7RL"J>)* Do not bother with centering any titles, 
This can be done automatically later, 210n2bl 

Type a lowercase d followed by a space and. then "Section 
I", The d followed by a space indicates that Section I 
is to pe located "down" under the title in the outline of 
the report. Type a <CR> and two <LF>s, 2lQn2b2 

Type another d space followed by the first paragraph of 

End every paragraph and title with a <CR> ana two <LF>s, 210n2p5 

The lower case d space is not placed in front of the next 
paragraph because this and the following paragraphs in 
section-I are at the same level in the outline of the 

Section I 2 l 0 n 2 b 3  

End every line with a <CR> and one <LF> 2 1 0 n 2 b 4  

renort 2l0n2b6 

After ending the final paragraoh in Section-I# t ype a 
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lowercase u followed by a space and then "section II", 
The u space indicates that Section ix is located "up" at 
the same level as vSection 1 in the outline of the report. 

Type another d space and the first paragraph in section 
21Gn2b7 

ix, 210 n 2 b 8 

One d space is typed oefore each sub-heading and the 
first sub-oaragraph after a heading, As many lower-case 
ufs are entered as is necessary followed by a space to 
indicate the desired level of the next paragraph or 
heading, 210n2b9 

This process is continued Until the entire report has 
fceen entered, <CTRL«Z> is typed te indicate the end of 
the report, 210n2bl0 

Backspacing to correct errors while you type 210n2c 

A cassette device usually has special Keys you can hit to 
back space any number of characters# words, and up to the 
end of the last line, These edits are made on the 
cassette, in addition, you can type in any number or 
combination of < to bacKspace characters, > to backspace 
words# and * to backspace lines. These latter characters 
will be interpreted ana the edits made when the 
information on the cassette is made into an NSW file of 
use-type Nt-s in the next step, 2i0n2cl 

Creating a NSW File From a cassette TaPe 210n2d 

switch the cassette machine off of record, switch it 
online so it can talk to the NSW, Login to the NSW, ¥ou 
are automatical placed in your "login tool" which is the 
NLS editor, 210n2dl 

Type gc. The words "Goto Cj Cassette (tool) OKs" are 
echoed, you hit Carriage peturn (<CR>) which means "GK", 
"CASS cs" is typed telling you that you have indeed gone 
to the Cassette reading tool and it is ready for you to 
specify a command-word, You type rd, 21Qn2d2 

"Read c: Document (into file) Ts" is echoed and you type 
the name of the report "july-report" followed by <CF>, 
This command creates an NSW file of use-type NLS, It 
locks for two carriage returns to specify the end of a 
paragraph or heading, 2i0n2d3 

"Rewind tape? Y/N» appears and you type y for "yes". The 
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tape then rewinds and the report is read into an NSW 
file, when it is finished reading the reoort, "(More?) 
y/Ni" is echoed# you answer n for " NO". 210n2d4 

210n3a 

Finally the terminal will type "CASS Cs" indicating that 
the cassette tool has finished reading the report into an 
NSW file and is ready for the next command. Type q <CR>, 
This returns you to the NLS editor, 210n2d5 

23 Viewing and editing the file online 
you have an NSW file named july-report which has been freshly 
input, you wish to proof-read it, you are logged into the NSW 
NLS editing tool, "EDjT Cs " has been typed at your terminal 
indicating it is ready to receive NLS editing commands, 210n3 

Type If ju<ESCXCF>, "Load C; File T: juLY-REPQRT," is 
echoed on your terminal. The characters "JULY-REPORT" are 
also echoed on a separate line indicating that you have been 
placed at the beginning of the report. 

Type cq<CR>, "output C: Quickprint GK/Ci" is echoed, a 
copy of the report is printed on the local hardcopy printer 
specifed i n your profile, The report has a number at the 
bottom right of each paragraph and heading uniquely 
representing it*s position in the outline, fcacn paragraph 
is single spaced. There is one blank line separating eacn 
paragraph and title, These "viewspecs" are your default 
specified in your profile, 210n3b 

While propf«reading the printed c0PY# Yo^ notice the same 
word is misspelled almost everywhere it occurs in the paper, 210n3c 

Type swbO<CR>, "Substitute c* W0I"d (in) GPT/C: Branch (at) 
As 0" is echoed, Then in response to prompting from the 
command, you type the correct spelling followed by the 
incorrect spelling, when you are doner t he words "25 
substitutions made" are typed at your terminal, 210n3d 

Further proofing reveals that the first paragraph in Section 
XI (2A) should be moved after the last paragraph in section. 
I C 1E), 210n3e 

You type m$?a<CF>ld<CPXCF>, "Move C; statement (from) 2a 
Cto follow) id LI OK?" is echoed and you are ready for a 
new command, 210n3t 

Noticind the word "can" is typed twice in a roW in the 
paragraph in section ill marked 38# you type dw3b " 
can"<CR><CR>, "Delete Ci w ord C at) A: 3b " can" OK:" is 
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echoed, when "EDIT C5 " comes back Indicating it is ready 
for a new command, you tyne the back-slash key \ and 
immediately, the paragraph you just edited is typed on your 
terminal. The word is gone, 

When you nave completed all of the edits, you are ready to 
format the paper, For further information on NLS editing, 
see the TNL5-8 primer 23911, the NL5-8 Command summary 
23912, and the NLS-8 Glossary, 

3) Formatting and printing the edited file 
you have loaded an ? sw file name july-report which you wish to 
format and Print on your l ocal line-printer, 

Type cf<CF>if<CR>3<CP>, 

EDIT Ct Goto ci Format QK5 
FQpN C: Insert C? Format C in file at) A! Cusing format #) 

210n3g 

210n3h 

2i0n4 

210n4a 

210 n 4 a 1 

is seen at your terminal followed by 
" f Ti11e j)" you type Juiy Report<CB> 
"(Author) Ident(s)i)" you type the NSW identifiers of the 
authors, 210n4b 

The Format tool then adds codes to the file to make the file 
conform to format number 3 which is the desired format for 
reports, It does such things as centering headings, 
adjusting margins, fixing type-font and size, and adding the 
title page, when "FORM C*" appears, you type g<CR> for "Quit 
OK!" and "EDIT! C! " is typed at your terminal, 210n4c 

you type op<CP>9 "output C? Printer OK/C:" is echoed on 
your terminal and a formatted copy of the report is printed 
at your local line-printer, 

THE HELP DESCRIPTION FILE 

21 On4 c 

211 

Background 

Mcst 03f t he following baekground information is from 24485 
"Some NSW Frontenc Issues#,." by Charles Irby 13-NQV-74 and 
24534 "A Scenario Of an NSW Session" 0y Charles Ir^y l7*N0V«74f 

Typing the HELP button or using the Help command available for 
all tools can provide you, the user, with an English 
description from the current tool's Help description filets) 
and Piece you in a repeatir.9 He^p command, This win be 
accomplished by providing a seoarate function, capable of 

211a 

211 a 1 
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interacting with the user (via the Help command grammar in the 
Frontend) ana using structured description tiles provided along 
with the tool grammar, This help function will not run in the 
satellite machine but will be invoked by the satellite whenever 
the user asK$ tor semantic help with a tool, The help function 
will be provided with the name of the help description file(S) 
for the tool the user was using and a representation of the 
user's command state at the time he requested help, (Once a 
connection has been established to the help function for a 
user# the connection will probably be maintained until the user 
terminates the session.) 2ila2 

is expected that the command language designers will provide 
tpe description files. It is expecteo tpat there wm be one 
description file for the NSW as a whole, describing global 
concepts, organization, purpose of the NSW, This description 
file will be available at all times to the user, in addition, 
we may wish to produce a description file that is a high-level 
guide or "yellow pages" to all the tools accessible through 
NSW, At any time the Universal description fiie(s) as well as 
the descriotion filets) for the tool currently being used are 
available. 2Ua3 

SHI has not been funded to write and maintain the NSW 
description fi.!e(s) and we Know of no one else who has been, 
There seems to be a hole here, 211a4 

for first-year N SW, this help function is simply a set of- calls 
on the N£S BACTERID, with the description, files being 
structured files (this approach is now being used within NLS)• 2lia5 

If the gser reguests semantic help with a tool the Frontend 
automatically starts the heip function (which is probably 
loaded as needed rather than at Frontend startup time) and 
passes it information on the user's parse state, the name of 
the help description filets) for this tool, the name of the NSW 
help description file, and the user-id so it can get at the 
user-profile. The user may interact with the help command for 
a while and then resume using tne original tool, if he 
requests help again for the same tool, he merely switches to 
the help function which receives new parsestate info but 
otherwise preserves the state from the last interaction with 
this user, 2lla6 

The Help Command 211b 

The following description of the Help command is adopted from 
the one in the NL5-8 description file, 2ilbl 
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HELP-DUttCni < CTPL-Q> 
TVpirg the HELP button (<CTRL-Q>) at any point in a command 
provides a description about what you were doing and places you 
in the Help command w hich allows you to as* for more 
information and the meanings of terms, 2llb2 

Help TYFEXM/OK; 
The command "Help" provides tpe most complete information about 
a tool, After you type in any term and hit the Command Accept 
key (CA, <CTRL*D>), you will see the description. The Help 
command will be ready for another TyPEIN, TyPEIN any term you 
wish or the number of a "menu" followed by CA, Any time after 
the first description prints, you can type < followed by y (for 
yes) to see the previous view indicated or n C for no) to choose 
a view before that, Hit the command Delete Key (CD, <CTFL-X>) 
to end the Help command. Capitalization does not matter when 
typing words in the Help command, 211b3 

menu s 
A numbered list of related subjects that may follow an 
explanation in the Help command, Typing a number followed 
by CA will show the exolanation named, This list is called 
a menu. 2iib3a 

going-uP C for advanced users) S * 
If y0u use * instead of <, YQU WM DO "up" INSTEAD "bacx% 
Going up lets you "see your surroundings," Because of the 
"random access" nature of Help, it is sometimes the same but 
can be quite different from going bacK, This is lust a 
convenience, it is not necessary for using the Help command, 211b3b 

A Description 

the corresnonding "menu number" 

211c 

A descriPti°n con5ists °f an NLS statement containing a short 
paragraph, The first word of a paragraph can be made tne 

"name" of that paragraph and is the ter^ defined by that 
paragraph, Users of the Help command can get any description 
simply by typing the term, provisions exist for using multiple 
words to specify duplicate terms within the same description 
file, 211 ci 

Menued para9r8Phs are numoered sub-Paragraphs cl assified by th« 
term in tpe paragraph under wpich th®Y are located m tpe 
outline or tree-structure of the file, only the first line of 
menued items appear until they have been requested by typing 

211 c2 

A paragraph may consist of a term, some optional supporting 
words, arc a pointer or "link" to another paragraph in the 
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current description file or any NL5 file, If descriptions are 
written properly# you can avoid much redundancy by linking from 
one concept to another* The description file containing links 
takes on the qualifies of a network, If it is well structured, 
it becomes a hierarchical network, 2llc3 

Structuring a Description File 211d 

Depending on the tool# description file structure will vary. 
At the minimum, there must be a description of the tool in 
general terms, A list of descriptions of the commands 
available in the tool with names the same as each command word 
must exist in order for the HELP button to find and display 
them, These are placed under the general tool description in 
the file structure, commands with a tree structure of 
alternative command, words may need a corresponding tree 
structure in the description file describing the alternatives, 2ildl 

Usually* there are a few command functions which occur in many 
commands. These may be given names and described in only one 
place, in addition# step'bysten scenarios of how to do 
specific tasks that can pe accomplished with the tool may 
provided, These are written in words the user can understand 
which interface the user to confusing or eriptlc commands, 
Besides pointing or "linking" to the desired commands# t hese 
"How to" descriptions can be structured to present any special 
terms the user needs to learn in the most effective way. 211d2 

If »H0w t0" description are pr0vided# t hey are usually listed 
in an appropriate order terminated by the branch containing all 
of the command descriptions, This "command description branch" 
starts with a statement named "commands" which appears as the 
last menu when reading the general, top-level description of 
the tool, 211 <33 

The NSW description Flle(s) 21 ie 

The NSW description filets) will contain descriptions of all of 
the commands in the works Manager (WM), and the Front End (FE)# 
the NSW-EXEC and Universal commands, Some subset of these 
commands will be "universal" commands available to all tools 
that are integrated into the NSW, 21 lei 

in addition# any high-level concepts and definitions of terms 
necessary to use the wm# t he FE# and the NSW in general should 
be available here, This can include general descriptions of 
tools or# to avoid duplication, links to tool description 
files. The various tools can be placed under subject headings 
and indexes to the terms used in the description files of each 
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tool can ce provided thus making up the "yellow pages" of the 
NSW, Such links to description files can tee followed using the 
Help command if the access controls allow it, In the future, 
it may be desireable due to the simplicity of the Help command 
to actually startup a tool in this manner, 21162 

we know of no one funded to write any of the NSW description 
fileCs), 2ile3 

Belpds Proposed help Description File Development Tool 211f 

we recommend that in the second year of NSW a Help description 
file development tool be built. The purpose of this tool would 
be to help create, maintain and publish a tool's dexcription 
file. The tool would not only prompt a tool builder for 
commands and Help descriptions, but would also perform 
verification of the links and structure in his Help data bases, 2llfl 

IMPORTANT AREAS FOR DISCUSSION 212 

FILENAME 212a 

The NSW fiienameinq convention used by the NSW WORKS Manager 
(WN!) will differ in significant ways from both TENEX and 
current NLS filenameing conventions, one of the ARC goals is 
t® ensure a consistent user-interact ion across tools integrated 
into the NSW, This means the $AM>e convention should be used for 
naming flies in all NSW tools, In keeping with this 
philosophy, the NLS-9 fiienaming convention should match the 
convention used by the WM• As NSW users# front-end builders# 
and tool-integrators we want the filename syntax to be the 
easiest to type and point to, the most flexible in use, the 
fastest to parse, and the least offensive to look at, 212al 

Speed 0f parsing a filen«me is a maj0r Point of difference 
between NSW and thp current NLS, we do not want to buraen the 
NSW with the current baroque NLS-8 link parser, Delimiters 
around the filename ana a place for an infile-address within 
those delimiters# on the other hang# are two features 
potentially valuable to any tool and should be carried over 
from the current NLS-8 into NLS-9, such a delimited "address" 
or "path-name" containing a filename# inf ile-address # or both 
imbedded in text is called a "link", A third field of a link# 
the viewspecs# have been treated in discussions about this as a 
part the ipfile-address only, 212^2 

Delimiters around the filename are needed for ease of pointing 
to a filename imbedded in text. In general# as the detail or 
numper of selections increases# the effort necessary t0 select 
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increases geometrically, The easiest way to specify something 
is to name what tyoe it is (e,g, a link) using the appropriate 
command and then make one specification near enough to the item 
in front or in back of it to distinguish it from others of it's 
kind and have the command find it and grab it. in order to do 
this, the item must he enclosed in "enclosing" delimiters which 
are available on all terminals, In addition# the delimiters 
must not be common characters tnat miqht be usefull in a 
filename or outside a filename. Since parentheses are 
frequently used for 
parenthetical expressions, and square- and squigly-brackets are 
not on all terminals, that leaves only angle-brackets, We 
therefore recommend that angle-brackets be the NSW filename or 
link delimiter. It turns out that this is also an acceptable 
delimiter f or current NLS links, 212a3 

The infile-adoreSs needs to be within the s^me delimiters a$ 
the filename because it is an integral part of the entire 
oath-name or address of which the filename may be only the 
beginning, TOO! builders that allow an infile-address will 
want to use the same delimiters for links that do not happen to 
no across files, k single reserved separater character is 
necessary to distinguish a fiiename field proceeding an 
infile-address field so that each field may contain the maximum 
range of characters, The separater should be easy to type 
because unlike the delimiters for a link, the separater may be 
frequently typed by the user as free text in a command, Tne 
only easily typed punctuation characters are period, comma, 
slash, and semi-colon with period and comma probably the 
easiest, our experience with NLS has shown that comma works 
very well, For maximum compatability and minimum conversion 
hassle we recommend that comma be the separater character, 212a4 

For speed and accuracy of parsing, we do not want to allow the 
delimiters inside the delimiters and we do not want to allow 
the separating character in the filename or infile-address 
fields, 212a5 

filename a C *<j filename U infile-address] tf>) 
filename and infile-address do not include '<, '>, 2i2a5a 

Notes we should point out that when a user types a link or 
filename he need not type the angle brackets as the Frontena 
will provide these for him, 212a5b 

JBP's description of Bob Millstein's syntax for NSw filenames 
25205 looks like it would fit our needs described above, one 
character substitution and the addition of the possibility of 
delimiters also containing infile-addresses wouid be necessary, 
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we request that comma not he used anywhere in the filename, 
Charles points out that there should be no reason why fields in 
a filename can't be seperated by a simple space rather than a 
somewhat more ugly punctuation character, For somthing that Is 
the least offensive to look at# this would be desireable, 2i2a6 

One unanswered question is "What does the link <abc> point to 
-• a filename or an infile-address?" It is ciear that <abc#> 
always points to a filename and «,abc> always points to an 
infile-acoress because filenames always preceed the 
infile-acdress, 212a7 

The current default in NL5 is £0r a iink Containing no Comma 
to be tsKen as an infiie-address, in the initial NSW# i t 
may be that a link containing only a filename will be more 
frequent than a link containing only an infile-address and 
we should therefore switch defaults, 212a7a 

In links# this would require a comma at the beginning of 
every intile-address but not at the end of a filename with 
no infile-address , 212^70 

The TNLS user using an infile«address to specify l ocations 
in editing commands will not want to place a comma in front 
of every address, A special function would be written to 
not require it at that point so that infile-adoress 
specification would be the same as NL5-B, This would mean 
the user must always after a FIlename when prompted by AS 
but need not place a comma when using a "file" command (such 
as Load File) or in links, 2l2a7c 

A lip* to filename abc may loo* like <ahc> but if viewspecs 
vspc are specified# it must look like <abc# :vspc>. 212a7d 

A fahcV i nfile-address Parser would be necessary to allow 
commas in content searches* otherwise characters preceeding 
the comma would be mistaken for a filename. If « or !! a re 
allowed in filenames' searches for commas may be 
unparseable, 212a7e 

The irtile-address sh0uld all0w constructs such as 
a^d 'char so that content addressing may include the literal 
characters " #" and 212a7f 

samples of links containing only an infile address are 
<,,abc> and <,#abc>. Those containing only viewspecs would 
look like <,svspc>, 212a7g 
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The question of whether or not ARC should recommend 
deviating from its current default has not been decided, 212a7h 

USER PROFILE 212b 

This section outlines the current design of "User profiles" as 
used by fcgth the Front End and the f v 'LS tools within the NSW 
environment. The Works Manager functions needed to support this 
design are also detailed, 2l2bi 

Overview 212b2 

An NsW us«r wants to have control over some of the 
parameters Whicp control tne interaction between himself and 
the NSW system. The FE must have access to a file, or a data 
store which defines the user's interaction parameters, 212b2a 

The first question t° he decided is whether a "user Profile" 
is bound to an individual , or to an individual,project 
pair, that is to an account, It seems more consistent with 
the overall goals of the NSW to have at least part of the 
"user p rofile" bound t.o an individual, regardless of which 
project he is currently working on. We envision the FE 
making u se of such ah "individual pr°file" t° control the 
interaction between the command Language interpreter C CLI) 
and the individual. This includes such things as command 
recognition mode, prompting mode, and the verboseness to be 
used, 212b2c 

Elements in a user's pr0file which describe his access 
rights, however m ust clearly be based on the account, that 
is on the user»project pair. We are assuming that the WM 
will provide both a grammar and its supporting packages to 
maintain these data bases. We would like the FE to be able 
to read a part of the account profile data maintained by the 
m at login time, This allows the FE to provide some useful 
functions tor the user, For example suppose that at login 
time the FE hands the WM the user name and project 
identifier and recieves in return a list of the tools that 
the user can use. This enables the FE to provide a 
reasonable reply when the user types "RUN c tool) The FE 
reponds with the list of tools that are available to the 
user. Another example might be a data element called entry 
tool, if the WM can proyi.de the FE with this data element 
for a user-project pair the FE can place the user directly 
into this tool after login, 2i2b2c 

In addition each NSW t°ol may r*3uire it's own elements of 
user profile data Which are completely independent of tne FE 
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and by, NLS for example contains the address of a. commands 
branch to be processed upon entry to NLS, and a link fiie to 
be used to resolve external names in a jump command, 212fc2d 

It seems unreasonable to require the W M  to maintain any tool 
dependent user profiles, or to even know of there existence. 
It should clearly be the burden of the tool manufacturer to 
mainatin any tool dependent user profile for his tool. This 
can be done by either including the a.ppropiate profile 
modifing commands in his tool* or by providing a separate 
tool which maintains the user profile, Note that even though 
the by is not directly involed in this maintainence the 
actual user profile data base has to be a NsW file* that is 
Known to the WM in order to provide host independence to the 
tool, 212 b 2 e 

Recommendation 212 b 3 

The NSW FE will make use of two profile data bases, One is 
called the "individual" profile and the other is the "tool" 
profile, ARC will provide the grammar and tpe f cackend 
process to maintain a users individual profile, we request 
that the WM makes primitives available to the FE read the 
elements ot the tool profile from the WM's account profile. 
The following is a list of the data elements which we think 
woyic be good candidates for elements in the FE tool 
profile, 

List of "approved tools" 

2 1 2  b  3  a  

212 to 3 a 1 

Entry tool 2l2b3a2 

in this model the wm bas the following resPonsiplities 

concerning user profiles, 212b3b 

The works manager will provide a grammar and supporting 
process which maintains the account profile for each 
user* project pair, It is probable that use of this 
facility will be restricted to project leaders, 212b3bl 

Primitives will be made available t° the FE for reading 
agreed parts of thfs account profile, nam.eiy the tool 
profile, 212b3b2 

In NSW the N1S tool will keep its own user profile 
(individual profile) for each user, The grammar win contain 
the proper commands for modification of the data elements , 
These commands will be supported by a package in the NLS 
Back End, 212b3c 
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To Implement a single user profile tor an individual it is 
necessary that the WorKs manager provide a unique identifier 
fOr each $SW individual, A later section will discuss the 
need for? and Possible designs of such a unique identifier. 
Basically what is required is a WM primitive which win take 
as arguments a user name and project name and return a 
unioue identifier for this individual. Note that the process 
which maintains the FE's individual profile also requires 
this primitive, 212b3d 

Requested WM primitives * 

available tools? 

212 b 3 e 

212p3el 

availtoolsCusername,project -> toollist, entrytool) 2i2b3ela 

This primitive will oe called by the FE to build a 
tool profile for this user* for this session, 212b3eib 

Ar9ument / result types 212&3eic 

username » CHARSTR 212b3elcl 

project - CHARSTR 212b3elc2 

topiiist - LIST C  % t o o i n«m^s% C s i m p l e n a m e *  
systemname),,,) 212b3elc3 

entrytool - INTEGER/EMPTY 212b3eic4 

unique user identifiers 212b3e2 

unioueiaCusername^project «•> userid) 212b3e2a 

This primitive is called by the- tool which maintains 
the users individual profile * and also by the FE to 
get a handle on this individual profile, Some tools 
may als0 use this primitive, 212b3e2b 

Argument / result types 2i2b3e2c 

username - CHARSTR 212b3e2ci 

project - CHARSTR 212b3e2c2 

user ID - LIST C INTEGER*CHRSTR) 212b3e2c3 

IDE NT S Y 5 T E y 212c 
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The NSV3 needs to fee able to deliver mail for an individual to a 
single mail box and to Know the type of delivery the individual 
would like, i.e. an NLS*JOURNAL citation or a 'SNDMSG' 
sequentialfile, 212c1 

In addition to mail deiiyery we should anticipate the need for 
NSW directories and 'phone* OOOKS, 2l2c2 

The NLS editina tool needs an identifier for an individual. We 
presently have available 2.1 bits that can be translated to a 
dlsplayabie, meaningful, character string to use in statement 
signatures (simple audit trails), 212c3 

in the current NLS we provide the necessary information in a 
special £jie that contains the following information, 2i2c4 

jndivJ duals 212c4a 

information needed for mail delivery 212c4al 

Namel two fields* lastname* first ana middle 
This allows us to deal with split names like van Kamp, 
Ident : a 4 character alpha numeric identifier or 
nickname 
Organization (see below) 
Hardcopy mail address * 
Network mail address! host name 
Delivery mode; Hardcopy / Network sequential / 
Network NLS 212c4ala 

Addlional information for Directories (Phone Books* etc,) 
2 12c4a2 

phones 
Groups! Idents of all the groups the person belongs 
to Function 
Capabilities 
secondary organization 
Comments 
subccllections! Used for indexing 212c4a2a 

Groups 212c4b 

information needed for mail delivery 2i2c4bl 

Name 
Ident 
Membership! The idents of all members 
Hardcopy mail address 
Network mail address 
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Delivery 
Coordinator 212c4bla 

Additional Information for Directories C Phone BOOKS, etc.) 
212c4b2 

Function 
Comments 212c4b2a 

Organizations(Prelects 3 

Information needed for mail delivery 

212c4c 

2l2c4cl 

Name 
Ident 
membership 
Groups 
Coordinator 
Hardcopy mail address 
Network mail address 
Delivery 212c4cla 

Addiional INFORMATION for DIRECTORIES (Ppone BOOKS, etc.) 

The 4 character ident has not been £ully satisfactory as 
duplications occur frequently, requiring idents such as PLB2« 
However, our present file format limits us to 21 bits for the 
identifier, we suggust using a 21 bit permanent number that 
can be translated to a character string to use both in 
statement signatures and as a query argument, 212c5 

By permanent *e mean that the number, sequentially assigned 
shall never oe reused, 212C6 

In addit.iion to the number each record should contain a 
permanent, ident C nlcKname), limited to, saY 50 Cupper case ?) 
printing characters, Each inidvtduel would choose his own 
ident| 212c 7 

Consideration should be given to other information which might 
be useful, 212CB 

It is particularly important that a super fast search across 
this file be Possible, 212c9 

in addition to providing the mail tool with Us needs, the 

212c4c2 
Type of organization 
Phone 
Comments 212c4c2a 
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database should be eueryabie ny people, Minimal query 
arguments should include ident (nickname) and last name, 212cl0 

We ean see three possible ways of dealing with this for the 
first year of NSW, These are 212C11 

Find A *>EY to get BBN TIPSER OAtabse riqht for NSW needs 212cl la 

include ell the needed information in the Works Manager's 
data base, 212cllfc 

During the first y^ar use the NLS ident system for mailing. 
The mam problem with this is the 4 character limit on 
nicknames, 212cilc 

MOreCue5tionsJ 212c lid 

What does the works Manager know about real people? 2i2clldl 

How aces a tool ask the WM for i nformation about people? 
212cnd2 

What does the WM return in response to an inquiry# 212clld3 

Who maintains the data base? i,e, who can enter# and 
validate the information in the fue, We see this as a 
big# on-going problem area, 212clld4 

mmmmmmm 213 

4-FEB-75 13827*2^/1^56 
Net m all from site CCA-TELEX RCVD at 4-FEB-75 13 S 27 s 22 
Date; 4 FEB 1975 l626»EST 
Froms DEE at CCA 
subject: RFC 671 
TO! HQST-HOST-PROTOCQL-PEQPLE!# sCHANTZ at BBN 
CC! PEE 214 

PICK J 
THANKS FOp YOup RfPLy, I HAD gEEN pFC 671 AND HAVE NOW 
REREAD iT (ThE TCP SPECIFJCATJON REFERENCE TO YOU HaD SOUNDED LIKE 
YOU HAD WRITTEN SOMETHING SPECIFIC TO INTERNET RECONNECT)• RFC 671 
SEEMS LIKE A GCGD FLESHING OUT Of THE TELNET 
RECONNECT PROTOCOL, X CERTAINLY AGREE THAT A RECONNECT FEATURE 
SHOULD BE IN THE HOST-HOST LEVEL PROTOCOL, POSSIBLY ALONG 
SOMEWHAT SIMILAR LINES# THERE SHOULD BE AN OPTIONAL "ALTERNATE 
ROUTING" FEATURE WHERE A HOST COULD SPECIFY THAT IF A CONNECTION TO 
IT GOES DEAD, THE OTHER END SHOULD TRY TO RECONNECT (ICP?) TO ANOTHER 
HOST&SOCKET WHICH MIGHT REALLY BE THE SAME MACHINE THROUGH A 
DIFFERENT NET CONNECTION OP# M ORE LIKELY, 
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AN ENTRY TO A SIMILAR SERVICE TN SUCH A WAY THAT THE USER WOULD GET A 
MESSAGE THAT THINGS HAD BEEN "RESET" BUT WOULD STILL BE IN THE SAME 
ENVIRONMENT, (THIS COULD BE DONE ABOVE THE HOST-HOST LEVEL BUT, 
PARTICULARLY IF IT IS USED TO SNITCH BETWEEN 
REDUNDANT PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS, IT WOULD BE NICE IF IT COULD 
BE AS TRANSPARENT AS POSSIBLE.) 
YOU SAY YOU THINK II QUESTIONABLE WHETHER MOST SYSTEMS WILL 
ALLOW A USER M ULTIPLE TELNET CONNECTIONS, SINCE, IN MY LIMITED 
EXPERIENCE, I HAVE: NOT ENOUNTEPED A SYSTEM THAT RESTRICTS OR 
ALLOCATES NETWORK CONNECTIONS BETWEEN USERS, I WAS WONDERING WHAT 
PROMPTED YQU TO SAY THAT, 
I MUST SAY, IT IS DIPLOMATIC OF YOU TO REFER TO THE 
PECULIARITIES CF TENEX YQU HAD TO OVERCOME AS FEATURES, 
SINCERELY, DONALD EASTLAKE (DEEeCCA) 

4-FEB-75 14 J 36 I 57 » 8785 
Dates 4 FEB 1975 1436-FST 
From: JRBy 
Subjects Some Possible NSW tool interaction 
To t" watson, POSTEL 215 

The following (Journal # 25120) are brief notes regarainq tool 
interaction through the FE, Although s0me readers may find the 
Implementation rotes too technical, the examples and general 
discussion should he of interest, 21b 

The NSW car provide for significant tool interaction, drlyen 

the user, by providing sope fairiY si^pie facilities in the FE, 
NM, and tocls which wish to allow such interaction, we feel that 
this can be done in such a way that the WM can insure system 
integrity and provide access controls and such that neither tools 
nor their grammars need change to allow new tools to interact with 
each other, 216a 

Perhaps the best way to communicate this facility is to present a 
few concrete examples, 216b 

Example \ j Edit0r mail senoer interacti0n 216bi 

Let us assume that there exists two tools, one called EDITOR 
ang one called SBNDMAIL, with the obvious functions, Let us 
first consider a user sitting at a. display terminal using 
the EDITOR to prepare a memo he wishes to send to some of 
his associates. He could prepare the memo, which could be 
just part of a larger file that he is editing, a.na create a 
file containing only the memo and give this file a temporary 
name, He could then run the SENDMAIL tool, supplying it the 
name of his temporary memo file, 2!6bla 
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A simpler alternative is for the user to simply slue to the 
SENDMAIL tool and <*s input to the SENDMAIL command he could 
simply point tc the portion of the EDITOR file he wishes to 
send, 216bifo 

Example 2? mail sender -- Editor interaction 216p2 

This involves the same tools as just, described. The user 
types a lengthy message to tne SENDMAjL tool ana then wants 
to edit it before sending it. Again there could he a 
command in the SENDMAIL tool which causes it to create a 
file which can then foe input to the EDITOR tool and Example 
3 can foe repeated, 216b2a 

Again/ the alternative allows the user to slue to tne EDITOR 
tool and insert the text of the message into his fiie 
somewhere, edit it# and slue bac* to SENDMAIL and respecify 
the scurce of the message as in the second alternative in 
example 1, 216b2b 

Example 3: Editor -- compiler interaction 21fcb3 

in this example, the user is editing source code (the 
current edited state of the source code is known only to the 
editor.) and wishes to compile some part or all of it. 
Again, he could create a file with that code in it and pass 
that file to the compiler. However, he could also just slue 
to the desired compiler tool and point to the desired text 
in the editor window and have it compiled. 216b3a 

How to accomplish the slueind tool interaction 216c 

pne thine tnat must be considered i f we allow the slue 
interaction is that the WM maintain control of the situation. 
Thus# for first year Nsw I oropose the following 
implementation: 216cl 

The CH provides a CML rule called SOURCE which is made up 
0£ the declared s0urce rules 0f each 0f tne user's currently 
active tools. The command language designer would, where 
appropriate, allow the user tc specify one of the dynamic 
set of currently available sources for a command, 216cla 

When the user selects something of ty pe  TYPE (which is 
j?T.eanirgfUj t0 TQOL-A) by p0inting to TOOL-A's window of by 
typing its address (perhaps with TOOL-A9s name appended to 
the front of the address) as an argument to a command to 
TOOL-B, tnen the CLI cans a standard function in TQOL-A 
which returns the name of a new file which contains the 
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desired data object, This file name is then supplied as the 
desireo argument to the execution function in TQOD-B, 
TOOL-B then calls the WM to open the file and read out the 
data structure, if the use-type of the file does not match 
the tile type supplied with the openfile reauest, then an 
appropriate conversion is invoiced. 2 16c 1 b 

In subsequent development of the NSW it would be desireable 
f o r  the t o o l s  t0'sen d  P C P  da ta structure t 0  each other 
(perhaps using co-routines) rather than incurring the 
expense of creating and deleting files, However, for the 
interim, we can probably afford this inefficiency, 216c lc 

For the case of users at typewriter terminals, the normal way in 
*hich they specify locations of actua^ parameters by typing 
something (which I  call an ADDRESS) could be expanded so that the 
address coulc contain a syntactically unique way of specifying the 
active tool toward which it is directed, This facility is also 
available for user's at displays# since what they want may not be 
displayed on the screen currently. In the case of a display user, 
he might be able to point to the desired tool by use of an active 
tools status window displayed whenever the user has more than one 
active tool. 

Implementation notes* 

Add the builtin SQyRCE to CML as the name Qf a rule of currently 
possible source command words. 

Alio* SSEL, DSELf and LSEL to deduce the target t0oi fr0m a 
selection type and be able to invoKe a standard function in a tool 
to produce the desired file when necessary, 

Allow incremental help if SOURCE is an alternative, such that 
current too1 alternatives are shown se parately from others, 

Define the standard function in tool processes to call in order to 
create the resu.it file, 

CRTNSWFIlECtype, designator -> filename) 

type - INTEGER 
designator - ANY 
filename - CHARSTF 

CRTNSWFILE requires the following facilities from the WMJ 

1) The procedure yNQNS$FNC number -> filenamelist3 

216d 

217 

217a 

217b 

21 7 c 

2 17d 

217di 

217ctla 

217 d 1 b 

217 dlb1 
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^hich will vield a list of NUMBER unique NSW file 
names, 217dlbla 

2 )  An additional parameter in the CREATE-FILE procedure 
to specify that the file is to be TEMPORARY (will oe 
automatically deleted at the end of the session), 217dlb2 

It should be noted that these are the only changes required 
in the WM, Also* the CPTN5WF1LE Procedure is the oniv 
additional requirement on tool components to allow all of 
this tc work, 2l7dlc 

TYPE is a source type Known to the CKTN6WFILE being called, 
DESIGNATOR is a data structure that CRTNSWFILE UNDERSTANDS 
and when combined with TYPE specifies the desired data 
structure, 217dld 

For example, DESIGNATOR might be an ADDRESS string or a 
( W I N D O W *  STRING, CHARACTER-COUNT) triple that defiPes 
some imaoe that the tool placed on the user's screen, 217dldl 

Add a parse function noTINRULE which will succeed only if the 
specified command word is NOT one of the alternatives * in a 
specified rule (see example below), 217e 

Add a CML declaration for the rule that defines the universal 
sources for this grammar (this will get linked to the dispatch 
record), 217f 

DECLARE SOURCES ,ID; %name of a rule of command words% 217fl 

This would allow the following CML for the NLS copy command 217g 

"COPY" 21751 

styne . SOURCE 21791a 

% user will nick one of the currently available source 
command words, This is a function of his active tools % 2l7gial 

<"from"> source SSEL(stype) 2179lh 

* user selects a source for the copy -- SSEL would, have 
to be abje to ten stype was f r o m  a n o t h e r  tool «nd invoke 
the CRTNSWFILE procedure in the correct tool process if 
i t  is n o t  t h e  c u r r e n t  t o o l  %  2l?glbl 

<"to follow"> dtyoe - stype %in itialize dtype% 2 1 7 g l c  
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r (notirruie c stype, mytypes) stype 
OPTION) dtype w mytvpes) 

# "FILENAME " / 
2i7gici 

%1 £ the source type (stype) was not one of this tool's 
source types as represented bv the rule MYTYPES, or if 
the user*tyres the OPTION character, then the user 
will spec Ity a destination type (dtype),% 

dest » Dt;EL(dtype) %get the destination selection^ 

CONFIRM %oet a final confirmation% 

xcopy(stype, source, dtype# dest)? 

%caXl the XCOPY Procedure m the tool Process to carrY 
out the comrrand% 

217 g 1 c 1 a 

217gld 

217gle 

2i IQit 

2 1 7 g 1 11 

4-FEB-75 15515850^5387 
Net mail from site 5 RI - A p C rcvd at 4-FEB-75 155 15545 
Date? 4 FEB 1975 1515-PST 
From? IPBY at SRI-ARC 
subject! user Programs in the National software works 
To? NSW-DJ.STPXB0T1ON ? 218 

The following memo (journal # 25294) addresses the issue of user 
programs in the NSW environment, For the purpose of this memo I have 
considered user programs to he in two classes! ?) those that do not 
get input from t he user and 2) those that do. The first class can be 
HANDLED entirely by the tool and have no hearing on the NSW except 
that they may live in $SW files, ijon-interactive TECO macros# N^s 

content analysis, seqUence generator, sort ReY and other 
non-interactive user proorams fit into this class, I will not 
discuss this class further unless someone raises issues with respect 
to it, 219 

Notes tools like RD, which are separate save files of TECO 
preloaded with macros are Considered separate tools and are n ot 
treated here, 219a 

The second class consists of slightly odd NSW tools. They are tools 
in the sense that they have grammars and supporting pep processes# 
help data bases# and access restrictions. The odd thing about these 
tools is that the support process is not created when the tool, is 
run, but rather it already exists ana all that is needed is that 
perhaps new packages should be opened in the process, Flease note 
that this requires that the set of packages in a process must be 
allowed to change dynamically, 220 
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To make tnis all a felt more real to the reader wh© may oc unfamiliar 
with such user programs# I present a scenario of what must happen 
when a user runs such a user"program, X should point out that this 
is a facility row provided by NLS«8« It is widely used and affords 
advanced users a means of extending the capabilities of tools 
available to them. The access controls that must be brought to bear 
upon users and developers of such user programs should be openly 
acknowledge, discussed, and decided, However, we snould allow them 
since they p rovide a powerful facility for tne user and are easilv 
constructed, 221 

On to our scenario C Please note that an example using TECO and 
loading TECQ macros would pave served as well as tpe NLS example that 
follows except that TECO is a non-integrated tool and thus introduces 
complications that are not germain to this issue,)? 222 

The user of the NLS eriiitpr decides to run a user program written 
by an associate which interacts with the user to determine 
formatting information that conforms to the conventions 
established tot his project, He gives a command to the editor to 
load the program named proj, formats, This is the name of an NSW 
file containing the relocatable binary program written to execute 
within the 
user-program environment of the nis editor, The editor fetches 
the tile from the m and link-loads it into the user-program 
buffer, in addition, a new package named projformits is added to 
tne pep dispatch tables, thus making some Procedures in the 
user*orogram callable through PCP, 222a 

Please note that it is very important that this Pr0nrani ru n 
witnin tpe environment provided by tpe nis-editor since this 
provides the writer of such a program with high level editing 
primitives and other facilities, This reduces the development 
time of such new tools by several orders of magnitude without 
penalizing them in terms of execution time! 222al 

The us«r then gives the "run tool formats" command to the NSW, 
"formats" is the users simple naff,e f0r the tool. rrote 
complicated system name is read from the user's tool list and 
passed to the WM, wich returns the grammar for the tool, NOW the 
FE inspects the grammar to determine which processes to create in 
support of this tool, It finds that It must be the existing 
"nlsbe" process and that it is to open the package "projformats", 
which it does, 222b 

The user now gives c0mrrands t0 this t0Ql wich causes it to insert 
the proper format controls into the file he is currently editing. 
When the user is done with the formats tool, ne commands the NSW 
to terminate it for him. The FE closes the packages it opened for 
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the tool, but does net ask the WM to deli 
existed nrior to the tool's Invocation, 
the editor and ask it to delete the program proj,formats if he 
wishes to reclaim space in his user-program buffer, 222c 

ete the process since it 
The user may now resume 

Note; It would be much nicer if the us^r could tre®t this like 
any other tool (and not have to instruct the editor to load and 
delete the program) with only the reauirement that the editor 
must be active while running the formats tool. It may be 
possible to do this through CMLi Initialization rules which 
would call procedures in the nlsoe process (known through a 
process declaration) to load the needed user-program file and 
open the package, Similarly, a termination rule could cause 
the program to be deleted from the program buffer. This has 
the disadvantage that if the user reuses the user program, the 
program must be reloaded, The terminatin rule could ask the 
user if he wanted the program deleted before doing so, however, 222cl 

m m m m m m m 
7-FFCB-7B 10113 I 27R1181 
Net mail from site B8N-TENEXA revd at 7-FEB-75 10;i3!21 
Date; 7 FEB 1975 1245-E5T # 
From.; BURCHFlEt at BBN.TENEXA 
subject; Network mail protocols 
TOS NORTON at SRI-ARC 
cc; MESSAGEwS£R^IcE*COMMITTEE i, PgTpjRS at SRJ-ARC, 
ccs HOPPER at SRI-ARC, WATSON at SRI-ARC, WHITE at SRI-ARC, cc; 
POSTEL at SRI-ARC 223 

Jim, 
pick Watson has assured m e that you will be fixing up 
raXC mail soon to conform to ARPANET standard protocols. He 
suggested that X oe&crioe your current violations of protocol for 
clarity; 224 

i» Messages and citations from the NIC have no header 
at all, RFC #561 specifies that "TO;", "FROM;" and "DATE;" items are 
required, follcweo by a blank line (CRLFCRLF3 to delimit end of 
header, 225 

2, The FTP MAIL command requires that everything be sent 
as lines delimited by CPLF, The lines are interpreted by the 
receiver to find header items# end of header, and end of 
message. The standard l ine buffer is 132 characters, so you 
should not send MORE than 132 characters without a CRLF delimiter, 226 

I hone these suggestions provo helpful, I would appreciate 
it if you WQU5c acknowledge receipt of this message, 227 
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Thanks, 
Jerry 
m tm m m m m m 

10-FEB-75 10:28:50,468 
Wet mall from site B8N»TENEX rcVd at 10-FEB-75 10:28:42 
Date: io FEB 1975 1327-EST 
From: MCKENZIE at BBN*TENEX 
Subject: Protocols 
Tc: postal at 5Rl*AFC 
cc: mckenzie 228 

Jon i 
The NTIS accession number for the latest version of BBN Report Mo, 
1822 is: 
AD A. 002751 
(Note that the number is now an "ADA" number rather than an "AD" 
number) 229 

Would you ask Jake if she has received the Nils number for the 
"Protocols Notebook" yet? 
Regards, 
Alex 
w IM MI an 230 
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(J25337) 10-FEB*75 21:55?::? Title: Author(s)? Jonathan B, 
Postel/JBP? Distribution: /JBPC C INFO-ONLY J ) » Sub-Collections: 
SRI-ARC? C X e r K I 0 B P; Origin: < POSTEL# OLDMESSAGES . MLS ? 2 , >f 

10-FEB-75 21243 JBP ??;?###«? 



JAKE U-FEB-75 011 39 25338 
User na^es for BBN 

I talked to led stroiio at BBtoday and he would like to have a list 
of SRI people that will be using 8BN after March 1, Jake 



* » 

User rates tor BBN 
JAKE \I"FEB-75 01:39 25338 

CJ25338) U-FEB-75 01 : 39 ???; Title; AUthcrCs); Elizabeth J« C JaJce) 
Feinler/JAKE ? Distributions /KWWC C ACTION 3 ) MEH( [ ACTION 3 ) JCN( [ 
ACTION 3 3 ; Sub-Collections: SRI-AFC; Clerfc: JAKE? 



KJM 11 -FF.B-75 09 S 02 25359 
Party 

M y  r o o m m a t e  a n d  l  a r e  t h r o w i n g  a  p a r t y  o n  Saturday# F « b #  2 2  a t  6  
Roosevelt Circle, i t 's  a BY08# starting about 8 pm (w ith a midnight 
b u f t e t ) .  D a t e s #  h u s b a n d s #  w i v e s  i n c l u d e d #  o t  c o u r s e ,  S e e  m e  f o r  a  
m a p  t o  f i p d  t h e  p l a c e  ( i t ' s  n o t  e a s y  i n  t h o s e  c i r c l e s ) ,  

1 
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Party 

CJ25359) ll-FEB-75 09J02mi Title: Author(s): Karoiyn J, 
Martin/KJMi Distribution? /SFI-ARC( [ ACTION ) 5 ? Sub-Collections; 
SRI-ARC: clerk? KJM? 



DCE ll-FEB-75 10S 0i 25360 
Note concerning ARC'S NSw commitments 

Dick; This is a quiet request, I have becom increasingly concerned 
about the N$W deadlines and ARC'S commitments relative to them; this 
is to ask you formally to do an evaluation of these items within the 
next week, My intuition says that it is relatively likely that to be 
professional in our support role, and to be fair to our staff ana to 
ARC'S gcals, we may nave to insist on a re-casting of targets and 
expectations in the N$W program, Extending the scope and depth of 
deliverables is something that an evolving program must be able to do 
with its contractors, but the contractors must have balancing 
prerogatives in being able to negotiate reasonable extensions in cost 
and time, I 

I feel that in the Programmfs planning there has been an unbeatable 
laCK of understanding for the range and depth of tne problems that 
actually would ee involved, as well as for the potentials of finding 
pavcff to NSW9s basic goaxs, we have provided the Program with a 
singular resource (staff, experience, techniques, commitment, tool 
system), and it is clear to me that they are getting extremely good 
value, 2 

It is to oUr best interests t° do an exceptional jog fr them -- it 
is not to our cr tpeir best interests to see over-commitment or 
unrealistic expectations work to the Program's detriment, 3 

The evauation 1 am asking you to make should result in three thingSr 
for our internal use; 4 

a) A statement as to what targets and expectations would really 
be best for NSW, 4a 

d) A statement as to what targets and expectations can be met by 
A^C within a recommended (by you) mix of effort that provides both 
for MSW work and for such as possible new-market exploration, 
proposal w riting, and new-staff acquisition and training. This 
may"be in a form of target stages toward which we can just do a 
"best effort", and an estimate of the manpower and dollars that 
are available, 4b 

c) A draft communique to Bill Carlson and the NSW Planning 
Committee stating the conditions on targets and expectations that 
we must ask fpr in view 0f our p0sti0n 0n the above tw0 things, 
(This might ce a null statement if by some chance it is felt tha 
the situation is best left alone,J 4c 

Basically I want t° see that at least the key parties come t° tenms 
within a common "view of reality", I very much have the feeling now 
that there are dangerous disparltes in that view among such parties 
as General Robbins, Colcnel McBovern, Licklider, Carlson, Crain, you, 
different members of your staff, the RADC contingent, MCA, and ADR, 

X 



DC£ ll-FEB-75 10 S 01 25360 
Note concerning £KC's NSW commitments 

I want either? to learn explicitly that my feeling isn't based upon a 
situation that warrants any overt action on our part? or else to see 
that appropriate action is taken. 

2 



Note concerning a r c' s  N s w  commitments 
DCS 11•FEB*75 10:01 25360 

CJ25360) H-FEE-75 10:01???; Title: Author(s): Douglas C. 
Engeibart/DCE? Distribution1 /PWWC t ACTION 3 ) ? SUb-Coiiections: 
SRI-ARC; clerk: DCE? 



DIA's contest entry (worthless commnd) 

Execute (command In) Current Subsystem 

DIA ll-FEB-75 10J10 25361 

1 

1 
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DIA's  contest entry (worthless comnrnd) 
DIA 11 *»FEB»75 IOIIO 25361 

CJ25361 ) n-FEB-75 lOijOn?? Titles AuthOrCs)! Don I. 
Distribution! /DVN( [ ACTION J ) POOH( I ACTION } ) J Sub* 
SRl-ApC? ClerK! DIA? 

Andrews/DIA? 
Collections : 



DIA ll*FEB-75 15:24 25362 
some questions about the TE^EX/ELF QSI implementation 

Some questions about the OSXi i 

For each lccai file* the psx keeps track of the use-type. Is it 
satisfactory to have the use*typ« stored QNL* as the filename 
extension field? It not? should the OSI FORCE the extension field 
to reflect the use-tyoe *h®n it creates a local file? la 

Plan: j£ a cSi routine cannot perfom its duty because of faulty 
parameters or a related problem* i t will FAi^ return with a string 
explaining the problem, if it gets an error return from the system 
dofnq what it seems reasonable* it will c i) ABORT (2) NOTE and 
give FAIL return (which?)'. Success will result in success return 
with parameters as specified, is tnat satisfactory? Better ideas? lb 

Has anyone planned how we will do PSi's under ELF? ic 

Should we conform to special oSI-routine naming conventions? That 
would be ugly but would make it easy to identify OSI calls# Id 

I 



D I A  l l - F E B - 7 5  1 5  !  2 4  2 5 3 6 2  
Sor r e qu e s t i o n s  a b o u t  t h e  TRKEX /ELF O S I  X m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

C J 2 S 3 6 2 )  1 1 - F E B - 7 5  1 5 g 2 4 ?  j  j  -  T i t l e s  A u t n o r c s ) s  D o n  I .  A n d r e w s / D i a ?  
D i s t r i b u t i o n s  / K P < » (  [  A C T I O N  ]  )  R W W (  C  A C T I O N  ]  )  ?  S u b - C o l l e c t  i o n s s  
S B l - A p C  N P G ;  C l e r k ?  D I A ?  



POOH H-FKB-75 16J49 
Work Assignments for Tools for NSW and NL5-9, 

This list was given to me by Elizabeth and the assignments were 
determined at the meeting on vionday 2/10. If this information seems 
correct' I wiU fOrward this message to the aPpropriate people, 
Please let me k no w  'who sh 0uld receive tnis, 

1 



POOH ll-FEB-75 16 S 49 25363 
WorK Assignments for Tools for NSW and NLS-9, 

CJ25363) il-FEB-7b 16j49j?!J Title; Autnor(s); Ann Weinberg/POOHf 
Distribution! /DVNC C INFO.ONLY ] ) KXHKf C INFO-ONLY 3 ) ; 
Sub-Collectionsr SB I-AFC; Clerfc; POOH; 



KJ.HK ll-FEB-75 21 :b3 25364 
j^ore than most useless command 

Execute Sendmail Messaae TYPEIN OKS 
Cyour messac?^ is deleted next, tiwe you try t° 9° t° Sendmail) 

1 
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KIRK U-F EB-75 2i?53 25364 
More than most useless command 

CJ25364) ll-FEB-75 21153???? Title? AuthOrCs)? Kirk E, KeUey/KXRK? 
Distribution? /PoOHC C ACT ION 1 ) ? Sub-Collections? SRI-ARC? Clerk? 
KIRK? 
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